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In June of this year, H.R. Harmer offered the first part of the Richard D. Miggins Collection of the 
Philippines. The results of this sale showed the Philippines to be one of the strongest sectors of the 
philatelic market. Catalogue values were regularly exceeded as collectors clamored to add great 
rarities to their collection that only come to market a few times each generation. Pre-sale estimates 
were exceeded four- and fivefold. Bidders from around the globe expressed interest in all eras of 
this country’s rich and complex history.

We are, therefore, very proud to be able to present to you another specialized catalogue of the 
Philippines—in addition to other United States Possessions. Of interest to those who may have bid 
in our June sale are further offerings from the Richard D. Miggins Collection, demonstrating the 
full scope of what is undoubtedly one of the finest Philippines collections ever to be assembled.

The main section of this catalogue is rounded out by the Stanley Estabrook Collection of Philippines 
Flight Covers and the Donn Lueck Collection of Philippines Revenues—both wonderful collections 
with many eye-catching items. The Miggins Collection, while certainly exceptional, is just the tip 
of the iceberg when it comes to US Possessions. Both Mr. Estabrook and Mr. Lueck demonstrate 
just how many ways there are to create a specialized collection of the Philippines. Perhaps looking 
through the pages of this catalogue, you’ll be inspired to start your own. 
 
As we started in our spring sales, we will again be using a start price for each lot rather than an 
estimate. Whereas an estimate is oftentimes ambiguous and open-ended, with lots opening at and 
selling for a fraction of the estimate, a start price allows bidders to know exactly where the bidding 
for an item will start. For longtime bidders who are used to submitting a bid lower than the low 
estimate, we must make it explicitly clear that we will not consider bids below the listed start price.
 
From Caspary to Liechtenstein, great collectors put their trust in H.R. Harmer for the last 78 years. 
If you’re interested in consigning or buying with us, please contact us today and we will provide 
you with the same high-quality service that our company was founded upon all those decades ago.

H.R. Harmer · Global Philatelic Network · USA

2680 Walnut Ave, Suite AB · Tustin · CA 92780-7052

www.hrharmer.com Phone 

714.389.9178

Introduction
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• The American 
Philatelist 100-page 
monthly magazine. 
100-page monthly 
magazine.

• StampStore.org. 
Purchase stamps and 
covers from our online 
website. 

• Stamp Shows. 
APS stages two 
national exhibi-
tions annually 
with StampShow 
in the summer and 
AmeriStamp Expo 
in the winter.

• American Philatelic 
Research Library. The 
APRL is the world’s largest 
publicly accessible collection 
of philatelic literature. www.
stamplibrary.org.

• Expertizing stamps/
covers. Obtain guaranteed 
opinions on the genuine-
ness of stamps and covers 
from the American Philatelic 
Expertizing Service (APEX). 

• Quick I.D. service. 
Have a question about the 
identification of a stamp you 
own or one you want to pur-
chase off the Internet? Check 
out the APS online Quick 
I.D. service.

Whether you are a beginning collector or veteran of philately, the 
American Philatelic Society will help you grow and enjoy the hobby 
of stamp collecting. Since 1886, collectors from across the globe have 
been sharing knowledge, stamps, and a lifetime of friendships with 
the largest stamp collecting organization in the world. Completing the 
membership application is the next step in that experience. It could be 
the best decision you’ve made since you started collecting stamps!

Join the 
American Philatelic Society

Benefits of Membership
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OBviOuS REpRinTS

Forgeries, fake cancels, and badly defective 
stamps are normally not included in catalog totals 
unless noted. However, as with any large group 
of stamps, some stamps may prove to be bogus, 
misidentified, or defective. Descriptions of quality 
are meant to apply to the overall condition of 
the lot. Lots described as being “mixed” quality or 
condition should be expected to contain some 
faulty material.

OwnER’S CATAlOG vAluE 

In some cases an “owner’s catalog value” is given. 
Such a figure is just that. An owner’s value may 
be useful as a guide but H.R. Harmer does not 
guarantee the accuracy of such a figure. Gum. 
Stamps described as “mint” can be expected to 
have original gum (OG), but should be expected 
to be hinged unless specifically noted as never 
hinged (NH).

ExpERTizinG MARkS 

We sometimes mention an expert’s signature 
or guarantee mark on a stamp. However, while 
we believe that the vast majority of stamps so 
described are genuine, H.R. Harmer implies no 
warranty to that effect.

vAluATiOnS 

A Start Price is given for each lot. We do not accept 
any bids below the start price. All collection lots or 
lots containing in excess of 10 stamps offered in 
this auction are sold “as is” and are not returnable 
for any reason whatsoever.Please be certain to read 
the full Terms & Conditions of Sale at the rear of the 
catalog. All bidders will be bound by those Terms & 
Conditions of Sale.

S y M B O l S  

A    –  Autograph 
E    –  Essay 
P    –  Proof 
S    –  Specimen 
1 1  –  mint, never hinged 
1  –   mint, hinged, or without gum as issued 
2   –  mint, no gum (unused) 
1, 3   –  mint & used 
3 –  used    
5 –  on piece 
6  –  cover

Condition of Collections And large lots

All bids are in u.S. dollars

no bids below the Start price will be accepted!

H.R. Harmer · Global Philatelic Network · USA

2680 Walnut Ave, Suite AB · Tustin · CA 92780-7052

www.hrharmer.com Phone 

714.389.9178
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Bidding increments
Bids of    Increase by
up to $100   $5
$100 to $300   $10
$300 to $725   $25
$750 to $1,450   $50
$1,500 to $2,900  $100
$3,000 to $7,250  $250
$7,500 to $14,500  $500
$15,000 to $29,000  $1,000
$30,000 to $72,500  $2,500
$75,000 to $145,000  $5,000
$150,000 to $290,000  $10,000
$300,000 and up  $25,000

Bids that do not conform to the above 
increments will be reduced to the next 
appropriate bid. No bids accepted below the 
start price.

limit Bids

Individuals who wish to restrict their total 
purchases to a fixed amount (not less than 
$1,000) in any given auction may do so by 
advising us of the maximum amount they wish 
to spend. We will execute bids only until lots 
in the indicated limit are secured. The buyer’s 
premium will be added to the total, after the 
limit has been reached. All estimates are in u.S. 
Dollars. All times listed are Pacific time (unless 
noted). A Buyer’s Premium of 18% will be added 
to the hammer price of each lot.

Absentee Bidding
Bid directly on www.hrharmer.com and also by 
phone, fax, email or mail. Register now to start 
bidding at www.hrharmer.com.

Telephone Bidding
Telephone bidding for our auction is on 
a limited and priority basis only. If you are 
interested in telephone bidding, please contact 
Bill Bergstrom at 714-389-9178 no later than 
72 hours before the day of the sale, with your 
contact information and a list of the lots that 
you wish to bid on

live internet Bidding
We invite you to utilize live internet bidding via 
www.stampauctionnetwork.com for our sales. 
In order to bid during our live auction, you must 
be registered and approved for bidding with 
both Stamp Auction Network & H.R. Harmer. If 
you are registered at Stamp Auction Network, 
have been approved for bidding by H.R. 
Harmer and are ready to start bidding: Login at  
www.stampauctionnetwork.com, go to the 
Table of Contents for our sale, and select “Join the 
Public Auction in Progress.” You will be assigned 
a paddle number and are ready to start bidding. 
Lastly, if you are bidding actively on a lot and the 
bidding has passed your maximum bid, kindly 
use the “Pass” button to help expedite the sale.
Please note: Once a lot is announced as sold by 
the auctioneer on the floor, no late Internet bids 
will be accepted, nor will lots be reopened to 
the Internet once they have been sold on the 
floor. If you have any questions or concerns 
about Internet bidding or the registration 
process please do not hesitate to contact our 
office at 714-389-9178 or you can email us at 
info@hrharmer.com.

H.R. Harmer · Global Philatelic Network · USA

2680 Walnut Ave, Suite AB · Tustin · CA 92780-7052

www.hrharmer.com Phone 

714.389.9178

Bidding
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From los Angeles intl. Airport – 
42 miles

South on World Way toward World WayTake ramp 
onto CA-1/S Sepulveda BlvdTake ramp onto I-105 
EastTake exit onto I-405 South toward Long BeachEx-
it Bristol and turn rightVenue is on the left

From long Beach Airport – 
22.3 Miles  

South on E Donald Douglas Dr toward Barbara 
London Drive Right to stay on E Donald Douglas Dr, 
Right at CA-19/N Lakewood Blvd. Take I-405 ramp 
to San Diego. Keep left at fork to continue toward 
I-405 S and merge onto I 405 S. Exit Bristol and turn 
rightVenue is on the left

Directions to Auction venue

The Hilton Costa Mesa
3050 Bristol Street, Costa Mesa, California, United States 92626

From John Wayne Airport: Follow signs to the 405 
Freeway North. Exit Bristol Street and turn left. Drive 
over the bridge, turn left on Hotel Way. 

From 405 Freeway Southbound: Take 405 South to 
Bristol Street exit (just past Harbor Blvd and Hwy 73 
interchange). The hotel is located directly across from 
the exit on the left. 

From 405 Freeway Northbound: Take 405 North to 
Bristol Street exit. Exit left onto Bristol. Drive over the 
freeway and turn left on Hotel Way. 

From the 57 Freeway: Take the 57 South to I-5 South 
to Hwy 55 South. Exit Baker and turn right. Turn right 
again at Bristol Street and the hotel will be on the right 
hand side. 

From the 91 Freeway: Take 91 West to Hwy 55 South 
to 405 North. Exit at Bristol, turning left. Drive over the 
freeway and turn left on Hotel Way. 

From the 73 Freeway: Take 73 North, exit Bear Street, 
and turn right, right on Paularino, and left on Bristol.

Directions to Auction venue From Orange County

H.R. Harmer · Global Philatelic Network · USA

2680 Walnut Ave, Suite AB · Tustin · CA 92780-7052

www.hrharmer.com Phone 

714.389.9178
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2020/$60 2021/$100

Ex 2004/$100
2005/$100

Ex 2006/$120

Ex 2007/$200 Ex 2008/$200

Ex 2009/$90

Ex 2010/$150
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u.S. TERRITORIES PLuS SPANISH PHILIPPINES

LotNo Start Price

2001 *          7, 1904 8c Violet black,  bright, fresh and well centered, o.g., near very Fine, 1997 PF certificate. (Scott 
$150). 100

2002 */**   4       17a, 1906 2c on 1c Lake, Surcharge Type "e",  part sheet of 63, pos 1-60 + 66-70, 76-80, 86-88, tropicalized 
o.g., includes two imprints, a few small flaws, overally Very Fine, impressive multiple. (Scott $173 as singles). 
(see online scan).  80

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS

Canal Zone

H.R. Harmer, GPN, Inc. 
Public Auction No. 3018

Sale 3018 after lot 1492
U.S. Territories Plus Spanish Philippines

Costa Mesa Hilton 

3050 Bristol St. 

Costa Mesa  CA   92626

Thursday, October 26, 2017 at 1:00 PM (PDT)

Canal Zone Post Office

2001
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LotNo Start Price

2003 **   4       38S, 1913 1c Green & black, Specimen Sheet of 100,  red overprint "Specimen", usual "control" punch, 
remarkably intact, NH, some trivial seperations, few flaws impact about six singles, otherwise Very Fine 
and fresh. (Scott $1,000 as normal stamp, this being much scarcer, see online scans). 100

2004          E 136E, 137E, 139E, 140E, 1946/49 1½c/25 Definitives,  photo essays of each issue (approx 185x210mm) 
with a design similar to the final product, each with a strip of three of the actual stamps in mount affixed 
at top, additional b&w photo of John F. Stevens sitting at his desk and used for the "head" design on the 
stamp, Very Fine and rare (see online scans) 100

2005          E C11E, 1931 20c Air Mail Photo Essay,  195x197mm black and white image on glossy photo paper, some 
slight difference from the issued stamp, beneath the image are denomination tablets for C7, 9, 10, 13, 
and 14, unlisted in Scott and the CZSG Checklist, Very Fine; for more information see article in the 
September 2016 US Specialist, 100

2006          E C15E-20E, 1939 5c-$1 25th Anniversary Airmails, Photo Essays, black and white essay for each issue 
(approx 215x135mm) in a design very similar to the issues stamp which is in a mount affixed to the 
top of the essay for the 5c, 10c and 30c, $1 with a corner crease, also includes a promotional sheet with 
similar essays (85x55mm) affixed above an informational paragraph about the issue, Very Fine; excellent 
collateral material (see online scans) 120

2007  3         CO8-CO12, 5c-40c Air Post Officials, Type II Overprint,  complete set, cancelled to order, as always, Very 
Fine. each with 2000 PF certificate. (Scott $800).  200

2008  3         CO9-CO12, 5c-40c Air Post Officials, Type II Overprint,  complete, less 5c, cancelled to order as always, 
Fine-Very Fine. (Scott $650) 200

2009 **   4       J21-24, 1929 1c-10c Postage Dues,  complete, side plate blocks of 6, NH, slightly yellowed (tropicalized) 
gum, Fine-VF. (Scott $250 as o.g.). 90

2010           P CRISTOBAL CANAL ZONE Precancel and "OFFICIAL PANAMA CANAL" Overprint Proof 
Strikes,  precancel blocks of four on white paper and block of six on beige; official 2-line block of four 
on white paper, 3-line on off-white very thin paper; Very Fine 150

2011   6        Canal Zone, Dealer Stock, 139 covers, mostly Canal Zone but also includes handful of Hawaii and others, 
circa 1908-74, many First Day covers but note good commercial and personal, generally Fine to Very Fine 
or better. (owner retail $585, see online scans).    200

2012 No lot.

2013 */(*)/** 

3         

4//O9, 1904-1976 CANAL ZONE COLLECTION  extremely clean and impressive collection on Scott 
specialty pages, mostly o.g. or NH, mint highlights includes: 8, 10-14, 16-18, 29-30, 35, 42-5, 49-51, 57 
(used), 65 (no gum), 70-75 , 77-9, 81, 87-93, 95, 120-35, J7-11, J13 with 2003 Sismondo cert., J14 (used, 2007 
PS cert.), NH include: 4, 51, 39-41, 97-100, 104, 105-14, C1-20 (C2, 1996 APS certificate), C21-31, C36-43, 
CO1-7, etc., Very Fine collection. (Scott $3,750, owner cataloged). (see online scans). 500

2014 */(*)/** 

3         

CANAL ZONE COLLECTION, 1904-1978,  attractive collection in deluxe stockbook, all arranged by 
issue, mostly NH, some interesting varieties on small stockcard, highlights include: 6 (mint), 7 (2 mint, 
1 used), 8 (mint & used), 18-9 (used), 80 (mint), 84-95 (mint, no 94), 106a (NH), 120-35 (NH), better 
coil line pairs, C1-3 (mint), C6-14 (mint), C15-20 (NH), J1-3 (used, 2 sets), etc, couple interesting covers, 
overall a very fresh and attractive collection (see online scans). 250

2015 */(*)/** 

3  4       

CANAL ZONE ACCUMULATION, 1904-1939,  very fresh group, on Hagner pages, mint include: 4, 6, 
7 (2), 9-13, 19, 20 (+pair), 28, 37 (2), 47, 52-4, 53a, 54, 58, 68-69, 70-74, 71e (without tab), 76, 77, 78, 
84-93,  95 (3), 96 (plate block),  97, 117a, 80 (no gum), 120-35 (2), C2, C15-20, J2, used include: 6, 25 
(pos. 50), 47(3), CO1-7, J2-3 (2), O1-6, also includes: couple covers and "Postal Stationary of Canal Zone" 
(Schwartz, 1985, UPSS), a very useful and attractive group.  (Scott $3,000). (see online scans) 300

2016 */(*)/**   

4       

CANAL ZONE DEALER STOCK,  on dealer pages in 11 multi-ring binders, all neatly identified and 
ready for resale, generally extremely clean and attractive, useful duplication, separated into catagories: 
NH, mint, used, likewise airmails and dues, mostly Very Fine or better, excellent for bourse or ebay dealer, very 
little work required, close examination suggested. (see online scans). 600

(Photo = 1 10)

(Photo = 1 10)

(Photo = 1 10)

(Photo = 1 10)

(Photo = 1 10)

(Photo = 1 10)

(Photo = 1 10)

ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.
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u.S. TERRITORIES PLuS SPANISH PHILIPPINES

LotNo Start Price

2017   6        Ships Mail / USS Newark  endorsement on an unfranked envelope addressed to Ohio, return address 
"From E. H. Long, Elect / U.S.S.Newark / Guantanamo Bay / Cuba", small "SHORT PAID" staright-line, 
Brooklyn Jul 31 98 machine transit cancel, indistinct Aug 2 backstamp, cover a bit soiled and roughly 
opened at right, included letter includes mention of military action, Fine and interesting 
The USS Newark was a protected cruiser commissioned in 1891 and then recommissioned in 1897 after 
extensive overhaul. Shortly after the declaration of war on Spain, she sailed on 13 June for key West 
and then Cuba, joining the blockade on 30 June. Cruising in Cuban waters throughout the summer, the 
warship bombarded the port of Manzanillo on 12 August and on the following day accepted its surrender. 
After the battle of Santiago de Cuba, she participated in the final destruction of Admiral Cervera‘s fleet 
through bombardment of the burned hulks. Newark returned to New york on 26 November 1898.

250
2018   6        1901 Incoming Cover from USA Charged Postage Due,  Erie Pa Jan 7 1901 flag cancel ties 2c Carmine, 

various ms. and handstamped due markings including 2-line "POSTAGE DUE 6 CENTS. / Pinar Del Rio, 
Cuba", with Cuba 1c, 5c Dues affixed and tied on arrival, backstamped Pinar del Rio Jan 18 (?) 1901, 
bit roughly opened at right causing a nicked corner on the US 2c and small tear in the 5c due, still Fine

200
2019 5  6        Cuba Assortment  of covers (3), card or fragments (2), includes Spanish American War patriotic (stamp 

missing corner), front with US 1c/15c Bureaus (Scott 268/81) tied by Military Sta No. 1 Ny/ Cuba 
double ovals with an adjacent Military Sta 1 Santiago De Cuba Nov 1 98 duplex, #228 strip of three plus 
E2 tied on piece by Hav. & Alacranes R.P.O. 17 Mar 1901 duplex, thick card with US 2c Trans Miss tied by 
Mil Sta Dec 28 98 Havana Cuba duplex with photo of soldier affixed on other side (stamp and card with 
faults), usual mixed condition, still a Fine assortment (see online scans) 100

2020 *          E1, 1899 10c Blue,  deep color, o.g., near Very Fine. (Scott $130). 60
2021 *          E1a, 1899 10c on 10c Blue, No period after "CUBA",  o.g., bright and fresh color, Very Fine, an attractive 

example of this scarce variety (Scott $575) 100
2022   6        E1, 1899 10c on 10c Blue,  single with natural straight-edge tied along with 2c on 2c Carmine on envelope 

addressed to Habana by just legible strikes of Correos Habana cancels, backstampe Habana 8 May 99 in 
blue, cleanly opened top and right, portion of backflap missing, still Very Fine (Scott $450) 250

2023 *          U5 var., 1899 2c on 2c Green on buff, Double overprint,   clear doubling especially in the "CUBA" 
and very clearly double printed cc, fresh and Very Fine, the only recorded example; 1977 PF certificate 
(unlisted in Scott and UPSS) 1000

(Photo = 1 14)

(Photo = 1 14)

(Photo = 1 14)

(Photo = 1 10)

(Photo = 1 10)

(Photo = 1 14)

Cuba

Obrapia Street in Havana

2023
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2047/$150

2045/$200

2017/$250

2022/$250

Ex 2019/$1002018/$200

2026/$100

Ex 2027/$100

2032/$120

2031/$120

2030/$100

2029/$150

2028/$100

Ex 2041/$120
Ex 2039/$150

2035/$120

2049/$502048/$200
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u.S. TERRITORIES PLuS SPANISH PHILIPPINES

LotNo Start Price

2024   6        1899 Cover to USA,  2c on 2c envelope uprated with 1c, 2c, 5c, 10c Surcharges plus 10c on 10c Special 
Delivery, all tied by Cienfuegos Jul 11 1899 duplex cancels, backstamped Wash & Charleston R.P.O. Jul 
16, open at left an partially along the top, 1c top perfs trimmed, Fine multicolor franking 400

2025   6        1899 Official Mail to USA,  penalty envelope with "Department of Posts/ Post Office at Matanzas, Cuba/ 
(Military Station No. 25)" printed cc and a boxed "M.O.B." at lower left, blurred cancelbackstamped 
Chicago Feb 28 1899 flag cancel, a little bit of wrinkling, Fine and rare official use 350

2026   6        1900 War Dept Card to Cienfuegos and Forwarded  to Caibarien, unfranked thick penalty card addressed 
to a Lieut of the 2nd Infantry from the Office Commissary-General of Subsistence with Washington DC 
Jul 2 1900 machine cancel, Cienfuegos and Caibarien transit/ arrival postmarks, Fine and unusual 100(Photo = 1 14)

Bellamar Caves in Matanzas

2025

2024
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2053/$350

2067/$300

2066/$350

Ex 2059/$100

Ex 2055/$75

Ex 2040/$90

2037/$100

2036/$400

Ex 2043/$150Ex 2075/$200Ex 2072/$190

Ex 2071/$450

Ex 2070/$700
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u.S. TERRITORIES PLuS SPANISH PHILIPPINES

LotNo Start Price

2027   6        18a, 1901 4c Bister & dull blue,  two covers, each with diagonal bisect tied on covers to St. Croix by St. 
Thomas 1/26 & 1/27/03 c.d.s‘s, one cover with light toning including perf tips, otherwise Very Fine 
covers, also includes unused Postal Cards: UX5 UX14, Uy3, Uy4, mostly Very Fine, Uy4 light toning in 
fold.  (Scott $294). 100

2028   6        48, 1908 30b Claret and slate,   single franking on 1912 cover to Budapest, St Thomas cds, Le Havre 
transit cancel on face, backstamped Budapest; accompanied by a 1912 ppc to USA with 1908 10b (Scott 
44) tied by a scarce Kings Hill cds, F-VF 100

2029 * 3         UPSS 1/7, 1878/93 2c, 3c Postal Stationery Envelopes Assortment,  includes UPSS 1 mint and used (3), 
UPSS 5 used entire plus a used full corner, UPSS 6 used, UPSS 7 used (5; some small faults), a Fine group 
(UPSS $1,300+) 150

2030   6        UPSS 3, 1889/90 3c Red orange on thick paper,   addressed to St Croix, St Thomas 11/8 1893 cds, 
backstamped Christiansted, slightly reduced at left, o/w Very Fine (UPSS $700) 100

2031   6        UPSS 5, 1891/92 3c Red orange on thick wove, locally addressed entire with Christiansted 8 2 1896 cds, 
Very Fine (UPSS $500) 120

2032   6        UY5, 1902 1c on 3c + 1c on 3c Carmine rose,  message card Frederikstad 7/1 1902 cds and addressed to 
"Westend", reply card mint, Very Fine; the earliest reported use (ERP in UPSS 2/14 02) 120

2033 *          Danish West Indies Christmas Seals,   nine different: 1907-08, 1910-16, o.g., all fresh and Very Fine, 
unusual and attractive. (owner retail $450). 150

Guam
2034 *          1-4, 6-8, 10-12, E1, 1899 1c/$1 Overprints,   1c used, others o.g. (2c stamp offset on dist gum, $1 

tropicalized gum), 3c-6c, 50c small faults, an o/w F-VF selection (Scott $1,602) 150
2035   6        1901 Cover to USA, 2c Ovpt tied by AGANA GUAM straight-line with JUL 13 1901 date handstamp (early 

use), backstamped San Francisco Aug 29, Ny City Sep 4, stamp with natural se, cover bit roughly opened 
and with some edge wear at bottom, Fine use 120

2036 *   4       10, 1899 15c Olive green,  left margin block of four with fresh color, typical lightly tropicalized o.g., Fine 
block (Scott $600 as singles) 400

2037 *          12, 1899 $1 Black,  fairly well centered for issue, o.g., lightly tropicalized (trivial), Very Fine. (Scott $350).
100

2038 *          E1 var., 1900 10c Blue, "Mandel" Special Printing, bottom partial plate single, o.g. additional red 
handstamp "Special Surcharge" on reverse, Very Fine, two panes of 50 were overprinted for the Paris and 
Pan-American Expositions of 1900-01, most were destroyed at the end of the Expositions, "JM Bartels, 
Special Surcharge, Rare" in pencil on the selvage, a truly rare Special Printing. (Scott $1,250). 400

2039   6        M3-M5, 1930 1c-2c Guam Guard Mail,  three covers: M3 single tied by Agana, Guam Service 4/7/30 cds; 
M4 single tied by similar 8/21/30 cds; M5 pair tied by similar 9/8/30 cds, all Very Fine. (Scott $550). 

150
2040 **   4       M7-8, 1930, 2c, 4c "Guard Mail", plate number blocks of six, NH, 1c natural light vertical gum skip, fresh 

and F-VF (Scott $215).  90
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2041   6        1884/92 Covers to England,  two covers; 1884 with 39 pair with target cancels and accompanying Honolulu 
Jul 11 cds, backstamped Shrewsbury Jy 24 84 and Ludlow Jy 25 84, stamps bit of perf toning 1892 with 
52C pair tied by Honolulu Jul 20 1892 duplex, addressed to London and then redirected to Orange Mass 
and then Bristol Conn with all the appropriate transit and arrival cancels, irregularly opened at right, 
each some light postal wear but a Fine pair 120

2042           66, 66b, 1893 2c Rose,  two NH sheets of 50, each with pos. 6 missing period after "Govt", both sheets 
fresh and Very Fine (Scott $200+, see online scans).  100

2043 */**   4       66/88, 1893-99 1c-2c Sheets,   four sheets of 50, mostly very fresh and NH, couple hinged in selvedge 
impacting a very few stamps, includes: 66, 74, 81 (2), all Fine to Very Fine, bright and attractive. (Scott 
$741). (see online scans).  150

2044 *          U11a var., 1883 2c Red, Double overprint,  mint entire, close but clear doubling of the overprint, fresh 
and Very Fine (UPSS 17ab, $1,100) 250

2045   6        UY4, 1889 2c+2c Message/ Reply Card to Switzerland,  message card with Honolulu Jun 10 1893 duplex 
cancel, attached reply with a San Francisco transit cds, Very Fine (Scott $550) 200

2046 */(*)/** 

3         

19//66, HAWAII COLLECTION,   small but impressive quality collection on Scott specialty pages, all 
extremely fresh and attractive, includes: 19, plate 6A, pos. 2 (type II), unused, margins to slightly in 
at bottom, photocopy Sismondo cert for comparission; 36 (used), 39 (NH, Sismondo cert.); 41 (used, 
Sismondo cert.); 43 (NH, PF certificate); 47 (used, Sismondo cert.); 48 (used, PF certificate); 74-6 (used), 79 
(used pair, Sismondo cert.), 80 NH block, 56 (NH), 58 (o.g.), 59 (NH, PF and Sismondo certs.), mostly Very 
Fine or better. (Scott $1,040). (see online scans). 300
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2047   6        Soldier‘s Mail / Forward Collect ms notation on cover addressed to Ohio, Utuado Pto Rico 27 Ago 98 
Spanish postmark along with partial strike of an Aug 29 1898 duplex (Wash DC military station transit 
- envelope sent 12 days before station established) with a "DUE 2 CENTS" circular handstamp (U.S. 2c 
due affixed and cancelled) backstamped Ny City Sep 7 machine flag cancel and Norwalk Ohio, some 
cover wrinkling/ light soiling as often, Fine and scarce; ex-Gallagher/ Rudman 150

2048   6        Military Sta 1/ Porto Rico, Wash DC  Sep 27 98 duplex ties US 2c Carmine to envelope (with enclosure 
datelined "Ponce Porto Rico Septbre 27th 98"), addressed to Philadelphia, engraved imprint of "U.S.M.S. 
"Berlin", backstamped Philadelphia (2 different), envelope open at left and with a bit of soiling, Fine; 
letter describes scenes of Spaniards leaving the area on transports 200

2049   6        MAYAGUEZ PORTO RICO / MIL. STA. No 3 Nov 10 1898 duplex ties US 2c Carmine to envelope 
addressed to San Juan, backstamped MIL. STA, No 4 W.D.C. SAN JUAN PORTO RICO / REC‘D Nov 19, 
cover missing most of backflap, Fine 50

2050   6        U. S. C. & G. S. Str. Blake / Ponce P.R. / Jan. 12 1899  (U.S. Coast and Geodetic Service Steamer Blake) 
oval handstamp on cover addressed to Baltimore and franked with US 1c Green pairs (2; one stamp 
damaged) tied by an indistinct Jan 16 1889 duplex, several Baltimore Jan 23 backstamps, stamp and cover 
faults but a rare use. 100

2051   6        U.S. SEA POST / PORTO RICO Dec 16 1916 duplex ties Neth Antilles 1913 3c yellow block of six (Scott 
50) on cover addressed to Chicago, straight-line "PAQUEBOT" handstamp, Very Fine and scarce; ex-
Gallagher/ Rudman 50

2052   6        212, 213, 1899 5c-8c Overprints,  both near Very Fine, trivial light perf tip toning , tied on registered 
5c entire (U14) to Plymouth, England by blurred double oval cancels, red New york registry label, red 
"Registered London 11/29/00" transit oval, appropriate New york and Plymouth transit and receiver 
backstamps, Very Fine cover, great usage.  100

2053 *   4       RE33-41, RE43-44, RE46-47, RE49-51, 1942/57 1c/$1 Rectified Spirits Revenues,  blocks of four, without 
gum as issued, fresh and F-VF (Scott $1,035 as singles) 350

2054 */**   4       PUERTO RICO US ADMINISTRATION PLATE NUMBER COLLECTION.  multiple plate blocks of 
6 or plate strips of 3, much duplication, usually different plate numbers, many NH or lightly hinged, 
plate blocks include: 210 (4), 211 (3), 215, dues strips of 3  include J1 (4), J2 (3) J3, others in strips of 
3 include both 1c & 2c (both types) in quantities (again different plate numbers), 5c (9), 8c (2) & 10c 
(8), generally Fine or better, seldom offered specialized collection.  Scott catalog in excess of $13,000 (see 
online scans). 2000

Ryukyu Islands
2055 **          RYUKYUS 1950/57 ISSUES ASSORTMENT. three each Scott 45, C1-3, C9-13, NH, Very Fine. (Scott 

$251).  75
2056   6        RYUKYU ISLANDS FIRST DAY COVERS, 1957-71, DEALER STOCK,  341 First Day Covers/Cards, all 

cacheted and unaddressed, includes: UC3 (7), also includes five earlier covers/cards in need of further 
research, an impressive inventory, all Very Fine. (owner retail $1,514). (see online scans). 500

2057 * 3         RYUKYU ISLANDS COLLECTION  collection of several hundred stamps in a Scott specialty album and 
incl nice range of the provisionals (some signed) noting Miyako district including 2s Crimson corner 
margin single (3X2), 4s Green (3X4), 8s Purple, 10s Red (3X7-8), 17s Gray violet (3X13), 25s Brown 
(3X17), 40s Violet, 50s Olive (3X20-21), Miyako district revenues (3XR1-7). followed by Yaeyama district 
with 40s Violet, 50s Olive (5X7-8), then the Ryukyus general issues beginning with the 1948/49 first 
series with the first and second printings complete (1/7 mnh, 1a/7a some gum disturbance as usual), 
then continuing highly complete (majority NH) to the 1970s including the airposts as well as scarce 1951 
paid reply postal cards (Uy4a, Uy5a), etc.,  There is some rice paper adherence on the provisional issues, 
as is often the case, generally F-VF (see online scans)  2000

2058 */**          RYUKYU ISLANDS SPECIALIZED COLLECTION 1945-72.   exceptional collection, hinged in Scott 
Specialty album, o.g., a few in mounts and NH, better include (o.g. unless specified): 8-13, 19-26, 58-62, 
76-80, C4-8, C14-18, R1-5, R9-14, RQ2, good assortment of Postal Stationary, generally Very Fine. (Scott 
$1,359, see online scans).  220

2059 **          RYUKYU ISLAND MINT NH ASSORTMENT.  includes: 1-7 (6), 1a-4a, 6a (3 each), specialized group of 5c 
(49) showing different shades, papers and perf varieties (dealer retail $590), 15, C4-8, all Very Fine, unusual 
group for specialist (Scott $261, not counting specialized group). (see online scans). 100

2060 */**          RYUKYU ISLANDS MINT COLLECTION, 1949/72.  mostly NH in mounts on pages and needing only 
a handful of stamps for completion, includes 1a-7a, 8-13, 14-15, 16, 16A, 16B, 18 NH, 50-53, essentially 
complete NH after 1958, C1-8, C9-23 NH, E1 NH, etc., some earlier usual slight gum toning, F-VF (see 
online scans) 80
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2061   6        U.S. TRUST TERRITORIES, FIRST DAY COVERS,  73 First day Covers, circa 1983-85, all cacheted and 
unaddressed, all Very Fine and colorful (see online scans).  75

2062 **   4       US TRUST TERRITORIES ACCUMULATION.   a wealth of sheets, booklets, and stamps from 
Micronesia, Marshall Islands, and Palau, all NH and VF, many $100s postage (see online scans)  100

2063 */** 3  

4       

U.S. POSSESSIONS DEALER STOCK,  all on dealer pages, identified and priced in 11 different counter 
books, retail pricing to $600, includes; Cuba/Porto Rico, DWI, Guam, interesting Hawaii (2 books), 
Ryukyu (2 books), US Trust territories, one general book, mostly Philippines, etc, generally Fine to Very 
Fine, expect some duplication, ideal for collector or bourse/ebay dealer, close examination suggested, a very useful 
and clean stock. (see online scans). 1500

Philippines - Marianas Islands Overprints
2064 */(*) 3         1/6, 1899 2c/15c "MARIANAS ESPAÑOLAS" Overprints Collection, desirable assortment of the 2c, 

3c, 5c, 8c and 15c overprinted values with a bonus of the 1890/97 6c Alonso XIII with portion of the 
straight-line "MARIANAS" cancel, comprised of 2c (500 issued) mint (3), unused (1), 3c (500 issued) 
mint (10 incl pair), used (6 incl pair), 5c (500 issued) mint (4), used (1), 8c (700 issued) mint (6 incl 
pair), unused (6 incl pair), used (5 incl pair), 15c (150 issued) mint (2), usual mixed condition but much 
better than usually seen with most being well centered and with fresh color, some dubious as expected, 
generally F-VF or better (see online scans; Scott $23,600) 3000

Philippines - Spanish Administration
2065   6        1852/86 Stampless Covers, two covers; 1852 to Cadiz via Suez, Manila 23 Nov 1852 cds and framed 

"FRANCO", backstamped with Spanish transit and Cadiz arrival; 1886 London to Manila carried outside 
the mail with sender‘s handstamps on back, 120

2066 *          17, 1863 2r Blue, attractive single with ample to large margins and rich color, o.g., natural paper inclusion, 
Very Fine and choice; signed Roig, 1989 Comex certificate (Scott $650) 350

2067 *          17, 1863 2r Blue, stunning bottom left corner margin single with lovely color, unused, tiny thin spot, 
crease in the bottom margin not affecting stamp, the minor faults notwithstanding this is still an Very 
Fine and attractive showpiece; signed Roig, 1996 Comex certificate (Scott $650 for o.g.) 300

2068 (*)          25 var., 1874 1r Slate blue, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, Double overprint, full margins 
three sides, clear to just in at right, unused, small faults and repaired tear at right, Fine appearance, the 
only recorded example of this error; signed Bartels, Colson, 1995 APS certificate 1000

2069 *          25A var, 1874 2r Green, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" Overprint, Double overprint, just clear to 
wide margins incl portion of dividing line at left, small part o.g., several h.r., faults incl pinhole not 
mentioned in cert, Very Fine appearance; the only recorded example; signed Bartels, 1997 APS certificate 1700

2070 */(*) 3         1877/79 "HABILTADO" 12c Surcharges Errors and Varieties Assortment, 12c on 2c inverted o.g., 
unused and used, 12c on 25m Black surcharge sideways mint, inverted mint (2) and used, 12c on 25m 
Black Surcharge double unused (rebacked),  12c on 25m Blue Surcharge normal unused and mint, 
double unused, double with both inverted mint, usual mixed condition, generally Fine or better (see 
online scans) 700
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2071           P 62P/69P, 1878/79 25m/200m Alfonso XII Imperforate Plate Proofs Assortment, in issued colors and 
comprised of 25m Black singles (5 incl one with cancel-like handstamp), pair (2), block of four, 50m Dull 
lilac singles (4), 0.0625 de peso Grey singles (3), 100m Carmine singles (3), 100m Yellow green singles 
(3) and pair, 200m Rose singles (2), some on gummed paper, usual mixed condition, generally fresh and 
F-VF (see online scans) 450

2072 */(*)          62-71, 1878-79 25m-250m Alfonso XII, fresh colors, 25m Black, 200m Rose unused, others o.g. or part 
o.g., some minor faults as expected, 200m violet rose natural paper flaw appearing as pinhole, usual 
rough perfs, still an attractive F-VF set (Scott $696) 190

2073           63/68, 1878/79 25m/125m Alfonso XII, Imperforate Printer‘s Waste Selection, imperf singles and 
blocks with multiple impressions (some inverted) and in assorted colors; 25m Black single, block plus a 
pair and block with 2nd impression of Cuba 1pta Telegraph stamp, full pane of 100 with security punch 
holes and overprinted with Cuba 1877 1pta Telegraph issue in pale blue, 0.0625 de peso single, 125m 
Blue single (2) and pair, usual mixed condition, a Fine and useful group for the specialist (see online 
scans) 550

2074   6        73, 1879 8c on 100m Carmine,  single plus 1882 5c Grey blue (Scott 81) tied on envelope addressed to 
Habana by colonial lozenge cancel with Manila 24 Nov 82 cds alongside, backstamped with a partial 
strike of an oval Habana dated receiver, Fine use 100

2075 */(*) 3         76/88, 1880/86 Alfonso XII Issue Group, highlighted by Used 76 block with two strikes of boxed 
"CERTIFICADO", 85 bisect tied on piece, Mint 81 double transfer, 84, 87 block of 50 from top half of 
the sheet including the margins and sheet number, Printer‘s Waste assortment with singles and blocks 
mostly double printed wth one inverted, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, nice lot for the specialist 
(see online scans) 200

2076   6        76, 1880 2c Carmine,  block of four tied on envelope addressed to France by Manila 6 Dic 83 cds, red 
octagonal "LIGNE N/ PAQ FR No 6"13 Dec 83 transit cancel, backstamped Liege 11 Janv 84, Very Fine, 
nice cover showing the 8c single weight overseas rate 60

2077   6        76, 1880 2c Carmine,  horiz strip of four just tied on envelope addressed to USA by indistinct cancels, ms 
"via San Francisco", partially struck San Francisco Paid All backstamp, with enclosure datelined "Manila, 
Luzon, June 16, 1884" and ms. "from United States Consulate Manila" on backflap, envelope with some light 
bends/ wrinkles slightly affecting stamps, cleanly opened at left clipping perfs from the right stamp, Fine
  60

2078   6        76, 1880 2c Carmine, pair (2), strip of four and block of eight on 1884 envelope addressed to the Minister 
of Foreign Affairs in Rome, cancelled by multiple strikes of Colonial parilla cancel, backstamped with 
seal of the Italian Consulate in Manila plus Brindisi and Roma, cover with couple of light vertical folds 
and slightly reduced at left, still a Fine and extraordinary franking 350
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2079   6        77, 1882 2c Brown,   single tied by lightly struck 5 Mar 85 Manila cds on cover addressed to Austria, 
backstamped Innsbruck 19/4 85, cover with some light bends, a small edge break at top and some back 
faults due to removal of wax seal, Fine single franking showing the overseas circular rate 75

2080    4       78 var., 1882 2 4/8c Ultramarine, Imperforate printer‘s waste, full pane of 100 with an inverted double 
impression, includes both imprints, on ungummed paper, some minor faults mostly confined to the 
margins, still a Very Fine and desirable full sheet for the specialist 250

2081   6        81, 1882 5c Grey,  two singles tied on envelope addressed to Germany by Manila 23 Set 87 cds, backstamped 
Loschwitz, cover couple of small age spots not affecting stamps, Fine 60

2082   6        89, 1881 Black 2c on 2½c Brown Postage,  pair along with 1880 2c Carmine (2; Scott 76) tied on envelope 
addressed to Spain by Manila 23 Sep 84 cds, backstamped Cadiz 3 Nov 84, Very Fine 75

2083   6        91, 1886 Dark grey 10c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine, 2nd retouch,  margin single tied on cover addressed to 
Isle of Wight by light blue Manila 28 Nov 88 cds, ms "Via Brindisi", backstamped Bombay Dec 7, Shanklin 
Dec 24, trivial bit of wear/ aging on the edges, Fine, a scarce destination 100

2084   6        91, 1886 Dark grey 10c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine, 2nd retouch,   tied along with 1880 2c Carmine, 1882 
5c Grey blue (Scott 76, 81) on cover addressed to France by Manila 28 Jul 88 cds, backstamped Paris a 
Toulouse 24 Aout 88 transit and Millau 25 Aout 88 arrival cancels, surcharged stamp a light pre-affixing 
bend, envelope couple light bends not affecting stamps, Fine three-color franking 100

2085 */(*) 3         93/99, 1881/83 Surcharges on Postage Issues Selection,   includes 93 inverted surcharge mint and 
unused, double surcharge unused, triple surcharge unused, 94 on  exhibit page incl split, sideways, 
inverted, double, triple and triple-one inverted surcharges unused or used, 94b inverted surcharge used, 
double surcharge unused and used (APS cert), 95A 1r surcharge inverted mint, 98 (14 incl four with 
double surcharge) punch cancelled on telegraph receipt, 99 on exhibit page incl used with Cochin 
China cancel (2 known), assortment of surcharge errors and varieties incl triple surcharge unused (APS 
cert), etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 1000

2086  3         93, 1883 Black 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, Pair, One stamp double surcharge, one stamp without 
surcharge, well centered and lightly cancelled, stamps some light toning, Very Fine centering; 2015 APS 
certificate (Scott for the normal surcharged stamp alone $325) 170

2087  3         93, 1883 Black 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, Pair, One stamp double surcharge, one stamp without 
surcharge, light centrally struck blue cancel, some minor perf flaws, still F-VF and striking error; 2016 
APS certificate (Scott for the normal surcharged stamp alone $325) 170

2088  3         93 var, 1883 Black 1r on 2c Carmine Postage, Inverted surcharge, well centered horiz strip of four, light 
postal cancels (no punch cancels), some nibbed perfs at each end, still Very Fine and rare (Scott $1,300 
as normal used singles) 220

2089   6        96, 1882 Green 10c on 2c Carmine Postage,   tied along with 1880 2c Carmine on cover addressed to 
Germany by Manila 1 Dic 86 cds, backstamped Frankfurt a. Main 5.1.87, Fine 60

2090   6        101, 1886 Red 1c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 2nd retouch,  two single franking covers to USA, each 
with a blue Manila 1888 cds tying stamp to envelope and with a San Francisco Paid All transit backstamp, 
sound stamps on cover with some postal wear, Fine 60

2091   6        105, 1887 Magenta 8c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine Postage, 1st retouch,  margin single tied on mourning 
cover addressed to Lisbon by light Manila 13 Oct 88 cds (same used as backstamp), Lisbon 14 Nov 88 
arrival backstamp, trivial bit of edge wear, Fine use 75

2092   6        106, 1887 Magenta 8c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine, 2nd retouch,  single tied on mourning cover addressed 
to Belgium by blue Manila 1 Feb 89 cds and Marseille transit cancel, backstamped Etranger Marseille 6 
Mars transit and Bruxelles 7 Mars 1889 arrival cancels, cover open three sides and with just a bit of aging, 
Fine use 75

2093   6        106, 1887 Magenta 8c on 2 4/8c Ultramarine, 2nd retouch,  margin single tied on envelope addressed to 
USA by blue Manila 20 Ago 88 cds, backstamped San Francisco Pd All Sep 12, New york Sep 18 Paid Al 
"opera glass", partial New Haven arrival, stamp rough perfs at bottom, Fine use 75

2094   6        107, 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 1c Grey green Postage,  single plus Scott 108, 110, 111 singles all tied on 
envelope addressed to the "Governador Generale/ Angola" by Manila 3 Nov 88 cds, envelope 28mm sealed 
break at top not affecting stamps, portion of backflap missing, Fine and rare destination 100

2095   6        107, 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 1c Grey green Postage,  three singles plus 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 5c Grey 
Postage (Scott 108) single tied on envelope addressed to Sweden by Manila 20 Nov 89 cds, backstamped 
Stockholm 7 12 1889, cover with some small opening faults at top not affecting stamps, Fine, late use of 
the surcharged stamps and a desirable destination   100
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2096   6        108, 188 Magenta 2 4/8c on 5c Grey Postage,  two singles (one inverted surcharge, pos 3) tied along with 
two singles 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 10c Green postage (Scott 111) on envelope addressed to Switzerland 
by Manila 6 Feb 89 cds, backstamped "Ambulant No. 63" 3.III.89 transit and Davos 4.III.89 arrival cancels, 
Very Fine 150

2097   6        109, 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 1/8c Newspaper,   seven singles tied on envelope addressed to London 
by Manila 6 Nov 89 cds, backstamped London DE 3 89, envelope with horiz fold through address not 
affecting stamps, Fine multiple franking 100

2098   6        110 var., 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 50m Bistre Postage, Double surcharge,  single tied along with 1880 2c 
Carmine pair and 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 5c Grey Postage (Scott 76, 108) on envelope addressed to 
Sevilla by blue Manila 5 Jun 88 cds, backstamped Sevilla 8 Jul 88, cover some light aging, Fine and rare 
use of the error surcharge 100

2099   6        112, 1881 Black 2c on 10c Bistre Revenue,  single with double surcharge tied along with 1882 5c Blue 
green on cover to Poland by Manila Dec 28 1883 cds, faintly struck Tarnow receiving backstamp, cover a 
light bit of aging but still Fine, a scarce destination 75

2100 */(*) 3         113, 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, 16 items on exhibit pages and comprised of mint single 
plus sideways surcharge mint, split surcharge mint, "straddling" surcharge mint, omitted surcharge mint, 
inverted surcharge mint single and block of four (APS cert, toned, faults), double surcharge NH, mint (3 
incl pair) and used, double surcharge-one inverted unused, double surcharge-both inverted mint, triple 
surcharge mint (toned) and used, plus a mint block of eight with pos 1 double surcharge and pos 2, 8 
triple surcharge, generally F-VF (see online scans) 220

2101   6        115, 1881 Black 8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, two singles tied on cover to USA by Manila 3 Ago 85 cds, 
backstamped San Francisco Aug 31 "PAID ALL" , Ny Sep 6 85 "opera glass", cover opened each end, Fine 
and rare being the only recorded use of this issue on cover (Scott $30,000 for single on cover) 5000

2102 *          115 var., 1881 Black 8c on 10c Bistre Revenue, Inverted surcharge, Double surcharge,  two mint singles, 
part o.g., Fine (Scott $900 as normals) 250
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The Bridge of Spain in Manila
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2103 5          118, 1883 Black 1r on 12 4/8c Grey blue Revenue, two singles, two strips of three and irregular block 
of four affixed on 1P500m revenue stamped paper/ fiscal document and canceled by Pampanga notary 
handstamps with add‘l strike of same at the end of the document along with the notary mark of Tarlac, 
stamps some perf tip toning but overall Fine fiscal use 100

2104  3         120/129, 1882/83 Surcharges on Revenue Issues Selection,  comprised of 120 block of four with one 
stamp surcharge omitted fiscal cancel (APS cert), 127B unused (APS cert), 129 mint, 129 inverted 
surcharge used, mixed condition, VG-VF 300

2105   6        120, 1882 Yellow 2c on 200m Green Revenue,  single tied by smudged lozenge cancel on cover addressed 
to Manila, lightly struck Iloilo 1888 cds, couple partially struck blue Manila backstamps, bit roughly 
opened at bottom, Fine  75

2106   6        120, 1882 Yellow 2c on 200m Green Revenue,  tied along with 1880 2½c Brown (2), 1881 1c on 2 4/8c 
(Scott 77, 101) on enveloped addressed to Boston by Manila 28 Dic 86 cds, San Francisco Jan 23 transit 
cancel alongside, backstamped New york "opera glass" Jan 29 and Boston Jan 30, some light vertical 
bends at left, Fine and attractive  100

2107 */(*)          123, 123a, 1882 Red 2r on Pink 8c on 2r Blue Revenue,  five singles; 123 normal overprints unused, 
inverted 8c unused, 123a normal overprints unused, inverted 2r mint, double 8c, one inverted unused, 
Fine group 100

2108   6        124, 1883 Red 1r on 12 4/8c Grey Revenue,  single franking tied on mourning envelope addressed to 
France by Manila 9 Jun 87 cds, crisp strike of red octagonal "LIGNE N / PAQ FR No 7" 14 Juin 87 transit 
cancel, backstamped Zabern (Els) 14 7 87, cover bit of wear in the corners, small edge break top center 
and torn backflap, Fine use 75

2109   6        125, 1885 Red 6 2/8c on 12 4/8c Grey Revenue,  block of four tied on large envelope addressed to 
France by Manila 3 Feb 88 cds, black octagonal "LIGNE N/ PAQ FR No 8" Fevr 10 88 and Paris 7 Mars 
88 transit cancels, backstamped French transit and indistinct arrival (Loir et Cher?) cancels, cover some 
age/ toning spots but overall Fine triple rate cover 150

2110   6        125, 1885 Red 6 2/8c on 12 4/8c Grey Revenue,  single plus 1880 2c Carmine tied on cover to London 
by Manila 5 ENE 86 cds, backstamped London FE 13, envelope with couple horiz folds not affecting 
stamps, Fine use.  100

2111   6        125, 1885 Red 6 2/8c on 12 4/8c Grey Revenue,  tied along with 1881 Black 2 4/8c on 10c Bistre Revenue 
(Scott 113) on cover addressed to France by partial Albay 22 Nov 86 cds, red octagonal "LIGNE N/ PAQ 
FR No 4"29 Nov 86 transit cancel, backstamped Annonay/ Ardeche 26 Dec 86, Fine  100

2112   6        127, 1883 Red 1r on 1r Green Revenue,  block of four tied on oversized envelope addressed to "Cape Town/ 
Cape Good Hope" by colonial lozenge with partial Manila 16 Mai 82 cds alongside, backstamped Plymouth 
JU 16 82, Cape Town SP 6 82, envelope with light central vertical bend and bit of edge wrinkling at top not 
affecting stamps, top left stamps rough perfs at left with couple tiny scuffs from pulled perfs, still a Fine and 
rare franking with just six covers recorded franked with this surcharge (Scott $2,800 for the used stamps)  500

2113   6        127, 1881 Red Overprint on 1r Green Revenue, three singles (one with inverted overprint) plus 1881 2 
4/8c on 10c Revenue (3), 10p Bistre Revenue (2) all punch canceled and affixed on telegraph receipt 
dated Feb 12 1881 for Manila to Hong kong, Fine use, the only recorded example of this particular 
overprint (on any value) on a telegraph receipt 180
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2114 **          127A var, 1881 Red Overprint on 2r Blue Revenue, Inverted overprint, o.g., NH, light even toning, Fine 
and rare with a mere two examples recorded, this being the only one in its original Post Office state; 2009 
APS certificate (Scott $900 for hinged normal) 700

2115   6        127B, 1883 Red 1r on 1r Green Revenue,  single franking tied on cover addressed to Austria by Manila 9 
Dic 88 cds, backstamped Nikolsburg, slight bit of edge wear, Fine and desirable destination (Scott $800 
as used single) 400

2116 **          129, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, vertical strip of five, fresh color, o.g., NH, usual rough perfs, 
bottom stamp pronounced natural gum crease, Fine multiple (Scott $2,500 as hinged singles) 450

2117 **          129 var, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, Pair, one stamp without surcharge, rich color, o.g., NH, 
usual rough perfs, Fine (Scott $500 for hinged overprint single) 200

2118 **          129 var, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, Inverted surcharge, strip of three with pos 3 the error, 
o.g., NH, usual rough perfs with error stamp couple of pulled perfs, still fresh and F-VF (Scott $1,500 as 
hinged normals) 600

2119 **   4       129 var, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, Inverted surcharge, block of four with pos 3 the error, 
o.g., NH, usual rough perfs with some separations, fresh and F-VF (Scott $2,000 as hinged normals)

550
2120 (*)   4       129 var, 1883 Red 1r on 200m Green Revenue, Block of four, one stamp without surcharge, fresh color, 

unused, error stamp with a tiny facial scuff (not mentioned in cert), still scarce and F-VF; 1993 APS 
certificate (Scott $1,500 for the normals with o.g.) 350

2121 *   4       129A, 1881 Pale red 2r on 2r Blue Revenue, well centered block of four with pos 1 showing a "bounce" 
or "kiss" second impression of the surcharge, small part o.g., fresh and Very Fine; one of the two known 
blocks of four; 2017 APS certificate (Scott $3,600 as singles) 1700

2122   6        129A, 1881 Pale red 2r on 2r Blue Revenue,  single franking tied on mourning cover to USA by partial 
black Manila cds with same cancel (22 Dic 85) used as a backstamp, red San Francisco "PAID ALL" Jan 
16 transit cds on face, cover missing backflap, Fine and rare 750

2123   6        131, 1888 Magenta 2 4/8c on 20c Brown Revenue,  three singles plus 1886 Magenta 2½c on 1c Bistre 
Telegraph (Scott 136) all tied on mourning cover addressed to USA by blue Manila 5 Nov 88 cancels, 
partial New york "opera glass" transit and Burlington Iowa Dec 13 88 arrival backstamps, Very Fine

100
2124 5 3         133, 133 var., 1883 Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph Assortment,  assorted singles and multiples 

with telegraph punch cancels and incl some surcharge errors, includes a single with sideways surcharge 
on piece, single with double surcharge (3), single with triple surcharge, block of four with surcharge 
omitted on one stamp (APS cert), etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF; most with APS certificate (Scott 
$17,250 for used singles with punch cancel; see online scans) 2000
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2125   6        133, 1883 Black 20c on 250m Ultramarine Telegraph, single tied on envelope addressed to Paris by 
Colonial parilla cancel with a Manila 5 Ago 85 cds alongside, French transit cancel on face, backstamped 
Paris 13 Sept 85, choice Very Fine; the only recorded use of this stamp on cover; a 12c "necessity" overpay 3500

2126   6        1889 Cover to Port Louis Mauritius Franked with Six Different 2 4/8c Surcharged Issues,  tied by Manila 
24 Jul 89 cds, backstamped Etranger/ Marseille 19 Aout, Mauritius SP 22 89, cover open bottom and 
right, bit of wrinkling along left edge and a light aging spot at bottom, Fine and rare being the only 
recorded surcharge issue cover to Mauritius 500

2127 */(*) 3         Peterson 3/51, Unofficial Surcharges on Postage Issues Assortment, 18 different; comprised of 3 mint, 
13 unused, 16 mint, 22 mint, 24 mint, 26 unused, 30 mint, 35 unused, 36 unused, 39-41 mint, 42 unused, 
44 mint, 47 telegraph cancel, 48 used, 50-51 mint,  usual mixed condition, VG-VF; most are the only 
recorded example; all but #35, 42, 47 with APS certificate (see online scans) 2300

2128 **   4       Peterson 12, Black 2r on 5c Grey Postage (#81), nicely centered block of four, o.g., NH, typical rough 
perfs, F-VF, a striking multiple and the only one recorded; 2009 APS certificate 650

2129 */(*) 3         Peterson 55/86, Unofficial Surcharges on Revenue Issues Assortment,   comprised of 55 mint (APS 
cert; only recorded example), 56 with bogus cancel (APS cert; only recorded example), 56A mint (APS 
cert), 57 pair unused (APS cert; only recorded examples), 57 imperf pair mint (APS cert; only recorded 
example), 58 mint, 59 unused (APS cert; only recorded example), 60 mint (APS cert), 62 mint (APS 
cert; only recorded example),  66 unused (APS cert; only recorded example), 75 unused (APS cert; 
only recorded example), 77 fiscal cancel (APS cert; only recorded example), 76 unused (APS cert; only 
recorded example), 79 mint (APS cert; only recorded example), 86 mint and used (each APS cert), usual 
mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 2000
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Adding a telegraph line in Manila
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2130 *          Peterson 71, Red overprint on 10c Bistre Revenue, pair, o.g., fresh and F-VF; 2 pairs and two singles 
recorded; 1997 APS certificate; illustrated in Peterson 650

2131 *          Peterson 71, Red overprint on 10c Bistre Revenue, pair, large part o.g., h.r., Fine; one of the two known 
pairs; 2001 APS certificate 650

2132 */(*) 3         Peterson 96, 99, 100, 104, Unofficial Surcharges on Telegraph Issues,  96 unused (APS cert; only recorded 
example), 99 used pair (APS cert), 100 unused (APS cert; only recorded example), 104 mint (2; each 
with APS cert), unlisted Black 2r on 200m Brown Telegraph mint (APS cert), usual mixed condition, 
VG-VF (see online scans) 700

2133       S    167S, 1890 12½c Yellow green, "MUESTRA" Overprint, full pane of 100 with two additional strikes 
of the overprint in the top margin, toned o.g. with hinge reinforcement on the right edge, bit ragged 
around the edges with some perf separations, VG-VF centering, the only recorded full pane 350

2134   6        Three Alfonso XIII "Baby Head" Covers to Europe, 8c (161) on 1892 (?) cover to Hamburg via Singapore 
and Marseille; 1894 to Paris via Singapore and Marseille (handstamp) tied by Manila cds with 8c (162) 
and French paquebot cds, ker & Co forwarder‘s handstamp on back along with Paris receiver, cover open 
three sides and partially reduced at top; 1897 to England via Singapore and Marseille (handstamp) with 
8c pair (162) tied by partial Manila cds, cover some toning and wrinkles, Fine group (see online scan)

160
2135   6        1894/96 Covers to London Franked with 1894 8c "Baby" Alfonso XIII Issue, ,  1894 single and pair tied 

by partial Manila 18 Abr 94 cancels, straight-line "VIA SINGAPORE y MARSELLA" and "PER FIRST 
MAIL" handstamps, backstamped with "STAMPED By kSR & Co MANILA" forwarder‘s handstamp and a 
Finsbury My 19 94 arrival, some typical postal/ edge wear, 1895 two singles tied by partially struck Manila 
cancels on oversized cover with some folds and postal wear, 1896 single franking tied by Manila 3 Feb 96 
cds, straight-line "VIA SINGAPORE y MARSELLA" handstamp, backside with oval "STAMPED By kER 
& Co MANILA" forwarding agent handstamp plus Finsbury Park receiver, some typical light postal wear 
but an overall F-VF group 180

2136 */** 3  

4       

192-211, 1898 1m/2P King Alfonso XIII, the complete mint set plus an assortment of extras incl multiples 
and large quantity of the 3c Dark brown in full and part sheets, also includes various other values in 
gutter pairs and blocks, 4m block of four NH, 3c used gutter block of 30, 1P block of four mint, etc., usual 
mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 75

2137 5      S    197S, 200S, 202S, 1898 1c, 4c, 6c, Alfonso XIII, "MUESTRA" overprint, singles tied on piece by boxed 
CERTIFICADO cancel, Very Fine and unusual postal use of specimens 240

2138 **   4       200, 1898 4c Orange,  block, NH, Very Fine, exceptionally fresh. (Scott $80 as o.g. singles).  75
2139 *          UPSS 16-19, 1898 5m+5m - 3c+3c Message/ Reply Postal Cards,  set of four unfolded mint cards, fresh 

and F-VF (UPSS $550) 120
2140 */(*) 3         16/179, Classic Issues Assortment, includes 16-17 unused, 39 Specimen" overprint (stained), 43-47 used, 

51 "Specimen" overprint, 53 mint (2), 71 used with portion of negative "CAPIZ" cancel, 179 block of 40 
NH, Telegraph Edifil 69 block NH, usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scan) 240

Philippines - Spanish Administration Collections
2141 */(*) 3         PHILIPPINES 1881/88 SURCHARGED ISSUE COLLECTION.  97 stamps neatly arranged by issue on 

quadrille pages and with some errors and telegraph surcharges, notables include 92 inverted surcharge 
used (2), 106 double surcharge mint, 113 inverted surcharge used, 118 inverted surcharge mint (thin 
spots), 119 double surcharge unused, 126 mint (2), 128 mint, 135 1r surcharge inverted mint and used 
(2), etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 150
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2142 */(*) 3         PHILIPPINES 1881/88 SURCHARGED ISSUE ACCUMULATION.   100s of mint, unused and used 
including multiples and some unlisted surcharges and telegraph issues, note 95A mint and used (2), 100 
inverted surcharge unused, double surcharge mint, double surcharge unused (2), 102 inverted surcharge 
mint, double surcharge unused (3), 104 pair-one stamp surcharge omitted mint (3), 105 on cover front 
to Paris, 113 imperf margin single mint, 114 mint, double surcharge both inverted pen cancel, 127B 
block with fiscal cancel, etc. plus stock card of 105-06 inverted or double surcharges, etc., usual mixed 
condition, VG-VF, excellent for the specialist (see online scans) 750

2143   6        PHILIPPINES 1881/87 SURCHARGE ISSUES ON TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS GROUP.  11 receipts with 
exceptional range of frankings and including inverted, double and triple surcharge errors, surcharge issues 
include Scott 93, 103, 105, 112, 124, 128, 129, 132, 133, 134; highlights of the group include 105 with "Revisado" 
overprint (total of 215 stamps incl surcharge errors) on Edinburgh receipt; 129 (2 singles, Scott $450 each 
for postal cancel, the only recorded use on a telegraph receipt) on Hong kong receipt; 133 (3 strips of three 
(one stamp with a double surcharge) and block of 21 - the largest recorded multiple) on Saigon receipt; etc., 
usual very mixed condition, an overall Fine group of these elusive uses (see online scans) 3000

2144 *5 3         PHILIPPINES TELEGRAPH ISSUES COLLECTION.  mint and used singles and blocks plus a short 
stack of franked telegraph slips (most with surcharged issues franking incl some postage issues) neatly 
arranged on stock sheets and accompanied by some miscellaneous issues on quadrille pages, nice 
collection of the general issues with values to 10P plus assortment of the 1885/87 surcharges, 1888 issue 
complete mint or unused incl key 1P l.h., 1890/96 Arms with multiples incl high values and assorted 
"MUESTRA" overprints incl multiples, note (Edifil numbers, mint unless otherwise noted) 1 "MUESTRA" 
overprint, 2 imperf pair unused, 5 imperf printer‘s waste single with add‘l impression of Cuban 5c grey, 
7 printer‘s waste single with add‘l impression of Cuba 5c grey, 7 imperf printer‘s waste single in brown 
on green paper with add‘l impression of Cuba 1c, 8 printer‘s waste single with add‘l impression of Cuba 
5c grey, 8m block of 20 with each stamp inverted surcharge, etc., usual mixed condition, generally fresh 
and F-VF (see online scans) 750

2145 * 3 6        THE BALANCE OF THE RICHARD MIGGINS PHILIPPINES COLLECTION.  a real conglomeration 
of Spanish and US administrations plus Revolutionary Government and Japanese Occupation stamps, 
covers, revenues, "O.B." overprints, stationery incl U41/42 entires group, some errors and varieties, 
collection balances, etc., leafing through note 1904 cover Iloilo to Wales with 230 single franking, 1913 
cover to Gen. Badholtz at Baguio with 20c Spec Del "Bandholtz" OB ovpt, collection of postal stationery 
cut squares showing the different denominations and paper colors, better issues include 322a unused, 
C17 mint, N9 single franking censored cover, O41 unused single and block, P1 "MUESTRA" overprint 
sheet of 100, yP1a used block of twelve, etc., usual very mixed condition, VG-VF, a must view 500

2146 */** 3  

4       

PHILIPPINES DEALER STOCK BOOKS, wonderful inventory encompassing all aspects of Phillipines 
philately, mounted and identified on dealer pages in 14 small binders, groups include: 2 books of 
unusual revenues, one book imperf issues (340-53) singles and multiples (many NH); one book 354-62 
and "Victory" overprints, two books airmails and special delivery; one book of dues, officials, post office 
seals; etc, expect useful duplication on many, generally Fine to very Fine throughout, close inspection 
needed, ideal for specialist collector, ebay or bourse dealer. (see online scans).  1250

2147 */(*) 3         PHILIPPINES SPANISH ADMINISTRATION BALANCE.  desirable assortment of mint and used, some 
imperfs, plate proofs and specimens, "back of the book" incl newspaper and telegraph issues, printer‘s 
waste and reference forgeries, among the better items we note 12 mint block, assorted "HABILTADO 
POR LA NACIAON" issues incl surcharge errors and varieties, 52-58 mint or unused, 62 mint block 
(2 shades), P12 block with "MUESTRAS" overprint, P19 block with "MUESTRAS" overprint,  etc. plus 
reference forgeries #17, 21, etc. some collection balances on pages, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view 
to appreciate (see online scans) 600

2148   6        PHILIPPINES SPANISH ADMINISTRATION COVERS BALANCE.   enticing array of 16 covers incl 
stampless and official, note 1865 Manila to San Sebastian (2) with #23 franking, 1871 5c, 10c on Calasiao 
to Manila folded letter, 1884 Singapore to Manila official mail from Spanish Consulate (2), 1886 to 
Ireland, 1894 to Switzerland, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 120

2149 * 3 6        PHILIPPINES 19th CENTURY ISSUES ASSORTMENT. includes 1859 domestic cover with #10 (pos 1) 
tied by blue Manila rec‘g cancel; #34 unused pair; 1898 Alfonso XIII mint blocks incl 4m mint 4c block 
of 10 NH, block of 4, partial page from the Fournier album with 1897 surcharges, 1898 Alfonso 60c/2p 
perf and imperf, cancels and US Admin 2c, 8c Ovpts, generally F-VF (see online scans) 100

2150 * 3         PHILIPPINES PARALLEL MINT AND USED COLLECTION 1895/1932.   mint stamps generally 
no gum or with tropicalized gum, note 253, 260A, 281, and 288D mint, generally F-VF, owner‘s Scott 
catalogue value $2,000+ (see online scans) 100

2151 * 3 6        PHILIPPINES BALANCE. miscellany incl page of US Military Station cancels, 1910s/50s covers, some 
Spanish period stamps incl #20 used, 35 on cover, 51 used (3), 59 unused, 219 mint, N6-7 mint, y3 
mint, plus revenue stamped paper, document concerning pardon for Jose Rizal, etc. plus Peterson and 
Lewis "Postal History of the Spanish Philippines 1565-1898" and Nutmeg Auction catalog for the 1999 
Gallagher/Rudman Puerto Rico sale, usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 100

ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.
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2152   6        1898 Cover Bacalor to Magalang,   folded letter to "El Jefe local de Magalang" with fair strike of blue 
"kAPANGPANGAN" seal (another strike with contents), Very Fine 75

2153   6        Y2, 1899 2c Red Revolutionary Issue,   pair, strips of 3 & 4 + block on 1899 document, all tied by 
handstamps, overall Very Fine. (Scott $350 as cover).  120

2154  3  4       Y2 var, 1898 2c Red, Imperforate horizontally, block of four yielding two pairs of the error, ms. "99" 
cancels, Fine and scarce 240

2155 *4 Spanish Outposts, La Union Surcharges, 2c Black,  bottom margin block of 20, pos 2 double surcharge, 
pos 12 double surcharge, one inverted, pos 20 inverted surcharge, typical native paper and uneven o.g., 
few normal stamps small thin spots, weak vert perfs, a Fine and rare showpiece multiple - most likely the 
largest extant 600

2156 *          La Union Locals Issue Assortment, four singles - 2c violet, 3c violet, 5c violet (2), all type A overprints, 
one of the 5c toned o.g. and sound, the others typical dist/ toned gum, h.r. and small thin(s), o/w Fine 
and scarce 50

2157 */(*)          Spanish Outposts, Zamboanga, 1898 1m/60c Alfonso XIII, "C./ 1898/ RESELLADO/ 1899/ T." 
Overprints, the overprint on 1m, 2m, 3m, 5m, 1c, 3c, 5c, 8c, 15c,20c, 60c 1898 Alfonso XIII issue, 60c 
unused, others o.g. or part o.g., usual rough perfs and most with small fault (thin or crease), Fine 
appearance and a scarce offering; Zamboanga was a safe zone for Spanish soldiers awaiting transport 
back to Spain, lack of stamps resulted in the overprinting of excess Spanish period stock for postal use 
and sometimes for other proofs of payment. (see online scans) 300

2158 */(*)/**          Spanish Outposts, La Union Overprints Assortment, 11 mint singles incl overprints on the 1/8c / 12 
4/8c Alfonso XIII "Baby Head" issue, 2c/10c Local ovpts type A and 4c type B local ovpt, usual mixed 
condition, VG-VF, useful group (see online scan) 240
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2159   6        Aguinaldo Period Captured Military Service Cover, unfranked envelope (made from a tax form) 
addressed to Carranglan, purple revolutionary seals of "Panguluhang Mil. Tar / Nueva Ecija" on 
each side; back side with blue "OFFICE OF ADJUTANT GENERAL / WAR DEPARTMENT / Oct 27" 
handstamp, Very Fine 160

2160 * 3 6        1898/99 Filipino Revolutionary Govt Issues Collection. mint and used singles and blocks, some covers, 
revenues, telegraph, fiscal paper, locals, etc mounted on homemade pages, note official government seal 
cut-outs from variety of jurisdictions (also includes one cover and seal on correspondence), y2 single 
franking on cover Jefatura to Antipolo, yF1 mint block of 16 with two rows of double vertical perfs, etc., 
usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 300

2161 * 3 6        1898/99 Filipino Revolutionary Govt Issues Assortment, includes y2 tied on piece by Aguinaldo signature 
and a partial cancel, y3 mint single and pair, F-VF (see online scan) 120

2162 */**   4       Y2-YP1, 1898 Aguinaldo Issues, Small Specialized Study,  multiple singles and blocks, neatly aranged 
on stockpages, all printing varieties neatly noted, includes y3 (4 singles), includes good grouping of 
telegraph issues not listed by Scott, generally Fine or better, also includes small group "OB" issues, again 
neatly aranged by issue, ideal for the specialist. (see online scans). 100

Philippines - Military Stations
2163 6          PHILIPPINE STATION/ SAN FRANCISCO CAL  Aug 4 1898 clear and crisp duplex on unfranked 

soldier‘s envelope addressed to California, officer censoring, backstamped San Francisco Sep 4 machine 
cancel, Healdsburg Sep 5 receiver, opened at right (bit irregular bottom right), a little bit of edge 
wrinkling, Fine and attractive 100

2164   6        PHILIPPINE STATION / SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. AUG 6 1898 duplex cancel on unfranked envelope 
addressed to Ny City, US 2c postage due affixed and canceled on arrival in Ny, backflap with soldier‘s 
address and officer‘s censor, some toning, small cover faults but a Fine use; rare pre-Manila cover 
dispatched from Cavite eight days prior to the opening of the Manila post office 120

2165   6        PHILIPPINE STATION/ SAN FRANCISCO CAL   Aug 6 1898 duplex on unfranked soldier‘s letter 
addressed to Minnesota, straight-line "Due 2 cts." handstamp possibly in response to ms. notation at left 
from the P.M., 2c Due affixed and pen cancelled (not tied), backstamped Saint Paul Sep 9, opened on 
an angle at the right, bit of edge wear, Fine  100

2166   6        PHILIPPINE STATION/ SAN FRANCISCO CAL   Aug 7 1898 duplex on unfranked soldier‘s letter 
addressed to California, officer censoring, backstamped San Francisco machine cancel Sep 4, Healdsburg 
Sep 5 arrival, open at right and about halfway (bit roughly) along the bottom, Fine 100

2167   6        PHILIPPINE STATION / SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. AUG 13 1898 duplex cancel on Spanish period 
3c reply postal card, unaddressed and with no message on back, Very Fine, card canceled day before 
the official opening of the Manila post office, just a handful of these Aug 13 cancels are known (all on 
Spanish period cards) 160

2168   6        PHILIPPINE STATION/ SAN FRANCISCO CAL  purple Aug 24 1898 duplex on unfranked "Soldiers 
Letter" cover to Colorado, endorsed "O,K. ,Chas H. Anderson, Major, 1st Reg. Inf....", backstamped Colorado 
Springs Very Fine 100

2169   6        PHILIPPINE STATION/ SAN FRANCISCO CAL  Sep 2 1898 duplex on unfranked soldier‘s envelope 
addressed to California, officer censoring, backstamped San Francisco Sep 4 machine cancel, Healdsburg 
Sep 5 receiver, open at left and partially along the top, some postal wear/ wrinkling on the edges, Fine

100
2170   6        PHILIPPINE STATION/ SAN FRANCISCO CAL  Sep 16 1898 cds and target tie US 2c to cover addressed 

to Ny City and forwarded to Springfield Mass, engraved "Manila Club" logo on backflap, backstamped 
Ny City, Springfield Mass, cover a bit worn, Fine 50

2171   6        MIL STA No 1 PHILIPPINE ISLS. SAN FRANCISCO CAL  Jan 1 1899 duplex ties U.S. 4c (269) on cover 
to Lawerence, Mass, stamp with natural straight edge, Very Fine and scarce, listed but unpriced in Scott.

100
2172   6        213-17, 1899 1c-10c Overprint Issues,  all tied on registered cover to Germany by "herringbone" grid 

cancels, violet "Military Sta. No. 1, Philipine Isls. Registered" cds, matching Manila registry handstamp, 
appropriate backstamps, Very Fine and impressive cover. 100

2173   6        NUEVA CACERAS P.I./ *JULY 2, 1900*  2-line cancel on envelope franked with 1899 2c Red (214), tied 
by blue cork, addressed to Seattle, lstamp and cover with small faults, still Fine cover with scarce and 
seldom seen cancel.  300
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2174   6        Military Station Cancels Collection,  eleven covers neatly arranged and annotated on homemade pages; 
cancels Mil Sta No. 1 Philippine Isls/ San Francisco Dec 7 1898 , Dec 27 1898, Mil Sta No. 1 Philippine 
Isls/ Registered Jul 11 1899 registered to USA, Dec 7 1899 registered to USA with printed "Department 
of Posts" cc, Mil. P. Sta. No. 1/ Manila April 21 1899, Mil. P. Sta No. 4/ Cebu P.I. Oct 30 1899 to San 
Francisco with multiple forwarding incl two Navy ships, Mil. P. Sta. San Francisco Feb 4 1900, Mil. Sta. 
No. 1 Manila Jan 28 99, Apr 20 1900, Mil. Sta. No. 1 Philippine Islands/ Manila Jun 4 1899 to Paris and 
charged postage due, Mil. Sta. No. 3/ Iloilo Jun 24 1900, etc., variety of frankings incl postal stationery, 
usual mixed condition, Fine selection.  1500

2175   6        Group of Four Mil. Sta. Covers,  includes "MIL. STA. No. 1, PHILIPPINE ISLS. / SAN FRANCISCO Dec 
1 1898" cds ties 2c Trans-Miss to envelope addressed to San Francisco where two different backstamps 
applied on Jan 5, embossed arms of "U.S. Cruiser Olympia" on backflap; "MIL. STA. No. 1, PHILIPPINE 
ISLS. / SAN FRANCISCO Dec 24 1898" duplex (plus the same as a backstamp) ties US2c Trans-Miss to 
patriotic cover from "Co. M, 1st Nebr. Inft., U.S.V." showing flag and "REMEMBER THE MAINE", bit 
of edge wear and the stamp with some creasing; "MIL. STA. No. 1 MANILA PHIL. ISLS. AUG 28 1899" 
duplex cancel ties us 1c, 2c, plus 2c Philippines ovpt on cover addressed to US, soldier‘s letter from "Co. 
I, 20th Inft. Manila", backstamped Georgetown ky, cover bit postal wear (small discoloration lower left) 
and roughly opened/ slightly reduced at right, mixed issue franking to pay 5c UPU rate though overpaid 
by 3c for a domestic soldier‘s letter; and  "Mil. P. Sta, San Francisco / PHIL ISLANDS SEP 29 1899" 
duplex on soldier‘s letter from "1st Lieut 9th Infantry Comdg Co. B" and addressed to USA, straight-line 
"POSTAGE DUE TWO CENTS" handstamp with pair of 1c postage dues affixed and tied in Philadelphia, 
backstamped Chicago and Philadelphia plus another indistinct, cover roughly opened on two sides and 
with edge tears/ creases at bottom; generally Fine, an interesting group 200

2176 5 3 6        1899/1900 Cancels Assortment, four covers, 4 on piece plus one single; cancels include Dagupan 
& Manila RPO on piece (about 10 known), Cavite Mil Sta No. 2 nearly complete strike on piece, 1900 
Iloilo duplex on cover to New Orleans, 1900 Dagupoan, "Mil. Sta. No 2 / Cavite" on cover to Ny City, 
etc., usual mixed condition, Fine group for the specialist (see online scans) 80

Philippines - US Administration
2177 (*)/**          214b, 1901 2c Orange red, Booklet Pane of Six,   two different panes: one NH, other with sheet line 

across top margin and without gum, both about Fine and fresh. (Scott $615). 80
2178 *   4       222, 1901 8c Violet brown, top imprint and plate no. 931 block of eight, o.g., bottom stamps NH, top h.r. 

with few hinge re-inforcements, still fresh and Fine (Scott $2,135).   230
2179  3         223, 1901 $1 Black, Type I, portion of a duplex cancel, Fine. 1986 PF certificate. (Scott $200). 50
2180 *          224, 1901 $2 Dark blue,  brilliant color and extremely well centered, o.g., Very Fine, only 1,800 issued. 

(Scott $350).  100
2181 *          226 var., 1904 1c Green, Special Printing for St. Louis World‘s Fair,  o.g., natural straight-edge at top, 

characteristic red "Special Surcharge" handstamp on reverse, Fine and rare; one of only a few known as 
most were destroyed at the end of the Exposition (Scott $900). 170

2182 *          234 var., 1904 13c Purple black, Special Printing for St. Louis World‘s Fair,  o.g., barest trace of hinging, 
characteristic red "Special Surcharge" handstamp on reverse, Fine as typical and rare; one of only a few 
known as most were destroyed at the end of the Exposition; 2017 PF certificate (Scott $900). 300

2183           P 241P2, 1906 2c Green, Small die proof on white wove paper,   fresh and Very Fine; 2017 PF certificate 
(Scott $500).  130

2184           P 244P2, 1906 8c Brown, Small die proof on white wove paper, Extremely Fine and choice; 2017 PF certificate 
(Scott $500).  130
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2185 */** 3         245a/284 1906-14 2c/10p Issues,  nine issues, mostly different, includes: 245a, block of 4 (NH), 246 
imprint and plate number 21974 strip of 5 (NH), 253 (2, o.g.), 254 (2, o.g.), 276 used pane of 6, top 
selvage seperated, 283 (NH), 284 (o.g.), fresh and useful balance. Owner catalog $1,250. (see online scans).

160
2186 *   4       261a 1911 2c Green, Booklet Pane of six,  in faulty unexploded booklet (other 3 panes were removed), 

typical tropical dry gum and poor centering, still scarce. (Scott $800 for o.g.).  100
2187 *   4       276a, 1914 2c Green, Perf 10 Booklet Pane of Six,  two panes, one pos. "E", both o.g., ea, with small 

faults, pos. "E" pane Very Fine, other Fine. (Scott $1,500). 110
2188 *   4       277a, 1914 4c Carmine, Booklet Pane of six, two panes in an unexploded booklet, typically disturbed 

o.g., panes are F-VF, covers are Very Fine. (Scott $1,500 as o.g. panes).  250
2189 **   4       280, 1914 10c Dark blue,  partial imprint, plate number 34827 irregular block of 16 with sideograph 

initials, NH, Fine. (Scott $1,080 as singles).  140
2190 **   4       284, 1914 Pale violet, Perf 10,  top sheet margin with plate number 22000 block of 4, o.g. all appear NH, 

at least two are NH, one with light natural perf indent, near Very Fine. expert handstamp "W.B. Manila" 
(Bruggmann). (Scott $1,000 as singles). 160

2191 *      S    290S R-304S R, 1917-25 2c-10p Perf 11 Unwatermarked, "Specimen" overprints, very fresh, o.g., 2c-10c 
with natural SE at bottom, mostly F-VF. (Scott $560) 100

2192 **   4       290e//462b 1917-41 Specialized Group of Unexploded Booklets,  11 booklets, all panes NH, note many 
different pane positions, miscut covers, etc, includes: 290e, 291b, 411a, etc., generally fresh and F-VF; 
sure to please the specialist (Scott $518, see online scans). 100

Philippines - Legislative Palace

2193           P 1926 Legislative Palace Issue Imperforate Trial Color Proofs on Glazed Card, the full set of seven values 
in left margin blocks of four (2c on thick paper), and each with a red "Cancelled" overprint, central 
vignette in light brown except 18c in light orange brown, Very Fine and rare with probably less than 10 
each known for each denomination; the color contrast on the 18c value between the frame and vignette 
was deemed unsatisfactory and substitution of black as the vignette color was declared far superior and 
then implemented for all values. 2500

2194          E 1926 Legislative Palace Issue Imperforate Trial Color Proofs on Glazed Card, 2c, 4c, 20c, 24c, 1p 
denominations (2c on thick paper) and each with a red "Cancelled" overprint, central vignette in light 
brown, Very Fine and rare; ex-Plass 750

2195       S    319S R-325S R, 1926 2c-1p Legislative Palace, "Specimen" overprint, particularly fresh colors, mostly 
small h.r., F-VF (Scott $455) 100
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2196 **   4       319-25, O1-4, 1926 Legislative Palace, complete PO  fresh set in sheets of 50, no gum toning or 
disturbances, NH, F-VF, only seven sheets of the 1p are recorded (see online scans; Scott $5,822 as NH 
singles) 800

2197 *          319 var., 1926 1c Legislative Palace, Left margin imperforate,  fresh color, very lightly hinged, vertical 
crease in the margin only, Fine and scarce with just a handful known 75

2198 *          319b, 1926 2c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, Imperforate between, particularly fresh and well centered 
with no evidence of any toning, small h.r., choice Very Fine, ex-Drucker (Scott $575) 280

2199 *          320 var., 1926 4c Legislative Palace, Right margin imperforate,  horiz pair with right stamp the variety, lh, 
fresh and Very Fine, only about five examples known 75

2200 *          320a, 1926 4c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, unusually fresh and well 
centered, h.r., pencil notes on gum, Very Fine (Scott $325) 140

2201 *          320a, 1926 4c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, remarkably well centered, very 
light evenly toned o.g., very lightly hinged, barely noticeable natural gum crease, Very Fine; 20 pairs 
recorded; ex-Plass (Scott $325) 140

2202 *          320b, 1926 4c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, nicely centered, light evenly toned 
o.g., l.h., pencil notes on gum, Very Fine (Scott $600) 210

2203 *          320b, 1926 4c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, nicely centered with fresh o.g., l.h., 
Very Fine and choice; 10 pairs recorded (Scott $600) 200

2204 *          320b, 1926 4c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, strong color, light evenly toned o.g., 
Very Fine (Scott $600) 200

2205 **          321a, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, top left corner margin pair, 
PO fresh (rare thus), unblemished o.g., NH, Very Fine; about 35 pairs known (Scott $350 for hinged) 280
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2206 **          321a, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, bottom right corner margin 
pair, NH, few tiny natural gum specks/ inclusions, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $350 for hinged)

150
2207 *          321a, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, strip of four with central pair 

the error, fresh o.g., h.r., Very Fine and choice; ex-Plass (Scott $350) 120
2208 **          321a, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Horiz pair, Imperforate between, crisp colors and impression, NH 

but with some tiny bits of mount glaze along top edge and some perf thins in left stamp, Extremely Fine 
appearance (Scott $350 for hinged) 100

2209 */**          321a, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Horizontal pair, Imperforate between, bottom margin block of four 
with two error pairs, fresh color and o.g. with no toning, bottom pair NH, top pair very lightly hinged only 
on the right stamp, l.h. in the margin, Very Fine and choice (Scott $700 as hinged pairs) 350

2210 *          321a/325a, 1926 16c/1P Legislative Palace Issue Errors Assortment, 321a bottom margin strip of 
five with pos 3-4 the error pair, 321a top right corner margin block of ten with five error pairs, 321a 
reconstructed top margin strip of five with pos 4-5 error pair, 322b pair (2), 324a pair, 325a pair, all wirth 
gum toning ranging from moderate to heavy, F-VF centering (Scott $5,200) 800

2211 *          321b, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, Imperforate between, fresh and well centered with no 
toning, l.h., Very Fine, only 10 pairs reported (Scott $625) 280

2212 *          321b, 1926 16c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, Imperforate between, very lightly toned o.g., h.r., F-VF 
(Scott $625) 170

2213 *          322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center,  lot of three singles showing the three 
different stages of the doubling - 3mm spacing (o.g. VG-Fine), 2mm spacing (o.g., VG-Fine) and nearly 
adjacent (NH, short perf, Fine), nice for the specialist (Scott $3,750)  500

2214 *          322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center, right margin single, o.g. with no toning, 
fresh and Fine (Scott $1,250) 500

2215 *          322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center, strong color and well separated 
impressions, l.h., fresh and Fine; signed Sloane; ex-Drucker (Scott $1,250) 400

2216 *          322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center, light even toning, l.h., Fine example; 
1984 PF certificate (Scott $1,250) 400

2217 *          322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center, bottom margin single with rich color 
and well separated (3mm) impressions, l.h., fresh and Fine (Scott $1,250) 280

2218 *          322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center, well separated impressions (3mm 
spacing), crisp colors, part o.g., h.r., fresh and Fine; signed Sloane (Scott $1,250) 170

2219 *          322a, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Double impression of center, well separated impressions (2mm 
spacing), fresh color, l.h., VG-Fine (Scott $1,250) 120

2220 (*)          322b, 324a, 325a, 1926 18c, 24c, 1p Legislative Palace, vertical pairs, Imperforate between,  light even 
toning and disturbed gum, 1p small stain, Very Fine centering (Scott $2,075) 250

2221 *          322b, 1926 18c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, left margin pair, well centered, 
fresh o.g., h.r., Very Fine; 10 pairs reported (Scott $675) 240

2222   6        323b, 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Imperforate,  pair plus imperforate pair of 1931 8c Legaspi tied to 
domestic registered airmail envelope addressed to Baguio by Manila P.I. Jan 25 1932 slogan cancel, green 
"Manila - Baguio" airmail cachet at lower left, Very Fine; the only recorded example of 20c imperf pair 
variety on cover (Scott $575 for used pair) 1100
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2223 **   4       323c., 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Orange and brown shade, Imperforate, bottom left corner margin 
block of four with full balanced margins the other sides, NH, some light tone spots, Very Fine; the largest 
recorded multiple (Scott $3,500 as hinged pairs) 1000

2224 *          323c., 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Orange and brown shade, Imperforate, vertical pair, ample to large 
margins, o.g., some light natural gum wrinkles in bottom stamp, Very Fine (Scott $1,750) 400

2225 *          323c var., 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Yellow and brown shade, Imperforate, vertical pair, just clear to 
large margins, heavily hinged in top stamp with h.r., F-VF; 25 pairs reported (Scott $1,750) 400

2226  **        323c var., 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Orange and brown shade, Imperforate, left margin single with full 
margins the other sides, NH, some light natural gum bends, Very Fine; only 14 examples recorded (Scott 
$1,750 for hinged pair) 200

2227 *          323c var., 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Imperforate trial color proof, well margined single, light evenly 
toned o.g., light diagonal corner crease, Very Fine appearance, scarce with just 100 issued 200

2228   6        323c var, 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Orange and brown, Imperforate single,  plus #319 pair tied on 
envelope addressed to France by Manila P.I. May 28 1928 duplex, typed "Via Siberia", Very Fine; the only 
example of 20c imperf with the brown center used on cover (Scott $1,750 for a mint pair) 550
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2229 *          323d, 1926 20c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, fresh o.g. with no toning, h.r., Very 
Fine; 10 examples recorded; signed Sloane (Scott $700) 240

2230 *          324a, 1926 24c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, excellent centering, fresh o.g., 
Very Fine; signed Sloane (Scott $700) 240

2231 *          324a, 1926 24c Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, well centered, multiple h.r. in top 
stamp (bottom is NH), fresh and Very Fine; 10 pairs reported (Scott $700) 240

2232 **   4       325, 1926 1p Rose lilac & black,  upper left corner block of 4, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $330). 60

2233 *          325a, 1926 1p Legislative Palace, Vertical pair, imperforate between, top stamp "Balloon" variety, 
beautifully centered and unusually fresh colors, o.g. without a hint of toning, l.h., Very Fine and 
choice; only 10 pairs reported and just this one with the "Balloon" variety; signed Sloane (Scott $700) 400

2234 * 3         PHILIPPINES 1926 LEGISLATIVE PALACE ISSUE BALANCE.   includes 321-25 margin blocks of 
four NH with one of the 1P stamps being the "Balloon" variety, O1-4 "Specimen" ovpt, variety of cancels, 
vignette shifts, unofficial "OB" overprints, reference forgeries of the double impression and perf errors, 
etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate 150

2235 **          340-52, 1928 2c-4p Imperf Definitives,  complete to 4p, bright and fresh, 2c o.g., balance NH, Very Fine. 
(Scott $486). (see online scans). 90

2236 **          340-53, 1925/31 2c-10P Definitives, Imperforate, all with bottom or full top margins (some part imprint), 
wonderfully PO fresh, NH, an Extremely Fine set (Scott $636) 170

2237 *          340-53, 1925-31 2c-10p Imperforate,  exceptionally fresh and well centered, o.g., Very Fine (Scott $339)
70

2238 ** 3         340/352, 1925-31 2c/4p Imperfs, six different: 340, top plate number block of 70 (NH);  341 right side 
plate block of 56 (APS cert. as first printing); 341a plate block of 20; 350 arrow block of 4 (NH), 350a 
block of 4, bullseye cancel;  352 single (NH, PSE cert.); Very Fine group, sure to please the specialist. 
(Scott $915).  160

2239 **          340a-349a, 1925 2c-30c Imperfs,  PO fresh color varieties, complete to 30c, NH, Extremely Fine (Scott 
$636). 150

2240 **   4       343a, 1925 8c Yellow brown, bottom imprint and plate no 21973 block of 20, unblemished o.g., NH, 
some light natural gum creases, Very Fine and choice (Scott $685 as plate block of ten + 10 singles)

200
2241 **   4       345a, 1925 12c Red orange,  lower left corner block, vibrant fresh color, unblemished o.g., NH, Extremely 

Fine (Scott $540 as singles). 140
2242 **   4       346a, 1925 16c Bister green, lower left corner block, strong color, NH, Extremely Fine and choice (Scott 

$400 as singles).  100
2243 **   4       348a, 1925 26c Blue green,  lower left corner block, NH, Extremely Fine and attractive (Scott $440 as 

singles).  100
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2244 **   4       349a, 1925 30c Gray  lower left corner block, PO fresh, NH, Extremely Fine (Scott $440 as singles).
100

2245   6        383-96, 1935 2c-5P Pictorials, four covers - the full set on an FDC plus add‘l 1P, 4P and 5P single frankings 
(1P registered) FDC, each cover with Manila Feb 15 1935 machine cancel and an attractive rubber stamp 
cachet, F-VF (see online scans) 75

2246 **   4       395, 1935 4p Blue & black,  right side part sheet of 20, plate number F129938, NH, some light natural 
diagonal gum bends, Very Fine. (Scott $320 as singles) 60

2247   6        1936-1938, 4c Woman and Carabao Issues Overprinted ‚Commonwealth‘ Cover Collection,   27 
covers bearing at least one or more of the 4c stamps (Scott 412 or 434) all with either large or small 
Commonwealth overprint (one of the scarcest of all Philippines stamps of the period with very small 
printings), uses include wrapper, airmail, registered, censored, destinations to Macao, Switzerland, Italy, 
single frankings, strips, one with block of four 5 peso, a very scarce group assembled over a lifetiime (see 
online scans) 500

2248   6        432, 1937 20p Henna brown,  tied with #443 pair and block with plate nos on registered ragged oversized 
cover addressed to San Francisco by wavy line cancels, straight-line "REGISTERED" and a boxed "VIA 
CLIPPER", backstamped with two boxed registry handstamps of "U.S. FOREIGN MAILS DIV., MANILA" 
and a San Francisco receiver, cover creased and wrinkled with edge tears at right with none of the stamps 
affected, Fine and rare use of the 20P"Buillion" issue 300

2249 6      1939 MALACANAN PALACE ISSUE SPECIALTY COLLECTION.  on thirteen exhibit pages, includes 
two pre-first day covers, one a single 2c franking other with 2c and multiple 12c Palace stamps canceled 
11 and 7 days before reported first day of official use, respectively, three bisects all being only recorded 
copies, numerous scarce destinations, several values listed as only recorded from this issue to following, 
Guernsey, South Africa, Finland, Cameroun, Chile, Ireland, there are many rates, a few rare or unique 
including 2c on second class book mailing, in all 28 mounted covers with about 16 extras that did not 
make it into the exhibit, ready for expansion or great for the specialist or dealer (see online scans) 400
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2250   6        S.S. BUSUANGA and "S.S. PANAY" CGS  cancels; two covers; 1906 official Constabulary cover Coron 
to Manila with SS PANAy Jun 18 1906 duplex backstamp; 1909 civilian cover Iloilo to Denver Colo 
backstamped in transit on S.S. BULUANGA Nov 24 1909 (latest known CGS cancel); each cover with 
small faults, still a Fine pair 150

2251   6        S.S. LUZON P. ISLS. CGS  Apr 3 1906 duplex cancel un unfranked penalty envelope with Bureau of 
Posts/ Philippine Islands printed cc, addressed to the postmaster at Legaspi, backstamped Sorsocon, 
Bacon and Legaspi, fresh and Very Fine; likely the only example of official mail from one of the Coast 
Guard cutters 200

2252   6        S.S. MINDORO P. ISLS. CGS  May 4 1906 duplex ties #226 with "O.B." overprint (inverted) to official 
Philippines Constabulary legal sized envelope sent from Cagayan (Misamis Isl) to the Executive Inspector 
of the unit at Manila, backstamped Manila May 12, Very Fine 200

2253   6        S.S. PANAY P. ISLS. CGS  Mar 23 1906 duplex ties #226 with "O.B." overprint  to official Philippines 
Constabulary legal sized envelope sent from Cuyo Isl to the Executive Inspector of the unit at Manila, 
backstamped Manila Mar 30, some trivial aging along the top and bottom left corner, strll Very Fine The 
"Panay" was later transferred to the yangtze Flotilla and sunk by Japanese bombers in 1937.  200

2254   6        S.S. PANAY P. ISLS. CGS   Jun 27 1906 duplex ties #227 with "O.B." overprint  to official Philippines 
Constabulary legal sized envelope sent from Cuyo Isl to the Quartermaster of the unit at Manila, 
backstamped Manila Jun 29, Very Fine 200

2255   6        U.S. Asiatic Fleet in the Philippines, Dealer Stock,  218 ship covers, circa 1926-41, many cacheted, all with 
duplex cancels noting location while in the Philippines, many types of ships included incl couple early 
submarines, battleships, destroyers, hospital ships, etc, expect some duplication but note different locations 
or cachets, generally Very Fine. (retail values to $65; Owner retail $3,019) (see online scans) 800

(Photo = 1 48)

(Photo = 1 48)
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Philippines - Ship Cancels

Following the annexation of the Philippines, it was necessary to provide communications with the 
outlying islands. For this purpose, a fleet of cutters was ordered from Chinese shipyards to transport 
supplies and administrative personnel from one area to another. They also served as mail boats with 
postal clerks being assigned to the vessels. Special postmarks with "CGS" (Coast Guard Service) in 
the killers were provided, with the earliest recorded example dated 28 Aug 1903.

S. S. 'Luzon'
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2256 * 3         PHILIPPINES 1944 HANDSTAMPED "VICTORY" OVERPRINTS ISSUE BALANCE.  mostly mint in stock 
sheets and incl (mint with original gum unless otherwise noted) 463B without gum, 464 pane of 100 counterfeit 
overprint (PF cert),  464 pair on cover to San Francisco,465 tied on piece and on censored cover, 467 (2 incl one 
signed kessler), 467 used, 472 singles on cover (2 incl one addressed to Gen. MacArthur with PSE cert), 473, 474 
(PF cert, tropical o.g.), 474 (PF cert, thin spot), 477 (PF cert, tropical o.g., tiny piece out LR), 480 used (straight-
edge), 480 (regummed), 481 (straight-edge), 481 mint block, 481 tied on piece (Economist handstamp), J18 
(APS cert, dist. o.g.), J16-22 (8c PF cert, 12c APS cert, paper adhering), J16-22 (less 12c; 10c, 16c tropical gum) 
plate no. singles, J22, O40 blocks of four and six (paper adhering), O41 (3, each tropical o.g.), etc., usual very 
mixed condition and probably a few dubious overprints as typical, VG-VF (see online scans) 1500

2257   6        464, 1944 2c "Victory" Violet Handstamp, tied on 2c entire (U43) by Tacloban 1/13/(45) duplex, 
censor handstamp and tape at lefy, Vert Fine cover, scarce.   100

2258   6        464-65, 480, U43, 1944 2c/16c "Victory" Issues, 4c and 16c (both natural straight-edge) tied on 2c entire 
(U43) to "APO 72"  by Palo, Leyte 1/5 duplex‘s, Very Fine; 1996 APS certificate. (Scott unpriced).
  170

2259   6        481, 1944 20c Light olive green, "Victory" handstamp,  not tied (but certainly belongs) on captured 
Japanese postal card, Tacloban, Leyte 1/18 duplex, "shield" type censor control handstamp at left, 
attractive sailboat design on front, similar to occupation stamp "Moro Vinta" design, Very Fine and 
unusual card. 100

2260   6        485-96, E10, 1945 2c-20P "VICTORY" Overprints, set tied on attractive "M.V. Concepcion / Sugar 
Broker / Bacolod City" envelope by strike of oval "Bacolod Post Office / First Day Cover / Aug 1 1945" 
cancels, Very Fine and choice, quite rare with the Bacolod cancel 75

2261   6        485-96, E10a, 1945 2c-10p "Victory",  two complete sets on identical First Day covers, all tied by Manila 
Post office First Day Cover 5/1/45 blue ovals, also includes: complete set cancelled 8/15/45 (VJ Day), 
additional set cancelled 9/2/45 (Japan Surrender), all Very Fine. 90

2262   6        486/494, 1945 "VICTORY - COMMONWEALTH" Overprints, the exhibit collection of 16 covers incl 
4c vertical bisect on domestic philatelic cover (only recorded bisect use), 1945 16c single franking 
addressed to Winston Churchill, etc. plus destinations incl Argentina, Belgium, Chile, Czechoslovakia, 
Finland, India, Switzerland, etc., some show a bit of postal wear but generally a Fine and useful group 
(see online scans) 200

2263   6        Philippines "Victory" Issues, Dealer Stock,   impressive stock of 384 covers, all identified as to town, 
priced at retails to $95 with many in the $30-$60 range, nearly all commercial or personal, very few 
philatelic noted,  generally Fine or better, ideal for postal historian and researcher, also includes similar box 
(approx.400), unpriced and not figured in our estimate, in need of research and work-up. (owner retail 
$13,816). (see online scans). 5000

2264   6        Philippines 1945-47 "Victory" Issues, Manuscript Town Cancels, Dealer Stock, 247 covers, all neatly 
identified and priced at retail, mostly all small towns, some mixed condition, retails to $145 with many in 
$30-$60 range, majority are Very Fine for this time period, ideal for postal historian. (owner retail $11,424). 
(see online scans).  3500

2265   6        Philippines 1945-47 "Victory" Issues, Dealer Stock,   group of 151 covers, all with manuscript dates in 
c.d.s‘s, many small towns, few fancy types, retails to $75 with most being $30-$50, excellent study group 
for specialist. (owner retail $5,689). (see online scans). 1800

2266   6        Philippines "Victory" Issues, Dealer Stock,   99 covers/cards in two binders, mostly commercial or 
personal uses, all identified and priced at retails to $250, interesting include: small manuscript towns, 
few censored, couple better fancy town cancels, provincial mail, couple FDC‘s, some cachets, etc., also 
includes: 25 multi-colored patriotic post cards, various small towns, generally Very Fine, an exciting lot 
for postal historian. (owner retail $4,833). (see online scans). 1500

2267   6        Philippines 1945-47 "Victory" Issues, Dealer Stock,   97 legal sized covers, some commercial but note 
many 1st day of reopened Post Offices, many attractive and colorful frankings, retails to $120 with many 
in the $50-$100 range, some mixed condition but overall F-VF; ideal for postal historian, bourse or ebay 
dealer. (owner retail $4,517). (see online scans). 1250

2268   6        Philippines 1945-47 "Victory" Issues, Dealer Stock, 77 covers/cards, mostly special events, FDC‘s, 
Patriotics, etc., many home made cachets, some printed, few interesting "V" mails, etc., all identified and 
priced at retails to $87, many in $30-$50 range, very eclectic and interesting, generally Very Fine. (owner 
retail $2,719). (see online scans).  900

2269 6 Philippines "Victory" Issues, Dealer Stock,  47 covers, mostly FDC‘s or first day of re-opening of post 
offices, many colorful or attractive, all identified and priced at retail to $150, generally Very Fine covers. 
(owner retail $2,190). (see online scans). 700

2270   6        Philippines 1945-47 "Victory" Issues with additional "OB" Overprint, Dealer Stock,  11 selected covers, 
various "O.B." overprints on various "Victory" overprints, O.B. overprints include colors, manuscripts, 
typed, etc, all unusual, Fine to Very Fine covers. (owner retail $537). (see online scans). 170
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Philippines - ''Victory'' Overprints
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2271  3         C1/17, 1926 2c-10P Madrid-Manila Flight Issue, complete, less rarities (C7-8, C16),  unused, 2P, 4P & 
10P with straight edge, some small flaws/faults, generally Fine, fresh appearing. (Scott $3,755 as o.g.)

200
2272  3         C1-6, C9-12, 1926 2c-30 "Madrid-Manila" Airmails  set of 12, lacking rarities and peso values, all on paper 

and tied with 5/13/26 First Day c.d.s.‘s, tape stain and filefolds, none affecting adhesives, overall Very 
Fine, interesting. (Scott $607).  100

2273   6        C1-6, C9-13, C17, 1926 2c/2p Madrid-Manila Airmail Overprints, straight-edged singles tied on large 
envelope addressed to Germany by unusual Manila May 21 1926 Rec‘d cancels, cover slightly reduced 
at ech end and some staple holes, most of the stamps showing some perf toning, still Fine and attractive 
(Scott $1,432 as used singles) 240

2274 */(*) 3         C5/C17, 1926 10c-10p Madrid-Manila Flight Overprints,  five different: C5, unused block of 4;  C13 
single, o.g.; C14, used; C15 unused; C17 o.g., all Fine or better. (Scott $3,225 as o.g.) (see online scans). 

300

2275 **   4       E4, 1916 20c Deep ultramarine, top margin block of four with part imprint and plate no 22620, rich 
color, NH, bottom stamps with natural gum skips, F-VF (Scott $1,100 as singles) 300

2276 **   4       E6a, 1925 20c Violet blue, right side arrow block, NH, Extremely Fine. (Scott $320).  100
2277 **   4       J1, 1899 1c Deep claret,  block of 16, NH, fresh and Fine (Scott $180 as singles) 90
2278 *   4       J3, 1899 3c Deep claret, bottom imprint and plate no 71 block of six, part tropicalized o.g., some hinge 

re-inforced perfs, typical Fine centering, scarce multiple. (Scott $2,000) 190
2279 *          O2 var., 1926 4c Legislative Palace Official, Right margin imperforate, well centered, slightly toned o.g., 

Very Fine; a mere four examples recorded 150
2280 *          O2 var., 1926 4c Legislative Palace Official, Right margin imperforate,  o.g., fresh and Fine, just four 

examples recorded 100
2281 *          O4 var., 1926 20c Legislative Palace Official, Right margin imperforate,  fresh color and well centered, 

l.h., Very Fine and choice, reportedly just two examples known 200
2282 *   4       O38, 1944 2c Rose, "Victory" handstamp,  block of four, slightly tropical o.g., Fine, only 128 issued, 

much scarcer as a block; 1972 APS certificate. (Scott $1,500). 200
2283 */**   4       OX1, 1906 Light brown, Post Office Seal, left side block, three stamps NH, extremely fresh and well 

centered. (Scott $300 as o.g.). 100
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Philippines - Airmail and ''Back of the Book''

ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.
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2284 **          241-50 var., 1906 2c-30c Definitives, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in Black,  NH, 6c tiny bit of natural gum 
disturbance and VG-Fine, others F-VF 150

2285 *          241-50 var., 1906 2c-30c Definitives, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in Blue,   tropicalized gum, typical 
mixed centering, VG-VF 250

2286 **          241-50 var., 1906 2c-30c Definitives, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in Red,  NH thgough few values with bit 
of natural gum disturbance, typical mixed centering, VG-VF 250

2287 **          241-50 var., 1906 2c-30c Definitives, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in Red, fresh colors, NH, 2c, 6s slight 
gum disturbance, F-VF 95

2288 **   4       241-50 var., 1906 2c-30c Definitives, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in Red, blocks of four, 6c, 10c with 
natural se, NH, fresh and VG-VF 900

2289 **   4       241 var., 1906 2c Deep green, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in Black,  top left corner margin block of nine, 
broken "B" at pos 6, NH, natural se at left, F-VF 100

2290 **   4       241 var., 1906 2c Deep green, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in Black, imprint and plate no 21971 top block 
of ten, NH, F-VF 250

2291 **   4       242 var., 1906 4c Carmine, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in Red,   top left corner margin block of six, 
broken "B" at pos 6, NH, natural se at left, VG-Fine 150

2292 **   4      242 var., 1906 4c Carmine, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in Black,  top left corner margin block of twelve, 
broken "B" at pos 6, NH, natural se at left, VG-VF 150

2293 **   4       244 var., 1906 8c Brown, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in Black, imprint and plate no 21973 top block of 
ten, NH, fresh and F-VF 300

2294 **   4       244 var., 1906 8c Brown, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in Black,  bttom right corner margin block of 18 
with part imprint and plate no 21973, NH, fresh and F-VF 170

2295 *          245-50 var., 1906 10c-30c Definitives, Bandholtz "O.B." overprints in black, red and blue for each value, 
o.g. or h.r., F-VF, difficult group to assemble 120

2296 **   4       246 var., 1906 12c Brown lake, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in black, imprint and plate no 21974 top 
block of ten, NH, some minor perf separations, F-VF 400

2297 **   4       247 var., 1906 16c Violet black, Bandholtz "O.B." oveprint in black, bottom imprint and plate no 21979 
block of ten, NH, some perf seaprations and a small break in the margin, o/w Fine 160
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Philippines - Bandholtz ''O. B.'' Overprints

General Harry Hill Bandholtz
(1864-1925)

Ex 2288
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2298 *   4       248 var., 1906 20c Orange brown, Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in blue, imprint and plate no 21985 top 
block of ten, tropicalized o.g., some margin perf separations, VG-Fine 350

2299 **   4       249 var., 1906 Violet brown,Bandholtz "O.B." overprint in black, imprint and plate no 21991 top block 
of ten, NH, VG-VF 270

2300 **   4       249 var., 1906 26c Violet brown, Bandholtz "O.B." oveprint in black, bottom imprint and plate no 21991 
block of ten, NH, VG-Fine 160

2301 **   4       249 var., 1906 26c Violet brown, Bandholtz "O.B." oveprint in black, bottom imprint and plate no 21991 
block of sixteen, NH, fresh and F-VF 240

2302 */**          Bandholtz "O.B." Overprint Errors Collection,  assortment of double and inverted overprints incl Black 
Inverted Ovpt 242 (2), 261, 263, Black Double Ovpt 242a, 244, 261 NH, 263 NH (2), 264 NH (2), 270 
NH, 271, Blue Inverted Ovpt 242, Black and Red Double Ovpt 242a NH, 263 (2 incl one NH), F-VF, 
elusive group for the specialist (see online scan) 350

2303 */** 3         Bandholtz "O.B." Overprints Collection,  mostly mint singles neatly arranged on seven stock sheets, 
nice mix of issues and with each of the different colored overprints represented, includes (mint unless 
otherwise noted) Black Ovpt 253, 254 used, 261, 268, 270, Blue Ovpt 236 unused, Red Ovpt 214 mint 
and unused, 215 mint (3) and used, 220-22, 226, 227 used, 236 used, 254, 255, 260A, 266, 268 NH, 269 
single and pair NH, 271 mint and used (4 incl pair), Yellow Ovpt 242, 249, 250 used, Green Ovpt 246-47, 
Albino Ovpt 217 unused, 218, 221 unused, etc., usual mixed conditon, mostly F-VF (see online scans)

300
2304 (*)/**   

4       

Bandholtz "O.B." Overprints Blocks Collection,  23 blocks of four and a block of six in stock sheets, 
comprised of Black Ovpts 241-50 NH, 242a w/o gum, 263 w/o gum, 266 block of six w/o gum, Red 
Ovpts 241-50 mostly NH, 263 w/o gum, mostly F-VF (see online scans) 200

2305   6        Philippines "O.B." Issues, Dealer Stock,  77 legal sized Official covers, circa 1906-41, various interesting 
types of overprint, some mixed condition but majority being Fine to Very Fine, retails to $60. (owner 
retail $1,486). (see online scans). 500

Philippines - Postal Stationery
2306 **  6        U12/U32, 1899-1908, 2c-4c Entires,  three different: U12, U14,  U32 (cracked die variety), all Extremely 

Fine. (Scott $269). 60
2307   6        U22, 1903 2c Carmine, used entire, size 14, wmk 14, Carlos Media printed cc, Iloilo, Iloilo Jul 28 1924 

duplex (late use), Very Fine, an elusive use (UPSS 35, $180) 100
2308 *          U22/U43, UPSS OB21, 1903/44 Premium Postal Stationery Envelope Selection, 8 mint entires (most 

with printed cc), comprised of U22 size 14, wmk 14, Carlos Media printed cc (rare in this size, U26 size 
21, wmk 14, Guillermo Perera cc, U33 size 10, wmk 14, Theodore Siddall cc (only 2 reported), U43 size 
10, wmk 33, printed cc and "MONEy ORDER/ GIRO POSTAL" imprint lower left, U43 size 10, wmk 
36, printed cc and "MONEy ORDER/ GIRO POSTAL" imprint lower left, U43 size 10, wmk 39 with no 
printed cc, UPSS OB21 4c Official envelope with type CC2 printed cc, fresh and Very Fine, (UPSS 35, 39, 
77 var., 120a, 121b, 122, OB21, $995+) 500

2309 *          U26 var., 1904 4c Chocolate on amber, "PHILIPPINES" overprint omitted, mint entire, size 21, wmk 14, 
Guillermo Perera printed cc, choice Very Fine, only about 40 known (UPSS 39b, $1,000) 150

2310 *          U26 var., 1904 4c Chocolate on amber, "PHILIPPINES" overprint omitted, mint entire, size 21, wmk 14, 
Guillermo Perera printed cc, choice Very Fine, only about 40 known (UPSS 39b, $1,000) 140

2311   6        U43, 1944 2c Carmine, "VICTORY" overprint, size 10, wmk 39, Tacloban, Leyte Feb 23 duplex cancel, 
Very Fine; ex-Plass (UPSS 122, $400) 75

2312 *          UPSS W6, 1908 2c Green on Manila,  folded mint wrapper, fresh and Very Fine, scarce so nice (UPSS 
$320) 100

2313   6        UX4, 1903 2c Black,  Manila 8/24/(06) duplex, address to Germany appropriate receiver on face, card 
with diagonal crease at upper left, Still Fine and attractive use (Scott ($700).  150

2314   6        UX5, 1903 1c Black, "PHILIPPINES." shifted,  uprated card addressed to Spain, Manila Nov 28 (05) 
duplex, Very Fine, elusive in used condition (UPSS S5a, unpriced)  160

2315   6        UX7, 1906 1c Black,  uprated card addressed to Germany, partially struck Jul 10 duplex, card datelined 
"Manila 9/7.06", German receivers on face, Very Fine (Scott $300; UPSS S7, $300) 100
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2316   6        UX8, 1906 2c Black on buff, Manila Sep 30 (1907) duplex cancel, addressed to Barcelona, some light 
toning along bottom edge, still a Fine and scarce use (Scott $1,500; UPSS S8, $1,500) 625

2317   6        UX8, 1906 2c Black,  used to Germany, Manila 10/2/07 duplex, addressed to Germany with appropriate 
receiver, light creasing, still Very Fine. (Scott $1,500; UPSS S8, $1,500). 300

2318   6        UX8, 1906 2c Black,  used to France, Manila 10/9/07 duplex, addressed to France, aging on the message 
side, o/w Very Fine. (Scott $1,500; UPSS S8, $1,500) 300

2319   6        Philippines Postal Stationery Dealer Inventory,  216 entires in two large binders, many with additional 
and interesting uprating uses and destinations, note some censor markings, etc., generally F-VF; retail 
prices to $270 with many in the $25-75 range; priced and ready to go (owner retail $12,470) (see online 
scans). 3000

2320  6        Philippines Postal Cards, Dealer Stock, 1900-1941,  wonderful inventory of 72 postal cards in large binder, 
many unusual, includes "uprated" to foreign destinations, many small and scarce town cancels, various aux. 
markings, etc, retails to $325, many in $50 -$150 range, generally Very Fine, close examination suggested, 
ideal for Philippines specialist. (owner retail $5987). (see online scans). 1750

Philippines - Japanese Occupation Issues
2321   6        N1, 1942 1c Apple green,  N8 pair by Manila Nov 12 1942 slogan cancel on locally addressed cover, 

shortpaid and with two due markings - "RETURNED TO SENDER FOR ADDITIONAL POSTAGE ___ 
CVOS" ("18" inserted by hand) and "Postage Due Subsequently Paid", N1 affixed and tied by Manila Nov 
21 1942 cds to satisfy postage due fee, Very Fine; a 2c stamp was used to pay the 1c short pay as 1c stamps 
were not available until June 7, 1943 100

2322   6        N4, 1942 5(c) on 6c Golden brown,  horizontal pair with natural straight edge at bottom tied on legal size 
official cover to Manila by indistinct duplex, scarce Japanese censor handstamp (type 1A7), Very Fine.

160
2323   6        N4, 1942 5(c) on 6c Golden brown,  tied on cover to Malucanan Palace by scarce Cuyapo Nueva Ecija 

2/18/42 duplex, scarce censor handstamp (Garrett type 1B13), Very Fine 120
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Post Office in Manila
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2324 **   4       N7, 1943 1p on 4p Blue and black, pane of 25 plate no 129939-F129938 LL and with "C" (chromium 
plated) below plate numbers, inverted "S" in "PESO" at pos 4, NH, some margin perf separations at the 
sides not affecting plate block, fresh and F-VF; one of 10 intact sheets recorded (Scott $3,975 as NH plate 
block and 20 singles plus hinged "PESO" variety) 700

2325   6        N26-27, 1943 2c-5c "1st Anniversary Fall of Bataan and Corregidor"   72 covers, mostly FDC‘s with 
complete sets from various cities, many unusual and scarce cachets, also includes several handstamped 
"Victory" issues on commercial or military covers, generally Very Fine, an impressive group sure to please 
the specialist collector. (owner retail $4,037). (see online scans). 1100

2326   6        N27, 1943 5c Green,   two singles, tied on legal sized commercial cover to Manila by Bangued, Abra 
duplex, scarce Japanese censor handstamp (type 1B9, see Garrett p. 141-42), some light tropical toning, 
still nice usage and Fine cover. 120

2327   6        N29-31, 1942 5c-17c "Independence of the Philippines",   52 covers, mostly complete sets on FDC‘s, 
includes equal amount of the imperf issues, many different towns, interesting cachets, a few possibly 
hand painted, generally Very Fine or better.(see online scans). 250

2328   6        N29-31, 1942 5c-17c "Independence of the Philippines",  complete set of 92 FDC‘s as issued by the A.F.F. 
(Assoc, of Philippine Philatelics), both perf and imperf sets on FDC‘s, also includes two covers (perf and 
imperf) from Manila and the scarce Ilagan, Isabela (perf only), a Very Fine and seldom offered complete 
set. (owner retail $1,147). (see online scans). 350

2329   6        Three Japanese Occupation Covers, 1942 censored cover (handstamp and tape) with N1 tied by Manila 
Mar 4 slogan cancel (date of reopening of Manila post office); 1943 FDC with N5 ("COMMONWEALTH" 
not obliterated); 1943 "turned" official cover Manila - Cebu - Manila, second use of the envelope shows 
N4 tied by scarce Cebu City double-circle duplex, usual mixed condition, Fine group (see online scan)

120
2330           P NB1P-3P, 1942 2c-16c Food Production and Consevation, Imperforate plate proofs in isued 

colors,  horizontal pairs on ungummed paper, 16c light, small paper staining, mostly in margin between, 
otherwise fresh and Very Fine.  170

2331           P NB1P-3P, 1942 2c-16c Food Production and Conservation, Imperforate plate proofs in issued colors, 
pairs on ungummed paper, 2c a light natural paper wrinkle, fresh and Very Fine 170
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2332 (*)  6        NB4, 1943 5c-17c "Independence of the Philippines" Souvenir Sheet,  5c-12c imperf pairs (N29a-31a) 
on FDC, sheet tied by Manila 10/14/43 cds, pairs additionally tied with identical cancels, also includes: 
2 mint S/S, all Very Fine, sheets are scarce on FDC and are rarely seen.  100

2333 **          NUZ1b, 1943 2c Red on pale buff, Short dividing line var.,  some typical light tropical toning, still scarce 
and Fine (UPSS OS8a, unpriced for used)  160

2334 *  6        NU1/NUX3, Occupation Period Postal Stationery Assortment, mostly mint entires and postal cards 
and incl UPSS S21a mint (2), S21a date of issue cancel, S22 date of issue cancel, OS9 mint and favor 
cancelled, F-VF (see online scans) 75

2335   6        Japanese Occupation Special Event Cover, "1944 PAPEX"  special event cachet (Lingayen type C11) on 
entire (NU2), for 1944 philatelic exhibition, Lingayen 12/8/44 c.d.s., Very Fine and rare with just 10 
covers made. 150

2336  6        Japanese Occupation Special Event Card, "1944 PAPEX"  special event postal card with illustrated cachet 
(Lingayan type C11, see Garrett p. 123-24), prepared by Pangasinan Philatelic Society in conjunction 
with their first "wartime" exhibition, card cancelled wirh Lingayan 12/8/44 c.d.s., Very Fine, only 50 
cards prepared. 120

2337   6        Japanese Occupation Postal History, Dealer Stock,  impressive inventory of 106 covers in binder, all priced 
and identified, includes many commercial, Japanese censor handstamps, some postage dues, interesting 
FDC, Officials; etc, also includes NB8 in quantities, several printed pamplets with stamps (printed by various 
dealers), propaganda leaflet (18-J-1, with instructions), etc., an impressive inventory, priced and ready for 
resale. (retail prices to $500 with total owner retail of $10,770). (see online scans).  3000

2338   6        Japanese Occupation Postal History, Dealer Stock,  203 covers/cards, mostly First Day/ Special Events, 
many cacheted, several handpainted, many censor markings, some registration, etc., all identified and 
priced at retail, of special note is FDC with NO1, NO3-4 cancelled Malolos, Bulacan 4/7/43, dealer notation 
"is this fake" & "see Garrett p. 256-7", $300 (we think probably good, please inspect), generally Very Fine. 
(impressive inventory with retail values to $75; total owner retail $5,107). (see online scans). 1500

2339   6        Japanese Occupation Postal History, Dealer Stock, 291 First Day or Special Event covers, many cacheted, 
some censored, etc, good mix of issues, generally Very Fine. (retail values to $25, owner retail $1,846) 
(see online scans). 600

2340 * 3         PHILIPPINES - JAPANESE OCCUPATION ACCUMULATION.   singles, blocks, sheets (incl large 
number of 1943/44 issue sheets), etc., sifting through the stack we note N3 bottom plate no. blocks NH 
(2, plate no. partially trimmed), N3 sheet of 50 NH, N3 favor cancelled sheet of 50, N7 with bars above 
"COMMONWEALTH" mint (3), N7 plate no. single mint, N7 favor cancel, N8 sheet of 50 NH (portion 
of selvage in plate no. block missing), N15 pad of 100 sheets, N30 margin pair imperf vertically on cover, 
N36 sheet of 50 NH, N37 sheet with sewing machine perfs, NB1-3 imperf proof blocks, etc., usual mixed 
condition incl some toning, gum disturbances or paper adherence, etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 750

2341 */**          JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF THE PHILIPPINES COLLECTION 1942/5.   apparently complete, 
including N7 NH, NB4 NGAI, NJ1 NH, and NO2 NH, a very clean and attractive collection, all F-VF (see 
online scans) 75

Philippines - Revenues
featuring the Donn Luecke and Richard D. Miggins Collections

2342 *   4       Warren 311 var., 1888 $0.17 4/8 on 20c Lilac,  block of 50 from bottom portion of pane, each stamp 
inverted overprint with double inverted at pos 22, 31, 32, evenly toned o.g., some small hinge 
reinforcements at top and in right margin and affecting seven stamps, pos 41 a small thin, still a Fine and 
rare being the largest recorded multiple 150

2343 *   4       Warren 311, 311 var., 1888 $0.17 4/8 on 20c Lilac,   top left corner margin block of sixteen, pos. 7, 
10 double overprint, evenly toned o.g., NH, bottom stamps horiz crease and some pulled perfs, Fine 
centering, the error unlisted in Warren 75

2344 *   4       Warren 313, 313b, 313d, $0.17 4/8 on 5p Light red,  top left corner margin block of 25, pos 15 without 
overprint, pos 16 double overprint, uneven o.g. with some typical natural gum creases and tiny inclusions, 
fresh and Very Fine 75

2345 **   4       Warren 313, 313a, 313b, 313c, 313d, $0.17 4/8 on 5p Light red,  full pane of 50, inverted overprint pos 
13-20, double overprint pos 30, 34, 40, 42, 50, double overprint, one inverted pos 11, 12, missing overpint 
pos 39, 46, original gum with some typical natural bends and wrinkles, NH, sheet with a light vertical fold 
through the 6th column, still Very Fine 150

2346 *          1899(?) 25c-1P "Papel" Sellado" Assortment,   comprised of Warren 336 (3), 337, 338, some typical 
minor faults/ light toning but an overall Fine group. 90
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2347   6        Warren 346 and 347, 1898 5c Slate blue and 10c Yellow brown,  US Customs document issued at Manila 
January 13, 1899, bearing Warren 346 and 347 (2), all initialed by Lieut. C.H. Sleeper, permission 
granted to take luggage on board the SS Montserrat, signed by Lt. Col. George R. Colton, Very Fine, a 
scarce document 300

2348   6        Warren 347, 1898 Yellow brown,  US Customs document issued at Manila January 18, 1899, bearing a 
strip of 5 of Warren 347 initialed by Capt. C.F. Mudgett, a scarce use of provisional revenues, the only 
known strip of 5 of this stamp initialed by Mudgett on document, creased, missing a corner away from 
stamps and small tears, scarce 650

2349   6        Warren 348, 1898 5c, Vertical half of 10c Yellow brown,  US Customs document issued at Manila January 
30, 1899 bearing Warren 347 (2) and 348 initialed by Lieut. C.H. Sleeper, permission granted to Ricardo 
Pastor to take 16 pkgs of luggage from American transport St. Paul to the Customs House for inspection, 
Very Fine, a seldon seen document signed by Lt. Col. George R. Colton 350

2350   6        Warren 348, 1898 5c, Vertical half of 10c Yellow brown,  US Customs document issued at Manila January 
19, 1899 bearing Warren 347 (2) and 348, initialed by Lieut. C.H. Sleeper, permission given to a civilian 
to ship on board the SS Francisco Reyes 12 pkgs baggage, corner torn but does not affect stamps, bisect 
clearly tied by blue boxed "CANCELLED", Very Fine, a scarce early use of this provisional issue

250
2351   6        Warren 348, 1898 5c, Vertical half of 10c Yellow brown,  US Customs document issed at Manila January 

27, 1899 bearing Warren 347 (2) and 348, initialed by Lieut. C.H. Sleeper, permission granted to 
passenger to take personal baggage from SS Elcano to the Customs House for inspection, Very Fine, a 
scarce use of this bisect on document 550

2352   6        Warren 348, 1898 5c, Vertical half of 10c Yellow brown,  US Customs document issued at Manila January 
19, 1899, bearing Warren 347 (2) and 348 and initialed by Lieut. C.H. Sleeper, permission granted to 
take personal baggage on board SS Francisco Reyes, stamps cancelled but not tied, corner of document 
torn, still a sscarce early use of this provisional 350

2353   6        Warren 348, 1898 5c, Vertical half of 10c Yellow brown,  US Customs document issued at Manila February 
1, 1899, bearing Warren 347 (2) and 348 and initialed by Lieut. C.H. Sleeper, permission granted to 
Smith, Bell & Co. to discharge from SS yiksang 16 cases marked "SB" said to contain $8,000 Mex, signed 
by Lt. Col. George R. Colton, stamps not tied but used in proper period, large corner missing but clear 
of stamps, a scarce historical document 500

2354   6        Warren 348, 1898 5c, Vertical half of 10c Yellow brown,  US Customs document issued at Manila January 
17, 1899, bearing Warren 347 (2) and 348 and initialed by Capt. C.F. Mudgett, very few documents 
known signed by Capt. Mudgett as he was sent home sick in early 1899, corner torn (away from stamps), 
stamps tied by blue box "CANCELLED", earliest known use of this provisional on document, a scarce 
item 500

2355   6        Warren 348, 1898 5c, Vertical half of 10c Yellow brown,  US Customs document issed at Manila January 
19, 1899 bearing Warren 347 (2) and 348, initialed by Lieut. C.H. Sleeper, permission granted to take on 
board the SS Balayan rice, beef, wine, etc, probably for the ship‘s use, minor faults, a seldom seen and 
scarce document signed by Lt. Col. George R. Colton 400

2356  3         Warren 349A, 1898 10c Yellow brown on 40c Blue, initialed "CHS,"  unobstrusive cancel, initials in bold 
red ink, wide margins all around, Very Fine, rare 750

2357  3         Warren 349B, 1898 10c Yellow brown on 40c Blue, initialed "CSH,"  unobtrusive cancel at top, small 
tear on right side of 10c stamp, wide margins on all sides, Very Fine, rare Warren states "this unique 
provisional 50 centimos stamp might be classified as an adhesive Sello stamp, since it was issued to 
replace the 50 centimos Sello stamp when the supply of the latter became exhausted." Initials "CHS" by 
Lieut. C.H. Sleeper, "CSH" by Lieut. C.S. Haughwout, "CFM" by Capt. C.F. Mudgett. 750
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2358   6        Warren 351, 1898 25c Claret (10 Sello),  US Customs document bearing 4 examples of Warren 351, initialed 
by Lieut. C.H. Sleeper, dated January 9, 1899 granting General Tobacco Co. to work on board the SS Leon 
XIII until 10pm, signed by Lt. Col. George R. Colton, an early use of this provisional 150

2359   6        Warren 351, 1898 25c Claret (10 Sello),  US Customs document bearing a single example of Warren 351, 
initialed by Lieut. C.S. Haughwout, dated in Manila January 28, 1899, permission granted to ship on 
board the SS Elcano 27 cases of wine for the ship‘s use, small faults but still Very Fine 100

2360   6        Warren 351, 1898 25c Claret (10 Sello),  US Customs document, initialed by Capt. C.F. Mudgett, dated 
January 19, 1899, permission granted to passenger to take 10 pkgs luggage to the Customs House for 
inspection, Very Fine, scarce document as few are known with Mudgett initialed stamps 150

2361   6        Warren 351, 1898 25c Claret (10 Sello),  initialed by Capt. C.F. Mudgett tied to small document listing 
goods for ship‘s use, undated, probably used in January 1899 as Capt. Mudgett was sent home early that 
year, few documents known signed by him, also signed by Lt. Col. George R. Colton, Very Fine, a scarce 
document 100

2362   6        Warren 351, 1898 25c Claret (10 Sello),  US Customs document bearing six of Warren 351, initialed 
by Capt. C.F. Mudgett, dated January 23, 1899, stained corner and missing corner away from stamps, 
permission granted to Chinese laborer to unload 1455 sacks of salt from SS Esmeralda from Hong kong, 
a scarce multiple of this provisional issue 250

2363   6        Warren 351, 1898 25c Claret (10 Sello),  US Customs document bearing 4 examples of Warren 351, 
initialed by Lieut. C.S. Haughwout, dated January 18, 1899, permission granted for a Chinese laborer 
to unload 3433 sacks of rice from SS Pecheola, small faults but still Very Fine, a scarce use of multiple 
stamps 150

2364 (*)          Warren 355A, 1898 2p Light brown (Sello 6), initialed "CHS,"  without gum, balanced wide margins, 
small stain at bottom, Very Fine 100

2365  3         Warren 355C, 1898 2p Light brown (Sello 6), initialed "CFM,"  light black oval cancel, barely cut in at 
top, crease down the center, tiny piece missing at top, Fine 100

2366  3         Warren 356C, 1898 3p Dark rose (Sello 5), initialed "CFM,"  light black oval cancel, wide margins on all 
four sides, crease through left half of stamp, Very Fine 200

2367 (*)          Warren 357A, 1898 5p Slate (Sello 4), initialed "CHS,"  without gum, wide margins all around, Very Fine, 
an attractive example of this scarce stamp 200

2368  3         Warren 357C, 1898 5p Slate (Sello 4), initialed CFM,  partial pink box cancel, rough at top but full 
margins all around, several small internal creases, Very Fine 250

2369  3         Warren 358A, 1898 10p Orange (Sello 3), initialed CHS,  full margins all around, signature very faint, 
ink spot at top, Very Fine 250

2370  3         Warren 359B, 1898 15p Red brown, initialed CSH,   fresh color, very attractive SON cancel, initials 
somewhat faint, ample margins all around, Very Fine Perry described a 20p stamp from this series in 
1903 that no one has seen since; since then, authors have considered this to be the high value in the 
1898 Sello issue. 500

2371 **   4       Warren 362 var., 1898 25c Claret, "U.S. INTERNAL REVENUE" Overprint, Inverted overprint,  block 
of four with right stamps the errors, slightly tropicalized o.g. with some natural gum wrinkles, NH, Very 
Fine (Warren update $1,000 as singles) 100

2372   6        Warren 363A and 366A, 1899 25c Lake (Sello 10) and 1p Dull violet (Sello 7),  US Customs document 
issued at Manila October 16, 1899 permitting the Japanese SS kasuga Maru to leave the port of Manila, 
signed by the Captain of the Port, note on back "Exam 10/17/99" "GRC" by Lt. Col. George R. Colton, 
collector of customs, Very Fine 150
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2373   6        Warren 366, 1899 1p Dull lilac (Sello 7),  US Customs document issued at Manila on January 28, 1899, 
bearing a pair of the 1899 1p Dull lilac granting permission to work on board the SS Elcano until 10 
o‘clock that night, signed by Lt. Col. George R. Colton of the First Nebraska Volunteers, Very Fine This 
is the only reported use of this issue on document, possible on date of issue. 3000

2374  3         Warren 367, 1899 2p Brown lilac (Sello 6),   attractive color, ample margins all around, unobtrusive 
cancel, Very Fine, scarce with only 1,000 printed 100

2375  3         Warren 368, 1899 3p Dull pink (Sello 5),  pretty shade, attractive blue boxed "CANCELLED," margins 
close at right and bottom, small tear at left, Fine, rare with only 500 printed 500

2376  3         Warren 369, 1899 4p Olive brown (Sello 4),  balanced margin and beautiful SON cancel, tiny internal 
creases, Very Fine, a rare stamp with only 500 printed 500

2377  3         Warren 369A, 1899 5p Olive brown, Perf 12,  fresh color, pink straight line "CANCELLED," perforations 
cut slightly into design at bottom, Fine, scarce with only 1,000 printed 100

2378  3         Warren 370, 1899 10p Dull orange (Sello 3),  balanced margins, black oval grid cancel, Very Fine, rare 
with only 500 printed 500

2379 (*)          Warren 371, 1899 15p Dull cinnamon (Sello 2),  attractive color, wide margins all around, without gum, 
light foxing on reverse and a small corner crease at bottom left, Very Fine, a very rare unused example, 
only 500 printed 750
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2380 *          Warren 372, 1899 20p Dull mauve (Sello 1),  large part o.g. (tropicalized), well-balanced margins, bright 
and fresh color that is rarely seen on this issue, Very Fine, a very rare original gum example of the high 
value January 1899 issue, only 500 printed 750

2381  3         Warren 377, 1900 2p Dull brown (Sello 6),  bold color, manuscript cancel, repaired tear at bottom right, 
Very Fine, an attractive example of this color error of which only 1,000 were printed 150

2382  3         Warren 379, 1900 3p Dull pink (Sello 5),  fresh color, very faint SON oval cancel, margins clear on all 
sides, Very Fine, only 3,000 printed 130

2383 (*)          Warren 380, 1900 5p Olive brown (Sello 4),  bold color, ample to close margins, without gum, small thin 
at left, Fine, scarce with only 2,000 printed 100

2384  3         Warren 381, 1900 10p Brown yellow (Sello 3),  clear margins all around, pen cancel, Very Fine, scarce with 
only 2,500 printed 200

2385  3         Warren 382, 1900 15p Red brown,  indistinct red cancel, typical rough perfs, Fine, scarce with only 1,500 
printed 350

2386 **          Warren 384-8E, 1901-2 Sello Issue, Embossed "US" 3.5 mm tall,  includes 384E, 25c Deep rose; 386E, 
40c Blue; and 388E, 1p Dull violet; all NH and F-VF, a scarce issue Warren states: "The embossing of 
the letters, US, was done secretly by the Director of the Bureau of Internal Revenue for the purpose of 
discovering the authorship of the thefts (of stamps). The embossing was resorted to only once and only 
such denominations were embossed as were in the hands of certain employees." 100

2387  3         Warren 392, 1901-02 2p Brown violet,  blue circular cancels, light toning and typical rough perfs, Very 
Fine, scarce with only 2,950 printed 130

2388 *          Warren 393, 1901 3p Dull pink,  o.g., attractive color, Fine, a scarce high value with only 3,000 printed
125

2389  3         Warren 393, 1901-02 3p Dull pink,   purple oval cancel, scissor-cut perfs at bottom left, small paper 
inclusion, Very Fine, scarce with only 3,000 printed 180

2390  3         Warren 394, 1901-02 5p Olive brown,  beautifully-centered "FEB 12, 1904" purple oval cancel, typical 
rough perfs, Very Fine, scarce with only 6,000 printed 220
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2391 5          Warren 507, 1899 5c Slate blue with USIR overprint,   three line blue "US INTERNAL REVENUE" 
overprint (Type B), on 5c Slate blue strip of five, on large piece of document signed by J.D. Miley, 
undated, probably used in July 1899, tied by straight line "GUARDS WILL ADMIT" cancel, Very Fine, a 
scarce piece 300

2392 (*)          Warren 533, 1905 2p Lilac,  without gum, small faults including tear at upper left but still attractive, 
balanced margins, Very Fine 170

2393  3         Warren 534, 1905 5p Blue,  pen cancel, small faults including short perf at bottom left, nicely centered, 
Very Fine 230

2394 (*)          Warren 535, 1905 10p Light green,  without gum, small faults such as a paper inclusion but overall an 
attractive example of this scarce stamp, Fine 280

2395  3         Warren 536, 1905 20p Dark orange,  pen cancel, crease running through left half of stamp, balanced 
margins, Very Fine, an attractive example of this rare stamp 400

2396 (*)          Warren 545, 1906 1p Vermilion,  bright and fresh color and well-balanced margins, without gum, natural 
straight edge at left, black control numbers, Very Fine 150

2397  3         Warren 546, 1906 2p Lilac,  much of stamp stained and other small faults including short perfs, black 
control numbers, somewhat muted color, balanced margins, Very Fine, a scarce example of the high 
value of the 1906 series 150

2398 (*)          Warren 546B, 1906 2p Lilac, blue control numbers,  bright and fresh color, without gum, blue control 
numbers which Warren notes are "less common" than black, small faults including several short perfs, 
Very Fine, rare 200
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2399 *          Warren 547, 1906 2p Lilac, rouletted,   o.g., bright color and well-balanced margins, Very Fine, an 
exceptional example of this rare stamp Incorrectly listed by Forbin as part of the Series of 1905, this 
stamp was properly identified by Warren as having been issued subsequent to W-546 based on the 
presence of an "E" control letter. 450

2400  3         Warren 560a, 1907-14 200p Black brown,   AUG 29, 1918 and crayon cancels, blue control number 
201195, even toning across stamp, Fine 100

2401  3         Warren 561, 1907-14 500p Rose,   MAR 22, 1917 cancel, black control number 17303, small faults 
including short perf at bottom, Fine 120

2402  3         Warren 563, 1907-14 5,000p Apple green,   MAy 18, 1918 cancel, black control number 1683, major 
faults including two tears (held together with hinges) and torn upper right corner, Fine, only 2,000 
printed, this is the only known surviving example 1100

2403 (*)          Warren 566, 1910 200p Black brown,  bright and fresh, without gum, Very Fine, a scarce issue 300
2404 (*)          Warren 567a, 1910 500p Emerald green, blue control numbers,  bright and fresh, without gum, Fine, a 

scarce issue 600
2405 (*)          Warren 567a, 1910 500p Emerald green, blue control numbers,  lightly toned, tear at top that has been 

reinforced with a hinge, without gum, Very Fine, a scarce issue 600
2406  3         Warren 567Ra, 1910 500p Emerald green, blue control numbers, right ½,  "MAy" cancel, blue control 

number 318, bright color, Fine The 200p Black brown and 500p Emerald green were a supplementary 
issue to the Series of 1907-14. Warren notes that "entire specimens of [W-566 and W-567] are extremely 
rare." 100

2407  3         Warren 581, 1915-17 500p Rose, black control numbers,   JUL 6, 1918 cancel, black control number 
26443, natural straight edge at right, Fine, scarce 120

2408  3         Warren 581a, 1915-17 500p Rose, blue control numbers,  manuscript cancel, blue control number 32040, 
somewhat muted color but attractive centering, Very Fine, scarce 120
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2409  3         Warren 581Da, 1915-17 500p Rose, double blue control numbers,  MAR 26, 1919 cancel, blue control 
number 29075 doubled on both sides, Fine, rare 500

2410  3         Warren 600Ra, 1914/18 10,000p Pale purple, Right half, Black control no. 523,  single stroke vertical 
pen cancel, Very Fine 75

2411  3         Warren 601R, 1914/18 20,000p Black, Right half, Black control no. 312,    single stroke vertical pen 
cancel, light vertical bend, still Fine and rare; the highest denominated Filipino issue of any kind

75
2412 *          Warren 630, 1930-31 5000p Apple green,  vertical strip of three, control no. 10301, 10302, 10303, evenly 

toned o.g. with some light disturbances, still F-VF and a rare multiple (Warren update $180 as singles)
100

2413   6        Warren 630R, 1930-34 5,000p Apple green, Right half,  used with Warren 626R (50p Vermilion, strip of 
3), 627R (200p Black brown), and 628R (500p Pale vermilion), on a tax notification stub issued at Manila 
on April 22, 1940 by the collector of Internal Revenue, Very Fine, rare, the only reported use of the 5,000p 
on document 750

(Photo = 1 68)
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2414 *          Warren 647, 1934-37 200p Black brown,  top margin vertical pair with plate no 119038, stamps control 
no 239408, 239409, slightly dist o.g., bottom stamp natural gum wrinkle, few perf separations between 
stamps, still Very Fine and the unique example with plate number  60

2415 *          Warren 648, 1934-37 500p Orange,  left margin vertical strip of three, control nos 74447, 74448, 74449, 
slightly dist o.g. with light even aging, F-VF and quite rare, unlisted in the original Warren but added in 
the 1993 update (Warren update $225 as singles) 150

2416 *          Warren 649, 1934-37 1000p Ultramarine,  top margin vertical strip of seven from the left side of the pane 
as each stamp with natural se at left, control no 70435-70441 with some slight doubling of the control nos 
in stamps 2-6, slightly disturbed o.g., light natural gum creases affecting most stamps, a Fine and scarce 
multiple (Warren update $1,050 as normal singles) 200

2417 *          Warren 649, 1934-37 1000p Ultramarine,  top right corner margin vertical strip of four (perfs separated 
between stamps 2 and 3 - connected only in the margin), control nos 70428-70431, slightly dist o.g., with 
some very light toning, F-VF, an elusive multiple (Warren update $225 as singles) 100

2418 (*)          Warren 668B, 1944 1p Red brown,  without gum, slight discoloration at upper right, Very Fine, a great 
revenue rarity with only 5 mint examples known 1000

2419  3         Warren 668B, 1944 1p Red brown,  right half of stamp, cancelled JAN 20 [1945], fresh color, small thin, 
Fine, a great revenue rarity with only six used half stamps reported 200

2420   6        Warren 712/18, 1907 Documentary Issue,  Warren 712 (4c green, 2), 713 (10c Olive yellow), 714 (20c 
Ultramarine), 717 (3p Vermilion, 3), and 718 (10p Violet brown), used on marine insurance policy 
dated July 20, 1910 with premium 3,875 pesos on hull, machinery, boats, etc of the steamship Sorsogon, 
owned by ynchausti & Co. (predecessor to Manila Steamship Co.), document pays a total of 19.38 pesos, 
Very Fine, a scarce document 150

2421 */(*)/**   

4       

Warren 731/753, 1917/40 2c/10P Documentary,  panes of 21 except W731 pane of 100, with W746-48, 
749 (5), 750 (2 shades), 751 (2), 752 (2), 753, most with disturbed gum or with glassine interleaving 
affixed, VG-VF (see online scans) 100

2422   6        Warren 768-70, 1945-6 Documentary Issue with "Victory" overprint,   tax clearance certificate dated 
November 14, 1946, bearing Warren 768 (1p Red brown), 769 (2p Carmine lake, 2), and 770 (10p Dark 
green), Very Fine, a scarce document 150

2423 * 3         Warren 850/1525, 1917/45 Customs Service Revenues Collection,  approx 75 mostly used singles on 
stock sheets, note (Warren numbers) 856p, 858W, 876 with portion of "SPECIMEN" overprint, 876p, 
889, 891 proof pair, 1510,, 1514R, 1519 trial color proof pair, etc., usual mixed condition and incl perfin 
cancels, VG-VF (see online scans) 100

2424  3         Warren 863, 1917 200p Dark green and black, Red control no. 408,  perfin cancel, light creasing, Fine 
appearance; only 1,000 issued  75

2425  3         Warren 864, 1917 500p Deep bronze blue and black, Red control no. 470,  perfin cancel, nicely centered, 
light vertical creases, Very Fine appearance; only 400 issued 100

2426           P Warren 871HP, 1927-9 1p Emerald green & black, proof,   vertical pair, purple hollow "CANCELED" 
marking, no control number, Very Fine, a scarce item 150
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2427 **          Warren 1328 var., 1961 5c on 20p Lilac brown, quadruple overprint,  NH, unlisted in any reference, easily 
seen under magnification, Very Fine, this is the discovery copy 250

2428 **          Warren 1332i, 1958 30c on 4p Gray, inverted overprint,  NH, gum slightly tropicalized, Very Fine, only 3 
sheets of 20 printed 60

2429 **          Warren 1333i, 1959 30c on 1c Olive gray, inverted overprint,   NH, bright and fresh with balanced 
margins, Very Fine, only 2 sheets of 20 printed 100

2430 **          Warren 1333i, 1959 30c on 1c Olive gray, inverted overprint,   NH, bright and fresh with balanced 
margins, Very Fine, only 2 sheets of 20 printed 100

2431 **          Warren 1334i, 1960 30c on 20c Green, inverted overprint,  NH, bright and fresh, Very Fine, only 2 sheets 
of 20 printed 100

2432 **          Warren 1336i, 1962 30c on 2p Dark blue, inverted overprint,  NH, bright and well-centered, Very Fine, 
only one sheet of 20 printed 100

2433 **          Warren 1339 var., 1962 50c on 1p Green, triple overprint,  NH, unlisted in any reference, easily seen 
under 4x magnification, Very Fine 250

2434  3         Warren TC165A/177, 1901/09 Cigar Revenues,  comprised of Warren TC165A (4 incl pair), 166A, 175 
(3), 176, 177 (8), 296, 329, 425-26, usual very mixed condition incl thins, small scuffs, mended/ repaired 
tears, etc., overall Fine and scarce (see online scans) 150

2435  3         Tax Paid Stamps, "50 Cigars",   three unlisted and probably quite scarce tax paids: one with small 
"Emergency" handstamp in red, others with printed "Victory", see Lehmann & Lueck "The Warren 
Update", page 22, typical condition for these, more research needed. 100

2436 * 3         Cigar and Cigarette Revenues Assortment,  37 items and incl set of 14 1946 cigarette tax stamps with 
"SPECIMEN" overprint and punch, good variety of cigarette and cigar issues with little duplication, 
typical mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 300

2437           Revenue Documents, 1910-45   21 different documents in binder, all with various revenues, includes 
Postal savings bank receipts (12, W207-9 types); Bill of Exchange (W176-7); 1943 restuarent tax receipt, 
etc, most unusual and generally Fine. (owner retail $637). (see online scans). 200
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2438 */(*)/**          PHILIPPINES 1880s "SURCHARGES" REVENUES COLLECTION.   an assortment of mint singles, 
blocks and sheets with notables as (Warren catalog numbers) W293 full sheet of 100 (4), W296 sheet of 
100, W309b (double overprint) in a block with seven normals, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see 
online scans) 250

2439  3         PHILIPPINES "PAPEL SELLADO" COLLECTION.  approx. 40 used 1850s/90s full documents incl 
some double-page with assortment of imprints incl high values, some varieties incl offset impression, 
serial number printed on the "stamp", "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" overprints, municipal seals, 
re-validated, documents with additional revenue imprints or stamps (including postage used as revenue 
- primarily 1880/86 issue) incl an 1868 with Warren 85b, 86, 86c, 1876 with Warren 4, 6 (4 each), etc., 
usual mixed condition incl some insect damage but better than typically seen, generally F-VF (see online 
scans) 200

2440 */(*)/**          PHILIPPINES 1888/98 "TIMBRE MOVIL" REVENUE ISSUES GROUP.   "Old Man" and "Arms of 
Spain" designs with multiples and issues to 20p, incl W288 sheet of 25 (2), W291 strip of three, W292 
single, vertical pair with bottom stamp inverted overprint, etc., usual very mixed condition but generally 
fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 150

2441 * 3  4       PHILIPPINES 19th CENTURY REVENUES GROUP.  many 100s in mostly mint multiples incl receipts 
and accounts, fees for signature incl W59 sheet of 25, W68 sheet of 25 with one row inverted overprint 
plus two positions with double ovpt, "HABILTADO POR LA NACION" overprints with W84-85, 87 incl 
overprint errors, judicial fee incl W29 block of 20 with "MUESTRAS" overprints, W82 block of 15 with 
"MUESTRAS" overprint, W83 sheet of 50, "Timbre Movil Especial" incl W262 sheet of 100, W265 sheet 
of 100, W269 block of five, surtax on poll tax receipts, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online 
scans) 500

Philippines - Revenues Collection - US Administration
2442 */**          PHILIPPINES 1899 "U.S. INTERNAL REVENUE" OVERPRINTS ON SPANISH PERIOD 

REVENUES.  assorted mint singles and blocks and incl (Warren numbers) 362a (two stamps in a block 
of six), 362 inverted overprint, 362 double overprint (APS cert), 419 block of five with one stamp double 
overprint, 419 block of six, 505 imprint block of 40 from the top portion of the sheet with three positions 
inverted overprint, 506 (130 in various size multiples), 507 top margin imprint block of 20, etc., some 
small faults as expected but generally F-VF (see online scans) 200

2443 */**   4       PHILIPPINES INTERNAL REVENUE ISSUES (LARGE FORMAT) ACCUMULATION.   primarily 
panes of 21 with duplication and incl high values, includes 5P pane of 21 (20 incl one with triple control 
no., two panes with three stamps triple control no.) plus part pane of 20, 10P pane of 21 (23 incl one 
with one stamp triple control no., one with two stamps triple control no. with third impression wrong last 
digit; one sheet with all right control nos. corrected), 20P strip of 7, pane of 25 (4), 200P strips of six and 
seven, etc., some typical small gum disturbances with vast majority NH, handful with light corner creases, 
etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 1000

2444 * 3         PHILIPPINES US ADMINISTRATION REVENUES ASSORTMENT.   useful assortment incl (in no 
particular order) "U.S. INTERNAL REVENUE" overprints on various "Timbre Movil" issues, "Cash 
Tickets", assorted "Sello", six "Certificate of Ownership/ Transfer of Large Cattle" imprinted documents, 
documentaries incl W738-39, customs, revenue stamped paper, postal savings and thrift issues, etc., usual 
mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 250

2445 * 3         PHILIPPINES 1910s/30s REVENUES COLLECTION.  singles and multiples with most neatly arranged 
on stock sheets plus a group of blocks on quadrille pages, some varieties and includes (Warren numbers) 
558, 559a, 560a, 580a, 597-98, 598a, 627-29, 630 (2), 641-43 blocks, 649 (2), etc., usual mixed condition 
with most F-VF (see online scans) 100

Philippines - Revenues Collection - US & Spanish Administration
2446 * 3         PHILIPPINES REVENUE COLLECTION. 1864/1907.   approx 290 different stamps neatly arranged 

on quadrille pages plus approx 75 documents of nearly all used 1850s/90s "papel sellado", usual mixed 
condition especially in the documents, VG-VF (see online scans) 200

2447 */** 3         PHILIPPINES "GIRO" REVENUES GROUP.   mostly mint Spanish and US administration issues 
in stock sheets and incl multiples, note assorted with the boxed "Habiltado" overprint (W214), 1899 
issue "US INTERNAL REVENUE" overprint, 1899 issue to 10P, 1900/01 issue to 9P, etc., usual mixed 
condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 200

Philippines - Revenues Collection - Spanish Administration

ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.
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2448 * 3         PHILIPPINES REVENUES BALANCE.  includes stock book filled with many 100s of Spanish and US 
administration issues, some stock sheets of mostly Spanish era revenues with multiples, few documents 
with stamps and/or seals, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, viewing a must 350

2449 * 3         PHILIPPINES REVENUES, "BACK OF THE BOOK" and EPHEMERA GROUP. "stack of stuff" incl 
Spanish period stamped paper, note sweepstakes tickets incl some Spanish period lottery tickets, cattle 
registration ownership and transfer documents, assorted seals, cigarette package labels, revenues on 
checks, money orders, cash tickets, "giro" revenues, revenues incl (Warren nos)  553+555+557a on 
fragment, 584/599 assortment, 657a punch cancel, 740 block, etc., usual very mixed condition, VG-VF, 
inspection a must 200

Philippines - Flight Covers
featuring the Stanley Estabrook Collection

2450   6        AAMC PI 1, Manila Carnival Pioneer Exhibition Flights,  purple flight cachet (type 1) on 2c postal card 
(UX11), cancelled with  Manila 1/26/11 duplex, printed notification of Philippines Carnival Association 
meeting of 1/27/11, Very Fine card, purported to be one of three cards known. (AAMC $1,500). 750

2451   6        AAMC PI 3(a), Manila Exhibition Flights , First Airmail Flights in the Philippines,   triangular Flight 
Cachet (type 3) on Aerial Post Post Card from Aero Club of the Philippines, picturing Ruth Law (pilot), 
cachet ties 2c (261), Very Fine card, quantity unknown. (AAMC $850). 300

2452   6        AAMC PI 6(b), Record Long Distance Flight by Cmdr, Francesco de Pinedo,  blue pictorial flight cachet 
(type 6) on legal sized cover to Walled City, Manila, 2c (290) tied by Cebu 8/22/25 straight line and 
duplex, couple vertical folds (trivial), Very Fine cover, approx. 50 remaining of the 732 flown, most being 
destroyed by non collectors.  (AAMC $450). 150

(Photo = 1 76)
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James C. Mars‘ biplane taken out of it‘s hangar in Manila
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2453   6        AAMC PI 6(d), Record Long Distance Flight by Cmdr. Francesco de Pinedo,  Corregidor-Manila, blue 
pictorial flight cachet (type 6), 2c (290e) single tied by Corregidor, Cavite P.I. 9/10/25 duplex, light even 
toning, still very Fine cover. 250

2454   6        AAMC PI 6(e), Record Long Distance Flight by Cmdr. Francesco de Pinedo,  Manila-Aparri, blue cachet 
(type 7b), additional pictorial cacher on reverse (type 6), 1p (271) tied by pictorial bi-plane handstamp, 
additionally franked on reverse with 2c (290), additionally tied by bi-plane handstamp, Manila 9/11/25 
duplex, additional magenta pointing hand "Return to writer, unclaimed" handstamp, expertly cleaned, 
Very Fine cover, only 474 flown with only 20 franked over 20c. (AAMC $175). 100

2455   6        AAMC PI 6(e), Record Long Distance Flight by Cmdr. Francesco de Pinedo,  Manila-Aparri, blue straight 
line cachet (type 7a), 2c (290) tied on cover to Aparri by Manila, P.I. 9/11/25 duplex, pictorial backstamp 
in black (type 6), some edge wear, minor scuffing and corner tear, still Fine and scarce cover, only 474 
covers flown. (AAMC $175). 100

2456   6        AAMC PI 6(e), Record Long Distance Flight by Cmdr. Francesco de Pinedo,  Manila-Aparri, blue flight 
cachet (type 7a) with additional flight cachet on reverse (type 6), 4c (291, some trivial light perf tip 
toning, tied by pictorial bi-plane handstamp, Manila 9/11/25 duplex, light overall ageing and tiny tear 
at top. still Fine to Very Fine cover, 474 flown. (AAMC $175) 100

2457   6        AAMC PI 6(e), Record Long Distance Flight by Cmdr. Francesco de Pinedo,  Manila-Aparri, blue flight 
cachet (type 7a variety)  unlisted variety: missing 1st & 3rd "P" of Philippines (with spaces), also pictorial 
backstamp cachet (type 6), 16c (296), tied by pictorial bi-plane handstamp, Manila 9/11/25 duplex, 
light overall cover toning, Fine cover, 474 flown. (AAMC $175).  100

2458   6        AAMC PI 7(d), First Inter-Island Airmail Service,  Manila-Iloilo, blue pictorial cachet (type 8), 2c, 4c 
& 10c contemporary issues tied by pictorial bi-plane handstamps, Manila 11/30/25 duplex, typed "Via 
Army Sea Planes" at lower left, Very Fine cover, scarce.   (AAMC $115 ). 100

2459   6        AAMC PI 7(f), First Inter-Island Airmail Service,   Minila-Zamboanga via Cebu, black pictorial flight 
cachet (type 8), various issues tied by pictorial bi-plane handstamps, Manila 11/30/25 duplex, blue 
straight line "Via Army Sea Plane" at bottom, appropriate backstamps, Very Fine cover, scarce used with 
20c Special delivery stamp, only 11 covers flown.  (AAMC $130). 100

2460   6        AAMC PI 7(m), First Inter-Island Airmail Service,  Tacloban-Manila, pictorial flight cachet (type 8), 2c, 
4c, 16c issues & 20c Special delivery issue, all tied by pictorial bi-plane handstamp, Tacloban 12/11/25 
duplex, Manila 12/11/25 receiving backstamp, Very Fine cover estimated 20 flown. (AAMC $110).

100
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Francesco de Pinedo
greeting fans
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2461   6        AAMC PI 7(m), First Inter-Island Airmail Service,   Tacloban-Manila, black pictorial cachet (type 8), 
attractive three color franking, all tied by pictorial bi-plane handstamp, blue "Via Army Sea Plane" 
straight line handstamp at bottom, Tacloban, Leyte 12/9/25 duplex, appropriate backstamp, Very Fine 
cover, estimated 20 flown. AAMC $110. 100

2462   6        AAMC PI 9(c), First Northern Luzon Flight,   Manila-San Fernando-Manila, black "First Trip" cachet 
(type 10) on 4c entire with additional franking, all tied by pictorial bi-plane handstamps, Manila 1/31 
and San Fernando 2/1/26 duplex‘s, purple "Via Army Sea Plane" straight line handstamp, appropriate 
backstamps, couple insignificant tone spots, still Very Fine cover, estimated 20 covers flown. (AAMC 
$200). 100

2463   6        AAMC PI 14(c), Manila to Southern Luzon and Return,  Batangas-Manila, black straight line cachet (type 
18) on front and back of registered cover to Manila, three airmail issues tied by blue bi-plane handstamps 
(type 3), not listed this flight in this color, purple "Via Army Sea Plane" straight line handstamp, Batangas 
11/10/26 duplex, various registered markings, appropriate backstamps, light edge wear, still Very Fine 
cover, only 14 flown. (AAMC $125).   100

2464   6        AAMC PI 14(c), Manila to Southern Luzon and Return,  Batangas-Manila, blue flight cachet (type 18), 
additional violet "Via Army Sea Plane" straight line handstamp, 2c, 4c (C1-2) tied by pictorial bi-plane 
handstamp, Batangas 11/10/36 duplex, Manila 11/10 backstamp. Very Fine cover, 14 flown. (AAMC 
$125). 100

2465   6        AAMC PI 14(c), Manila to Southern Luzon and Return,  Batangas-Manila, blue flight cachet (type 18), 
additional violet "Via Army Sea Plane" handstamp, C1, C6 tied by blue bi-plane handstamp, Batangas 
11/10 duplex, Manila 11/10 duplex backstamp, light toning, Very Fine cover, only 14 flown. (AAMC 
$125).  100

2466   6        AAMC PI 15(d), Manila to Southern Islands,  Manila to Capiz, purple flight cachet (type 19) on legal 
sized cover to Capiz and returned as "Uknown", lovely illustrated cachet for Philippine Carnival Assoc. at left, 
two airmail stamps tied by pictorial bi-plane handstamps, Manila 2/18/(27) c.d.s., Cadiz 3/2/27 duplex, 
backstamped Cadiz "Recd" 2/21/27, Very Fine cover, estimated only 15 flown. (AAMC $125). 100

2467   6        AAMC PI 15(d), Manila to Southern Islands,  Manila-Capiz, violet flight cachet (type 19), typed notation 
:Via Armt Sea Plane", purple boxed aux. "Return To Writer" handstamp, 4c, 12c (C2, C6), tied by bi-
plane handstamp, Capiz 3/2/27 duplex, Capiz 2/21/27 receiving backstamp, Very Fine cover, estimated 
15 flown. (AAMC $125).  75

2468   6        AAMC PI 15(n), Manila to Southern Islands,  Manila to Zamboanga, flight cachet (type 19), typed "Via 
Army Sea plane, 16c (321) tied by bi-plane handstamps, Manila 2/18/27 c.d.s., 2/25 Zamboanga receiver, 
Very Fine cover, estimate 15 flown. (AAMC $125) 100

2469   6        AAMC PI 15(o), Manila to Southern islands,  Manila-Zamboanga via Iloilo, purple flight cachet (type 
19)on legal sized 4c registered entire to Zamboanga, complete set (319-25, some light perf tip toning) 
all tied by bi-plane handstamps, Iloilo magenta 2/20/27 transit d.c.d.s, red boxed Manila 2/18/27 
registered handstamp on reverse, light edge wear, still very Fine cover, estimated only 10 covers flown 
and this being the only recorded registered cover. (AAMC $165). 100

2470   6        AAMC PI 15(bb), Manila to Southern Islands,  Zamboanga-Manila, backstamped 4/4/27 flight cachet 
(type 21), 16c (321) tied by bi-plane handstamp and Zamboanga 2/28/27 duplex, typed "Via U.S. Army 
Seaplane", manila 3/4 receiver, estimate 15 flown. (AAMC $125).  100

2471   6        AAMC PI 15, Manila to Southern Islands,  group of  12 first flight covers all with appropriate cachets and 
cancels, many with attractive and interesting frankings, flight legs include: b, c, l, m, y, cc, some with light 
duplication, generally Very Fine covers. (AAMC $965). (see online scans). 500

2472   6        AAMC PI 19, First Experimental Flight of Philippine Airway Service,   Manila-Manila (flying over 
Corregidor and Bataan), red flight cachet (type 22) and Manila 2/19/29 duplex (without "killer"), 
both additionally struck on photo side, stamps tied by pictorial bi-plane handstamp on actual photocard 
showing W, Bruggmann and pilot in front of airplane, small h.r. and some glazing on photo, still Very 
Fine card, only 10 flown. (AAMC $165).  100

2473   6        AAMC PI 24, U.S. Army Exploration Flight,  seven covers, all with appropriate flight cachets and various 
town cancels, many colorful stamp combinations, some light duplication, flight legs include: a, b, c, one 
pilot signed, all Very Fine. (AAMC $415). (see online scans). 250
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2474   6        AAMC PI 31(b), Tenth U.S. Military Experimental Flight,  San Jose-Manila, bold blue flight cachet (type 
21) on cover to Manila, various airmail stamps (C1-6; C8-12) all tied by bi-plane handstamps, San Jose 
11/22/28 duplex, appropriate backstamp, an exceptionally attractive and Very Fine cover, only 5 flown. 
(AAMC $260).  150

2475   6        AAMC PI 33 (a), 12th U.S. Army Experimental Flight,  Manila-San Jose, no flight cachet but ms. notation 
"Via Air Mail from Manila to Mindoro", 4c (C2) strip of 4, natural straight edge at top, tied by bi-plane 
handstamp, Manila 12/10 c.d.s., San Jose 12/10 backstamp, Very Fine cover, estimate 10 flown. (AAMC 
$165).  100

2476   6        AAMC PI 34(a), Thirteenth U.S. Military Experimental Flight,  Manila-San Jose, red 12/14/28 cachet 
(type 21), on cover to Mindoros, stamps tied by pictorial bi-plane handstamps, Manila 12/10 and 12/14 
duplex‘s, appropriate backstamp, Very Fine cover, 12 flown with only 5 recorded per AAMC, very scarce. 
(AAMC $130).  120

2477   6        AAMC PI 37(i), First Commercial Contract Mail, Manila-Manila, Pilot Juan Calvo,   seven stamps, ea. 
cancelled with different town on route, signed by Calvo (pilot), blue pictorial flight cachet (type 31) 
backstamp, Very Fine cover, four covers recorded, all with stamps and cancels on front, approximately 
10 flown. (AAMC $165).  120

2478   6        AAMC PI 37, First Commercial Contract Mail, Manila-Manila, Pilot Juan Calvo,  eleven flight covers, 
all with appropriate flight cachets, towns and backstamps, flight legs include a-g, m, couple with light 
duplication, many interesting and colorful frankings, a few small cover flaws, generally Very Fine. (AAMC 
$1,105). (see online scans). 600

2479   6        AAMC PI 47(v), Luzon to Southern Islands, Iloilo-Manila via Cebu, Jolo, Zamboanga& Talcoban, purple 
flight cachet (type 34) dated 5/12/31 on legal size cover to Manila, typed notation "Through all way 
ports by air", stamps tied by pictorial bi-plane handstamps, Iloilo 5/12/31 duplex cancels, appropriate 
backstamps and signed by Iloilo postmaster, some light cover tone spots, still Very Fine cover, estimated 
5 flown covers. (AAMC $260).  120

2480   6        AAMC PI 47, Luzon to Southern Islands,   7 covers, all with appropriate flight cachets, towns and 
backstamps, good mix of issues, flight legs include: m (2), r (5), Very Fine covers. (AAMC $735). (see 
online scans). 400

2481   6        AAMC PI 52 (b), Fort Stotsenburg-Luna-Fort Stotsenburg, four covers, all franked differently and signed 
by pilot (Taylor) , appropriate violet flight cachet (type 34), Fort Stotsenburg 7/9/31 c.d.s.‘s, appropriate 
backstamps, Very Fine covers, estimated 15 flown. (AAMC $500). (see online scans).  300
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2482   6        AAMC PI 53(c), Fort Stotsenberg-Aparri,  via Laoag and Tuguegarao, pale green 7/23/31 flight cachet 
(type 34) on pilot signed (DuBose) cover to Aparri, stamps tied bt Fort Stotsenburg 7/23/31 duplex, 
approriate backstamps including additional flight cachet (type 34) in blue, Very Fine cover, only  8 flown. 
(AAMC $200). 150

2483   6        AAMC PI 53(c), Fort Stotsenberg Round trip via Laoag, Tuguegarao and Aparri,   two covers, green 
flight cachet (type 34), onw with additional cachet in blue on reverse, both attractively franked with 
various issue and tied by Fort Stotsenburg 7/23/31 duplex‘s, each signed by pilot (BuBose), all appropriately 
backstamped with various towns, Very Fine covers, 30 flown. (AAMC $170). 90

2484   6        AAMC PI 61, Fort Stotsenburg-Legaspi,   seven covers, all with flight cachet (type 42), mostly multi-
colored frankings tied by Fort Stotsenburg 10/3/31 duplex‘s, all with appropriate backstamps, flight 
legs include: a, b (6), two signed by pilot (Taylor), Very Fine covers, only 26-28 flown. (AAMC $630).

300
2485   6        AAMC PI Flights 62-67, 69,  twelve flight covers, all with appropriate flight cachets and cancels, include: 

62, 62b (2), 64 (2), 65 (2), 66, 67 (2), 69 (2), one signed by pilot (Taylor), many with attractive frankings, 
Very Fine covers with small flown quantities. (AAMC $725). (see online scans). 400

2486   6        AAMC PI 70, Del carmen-Iba-Bayombong-Fort Stotsenburg  five flight covers, all with appropriate cachets 
and cancels, flight legs include; a, c (5), all with interesting and attractive frankings, Very Fine covers, 
35-42 flown. (AAMC $385). (see online scans). 230

2487   6        AAMC PI 71, Attempted U.S. Army Flight  Fort Stotsenburg-Talcoban, no cachet but blue "U.S. Army Sea 
Plane" handstamp, 2c (C1), tied by Fort Stotsenburg 1/8/32 duplex, landing cancelled due to typhoon, Very 
Fine cover, only 10 flown. (AAMC $165).   100

2488   6        AAMC PI 71, Attempted U.S. Army Flight,  Fort Stotsenburg-Talcoban, no cachet but blue "Via U.S. 
Army Sea Plane" handstamp, 2c (C1) tied by Fort Stotsenburg 1/8/32 duplex, landing cancelled due to 
typhoon, Very Fine cover, 10 flown. (AAMC $165).  100

2489   6        AAMC PI 71, Attempted U.S. Army Flight,  Fort Stotsenburg-Talcoban, no flight cachet or backstamp, 
plane returned due to typhoon, stamp tied by Fort Stotseburgh 1/8/32 duplex, Very Fine cover, scarce, 
only 10 covers flown. (AAMC $165). 100

2490   6        AAMC PI 73, Del Carmen-Fort Stotsenburg,  four covers, all with appropriate cachets and cancels, two 
covers signed by Brig. Gen. H.J. Brees (only about 13 signed), one cover with light tropical toning, otherwise 
Very Fine covers, 55 flown. (AAMC $220). (see online scans). 140

2491   6        AAMC PI 74 (a) (B), C.A.M Route 1, Philippine Aerial Taxi,  Manila-Baguio, purple pictorial flight cachet 
(type 46) on cover to Pampanga, stamps tied by Manila 1/25/32 advertising duplex, Very Fine cover, only 
12 flown with this colored cachet. (AAMC $130). 90
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2492   6        AAMC PI 74 (b) (B), C.A.M Route 1, Philippine Aerial Taxi,  Baguio-Manila, green 1/25/32 pictorial 
flight cachet (type 46), 2c (C1) & 16c (321) tied by Baguio Mountain 1/25/32 duplex, Manila 1/25 
backstamp receiver, only 12 covers flown with this colored cachet. (AAMC $130).  100

2493   6        AAMC PI 74 (b) (B), C.A.M Route 1, Philippine Aerial Taxi,  Baguio-Manila, green pictorial cachet (type 
46) on cvover to Wooster, Ohio, stamps tied by Baguio, P.I. 1/25/32 duplex‘s, not 6c (342) pair, Manila 
1/25 backstamp, Very Fine cover, only 12 flown with this colored cachet. (AAMC $130). 90

2494   6        AAMC PI 74, Philippine Air Taxi,   eleven covers, all with appropriate flight cachets (including both 
colors, with duplicates), appropriate cancels and backstamps, many with attractive colorful frankings, 
flight legs include: aA (3), aB (3), bA (3), bB (2), generally Very Fine covers, note only 12 of cachet color 
varieties flown. (AAMC $815). (see online scans). 550

2495   6        AAMC PI 75-79, U.S. Army Flights,  five flown covers, each with appropriate flight cachets and cancels 
all with attractive franking, includes 75, 76 (2), 77, 78, all Very Fine ,18-71 covers flown. (AAMC $405). 
(see online scans). 200

2496   6        AAMC PI 79(a), Philippine Aerial taxi Company,   twice flown cover, purple and green flight cachets 
(types 50 & 52), stamps tied by both 2/3/32 & 3/3/32 c.d.s.‘s, additional appropriate backstamps and 
both cachets, Very Fine cover, scarce, only 16 flown. (AAMC $120).  90

2497   6        AAMC PI 79(a), Philippine Aerial taxi Company,   Manila-Baguio, twice flown cover, approriate flight 
cachets (type 50, 52), various issues include 6c imprint imperf pair (342), all tied by Manila 3/3/32 
duplex or 2/22/32 MC, both flight cachets additionally struck on reverse, Baguio 2/25 & 3/3 receivers, 
Very Fine cover, 16 flown. (AAMC $120). 75

2498   6        AAMC PI 79(a-c), Philippine Aerial Taxi Company,  eight flown covers, all with appropriate flight cachets 
and cancels, unusual and attractively franked, flight legs includes: a (with 2012 PF cert. mentioning 
"loght soiling), b (6), c, all Very Fine covers, 16 to 39 flown. (AAMC $675). (see online scans).   350

2499   6        AAMC PI 82, Jolo-Dansalan-Fort Stotsenburg,  five covers, all with appropriate flight cachets and cancels, 
couple with unusual and attractive franking, flight legs include: a (2), b (3), one with light tropical 
toning, otherwise very Fine covers, only 22 to 28 flown. (AAMC $510). (see online scans).  300

2500   6        AAMC PI 88(c), Gronau "Round the World Flight,   Shangha-Manila, violet flight cachet (type 60), 
Chinese postage tied by Shanghai 9/22/32 c.d.s.‘s, appropriate backstamps, light edge wear and small 
tear at top, still Fine-Very Fine cover, 306 covers flown. (AAMC $225). 100

2501   6        AAMC PI 88(c), Gronau "Round the World Flight",  Shanghai-Manila, violet pictorial flight cachet (type 
60), China stamp tied by Shanghai 9/24/32 c.d.s., Manila 9/27/32 duplex receiver, Extremely Fine 
cover, 306 flown. (AAMC $225). 100

2502   6        AAMC PI 88(e), von Gronau Flown First Day Cover,  Manila-Friedreichshafen, complete set of Gronau 
airmails (C29-35), all tied by Manila 9/27/(32) duplex with "killer" not struck, Freidreichshafen 10/11/32 
backstamp, Very Fine cover, only 27 flown with only 7 carrying full set of Gronau commemoratives (AAMC 
$500). 160
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2503   6        AAMC PI 93(b), French Airmail Service to Europe via Hong Kong,  Manila to Switzerland, registered 
photocard showing native girls posing for photo, Philippine airmail issues tied by Manila 5/1/33 c.d.s‘s, 
purple "Registered" straightline handstamp, purple "Par Avion via Air Mail" obliterated by blue crayon 
(Maraeilles), purple "Registered" boxed handstamp and registry label on front of card, Extremely Fine, 
exceptional usage, only 28 covers/cards flown. (AAMC $90.) 100

2504   6        AAMC PI 93(b), French Airmail Service to Europe via Hong Kong, complete set C36-C45 on registered 
cover to Switzerland, all tied by Manila 5/1/33 c.d.s.‘s, Manila registered label, purple "Registered" and 
matching "Par Avion Via Air Mail" handstamps, Hong kong registered 5/3/33 backstamp transit, Bern 
Switzerland 5/22/33 receiver, Very Fine cover, only 28 flown. (AAMC $90).  90

2505   6        AAMC PI 94(i), First Flights C.A.M. Number 2,  Manila-Bacolad, violet flight cachet (type 66), airmail 
stamps tied by Manila 5/26/33 duplex, blue "Via Air Mail" handstamp, appropriate backstamp, only 8 
covers flown. (AAMC $200 125

2506   6        AAMC PI 94(i), First Flights C.A.M. Number 2,  Manila-Bacolad, violet 5/26/33 cachet (type 66), C47, 
C49-51 tied by First Day 5/26/33 duplex‘s, appropriate backstamp, some light perf tip toning and cover 
"speckling", otherwise Very Fine cover, extremely scarce/rare, only 8 flown. (AAMC $200).  120

2507   6        AAMC PI 94(i), First Flights C.A.M. Number 2,  Manila-Bacolad, viole flight cachet (type 66), additional 
hand painted multi-colored pictorial return address of G. Guevara, Dir, of Posts, C49, perf tip toning, tied by 
Manila 5/26/33 First Day duplex, appropriate backstamp receiver, vertical cover filefold, otherwise Very 
Fine cover, extremely scarce/rare, only 8 flown. (AAMC $200). 120

2508   6        AAMC PI 94(j), First Flights C.A.M. Number 2,  Manila-Fabrica, violet flight cachet (type 66), airmail 
stamps tied by Manila 5/26/33 duplex, appropriate backstamps, some light color toning, still very Fine 
cover, only 8 covers flown. (AAMC $200). 120

2509   6        AAMC PI 100(d), British Royal Air Force Flight,  Manila to England, violet flight cachet (type 71), typed 
routing "By the British Royal Air Squadron to SINGAPORE! & From SINGAPORE to ENGLAND by British 
AIR MAIL LINE", Philippine airmail issues tied by Manila 6/29/(35) c.d.s‘s, red Manila "Registered" 
label, appropriate backstamps, Very Fine cover, 10 covers flown, of which four are to Oxford England, 
this being only registered cover known to England. (AAMC $165). 120

2510           AAMC PI 102(e), First Flights, C.A.M. 2 Extension,  Manila-Davao-Manila, pilot signed, round trip, no 
cachet, 20c (33) block, tied by Manila 11/1/35 duplex and machine cancel, Davao 11/1 backstamp, 
Manila 11/2 receiving backstamp, Very Fine cover, estimate 15 flown. (AAMC $125 75

2511   6        AAMC PI 102(i), First Flights, C.A.M. 2 Extension,  Davao-Cebu, airmail issues tied by Davao11/1/35 
duplex‘s, appropriate backstamp, Very Fine cover, only 7 covers flown. (AAMC $200). 125

2512   6        AAMC PI 102(i), First Flights, C.A.M. 2 Extension,  Davau-Cebu, no cachet but "First Flight" handstamp, 
various issues tied by Davao 11/1/35 c.d.s.‘s, Cebu 11/2 backstamp, Very Fine cover, 7 flown. (AAMC 
$200). 120
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2513   6        AAMC PI 110(b), Manila-Madrid via Hong Kong,  mailed with both Philippine and Hong kong adhesives, 
purple pictorial flight cachets (types 78 & 79), pilot signed (Calvo), Manila 5/29/36 duplex, Hong kong 
6/8/36 d.c.d.s., appropriate backstamps including Hong kong receiver of 5/29/36 & Madrid receiver 
7/11/36, Very Fine cover, only 80 flown. (AAMC $150).   120

2514   6        AAMC PI 110(b), Manila-Madrid via Hong Kong,  pilot signed (Arnaiz), pictorial flight cachet (type 78) 
on cover to Madrid, Philippines 16c (389) tied by Manila 5/29/36 duplex, Hong kong 25c GV tied 
by Hong kong 5/30/36 d.c.d.s., backstamped Hong kong transit & Madrid receiver, Very Fine cover, 
reportedly 80 flown. (AAMC $150) 100

2515   6        AAMC PI 110(d), Laoag-Madrid via Hong Kong,  pictorial flight cachet (type 78 & 79), signed by both pilots 
(Arnaiz & Calvo), Philippine 16c (389) tied by Laoag 5/28/36 duplex, Hong kong 25c GV tied by Hong 
kong 6/8/36 d.c.d.s., backstamp Hong kong transit & Madrid receiver, Very Fine cover, reportedly 80 
flown and much scarcer with both pilot signing. (AAMC $150).   100

2516   6        AAMC PI 117 (f) (h) (i), "Clara Adams", First Flight Passenger Service Manila-Guam-Midway, 
contemporaneous Philippine issues tied by Manila 10/30/36 c.d.s.‘s, ms. signed "Sanders, Aerport Mgr 
Wake 11/1/36", backstamped Guam 10/30 & Midway 11/1, Very Fine cover. 150

2517   6        Philippine First Flight Cover Stock, 1925-46 (AAMC PI 7//143),  extensive stock of 192 covers in two 
large binders, all aranged chronologically and neatly identified by AAMC catalog numbers, many priced 
at retails to $250 each, very little duplication, many with very low flown numbers, a wonderful opportunity to 
pick up collection from Golden Age of Aviation, generally Very Fine, owner retail of $18,600. (see online 
scans). 5000

2518   6        Philippine First Flight Cover Stock, 1925-41 (AAMC PI 7//132),  25 legal sized covers, all with appropriate 
cachets and cancels, better flights include: 7e (2), 9k, 15d, 15cc, 43, 88d, etc, all neatly identified and priced 
for retail, generally Very Fine, many with very low flown numbers, (owner retail $1,733). (see online 
scans).  550

2519           Philippines Flight Covers, Dealer Stock, AAMC PI 9//140,  235 flight covers, all neatly identified and 
priced for retail, nearly all flights present including many legs, some useful duplication, all appropriate 
cachets and cancels, many unusual or attractive frankings, some pilot signed, overall majority is Very Fine, 
many with low flown quantities, retails to $235 with majority in $40-$150 range, ideal for  specialist collector, 
bourse or ebay dealer. (ower retail $14,321). (see online scans). 4500

2520   6        Republic of the Philippines, First Flight Covers, Dealer Stock, 1947-2005 (RP1//RP136),  535 first flight 
covers, all neatly identified and priced for retail, all appropriate flight cachets and cancels, surprisingly 
many with low flown numbers, note the good "Concorde" flights, etc., retail priced to $145, many in $20-
$50 range, ideal for specialist collector, ebay or bourse dealer, all Very Fine or better. (owner retail $11,164). 
(see online scans). 3000

2521   6        RP1//RP132, 1947-86 Philippines Republic First Flight Covers, Dealer Stock,  102 covers in large binder, 
all priced and identified, many elusive later first flights, nearly all cacheted, retails to $145, many $30-$50 
or higher, note 1947 Spanish flight, "Concorde" flights, etc, all Very Fine or better, excellent lot for specialist 
collector, bourse or ebay dealer, very little (if any) duplication. (owner retail $3,757). (see online scans). 1200

2522   6        Philippines Flight Covers, 1947-79, RP5//RP118, Dealer Stock, 47 legal sized flight covers, all 
exceptionally clean and attractive, retail values to $100 with many in $25-$40 range, generally Very Fine 
or better. (owner retail $ 1,201). (see online scans). 400
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2523 */** 3         PHILIPPINES SPRAWLING PLATE NUMBER SINGLES COLLECTION.  1,400+ singles arranged on 
stock sheets and runs the gamut from 1901 overprints through Japanese Occupation issues, some minor 
duplication and with better as (mint unless otherwise noted) 229 unused, 252, 259-72 with duplicates, 
278, 279 (2), 280 NH, 283, 287A, 289D (2 incl one NH), 353, 357 (3 incl one NH), 423, E2, E4, J2-3, N7 
NH (2), etc., some typical minor faults in earlier issues but generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 1000

2524 * 3  4       PHILIPPINES BLOCKS COLLECTION.   primarily mint blocks and multiples with some occasional 
Spanish administration and Japanese Occupation issues scattered throughout, many premium incl (mint 
block of four unless otherwise noted) 214-17, 215 plate no. and imprint strip of three (3 incl one NH), 
216 plate no. and imprint strip of three, 217A used block, 220 plate no. and imprint strip of three, 260A 
block of five NH (VG-F), 472 (paper adhering to gum), 481 without gum, C5 NH, C5 used block of six, 
C18-28, E6 with plate no. (2 stamps NH), E6 right arrow block of six (5 stamps NH), J1-2 left arrow blocks 
of 14 (all but one J1 NH), O40 (2; paper adhering to gum), N37 proof with "pin-prick" perfs and broken 
glasses variety, etc., some tropicalized or disturbed gum, generally F-VF (see online scans) 1000

2525 * 3         PHILIPPINES PREMIUM ASSORTMENT.  mostly mint singles arranged on stock sheets, includes some 
Spanish administration, Japanese Occupation and a few late 1940s issues, premium galore incl (mint 
unless otherwise noted) 255-260A, 445, 465 without gum, 477 (PF cert, small faults), 481 (APS cert), 
495-96, C18-66 (includes few varieties), E4 (two diff shades), O5/31 assorted with missing period variety, 
P17 imperf pair, P18, N7, N7 inverted "S", NO3b used, 1943 Mindanao Guerrilla stamp (toned, without 
gum), etc., usual mixed condition with majority F-VF (see online scans)  1000

2526 */**   4       PHILIPPINES 1920s/40s ISSUES ACCUMULATION.   unsorted stack of mostly multiples incl plate 
blocks plus variety of sheets, some duplication, delving into the pile we note 319-25+O1-4 mint, 322 full 
sheet with pos 23 "broken curb" var., 384 quantity of full sheets, 386-92 plate no. blocks of 36 NH, 394 
sheet of 25 NH, 435-41 full sheets assortment with some duplication, 436 full sheet incl 436a (toned, 
paper adhering to gum), 437 full sheet incl 437a NH (only about 15 varieties known), 449 pair and block 
on cover to Tasmania cancelled 5 days prior to official release, 449 strip of five on censored cover to 
Mexico City, 452-54 each with "OFFICIAL" overprint, etc., usual mixed condition incl some typical light 
toning/ gum disturbances, etc., generally F-VF, view to appreciate 750

2527 * 3  4       PHILIPPINES BLOCKS AND PLATE BLOCKS ASSORTMENT. includes some Japanese Occupation 
issues and are neatly arranged on stock sheets, note (mint unless otherwise noted) 424 sheet of 25 (20 
stamps NH, some perf seps in plate block), 464 block of 25 (glassine adhering to gum), J1-2 top left 
corner margin blocks of 16 NH, J8-14 top plate blocks NH, OX10 block of 25 NH, OX12 block of 10, etc., 
usual mixed condition, generally F-VF (see online scans) 600

2528 */(*)/** 

3         

213//E10, 1899-1945 PHILIPPINES COLLECTION, ,  fresh and attractive collection on Scott specialty 
pages, nearly all NH or o.g., only a small amount of used present, mint highlights include: 219 (no gum), 
221 (NH, photocopy 1985 PF Cert.), 228, 229 (NH), 231 (NH), 233-4 (NH), 236, 232, 253 (NH), 284, 
319-25 (NH), 354-60 (NH), 383-96 (NH), 423 (NH), 445, C29-45, E6, generally Very Fine or better, an 
impressive and useful collection. (Scott $3,000, owners catalog). (see online scans). 500

2529 */** 3 

6        

PHILIPPINES COLLECTION, 1932/45  with emphasis on the Japanese Occupation era, neatly arranged 
in a nice stock book with many better as (mint unless otherwise noted) 354-60, 383-96, 411-24, 433-46 
mint and used, 485-96 mint, Japanese Occupation issues virtually complete with 2 each of some incl N4-
7, mint, N12-25 mint, NB1-3 etc., also includes 36 covers and 38 cards from Philippines Philatelic Club, 
some listed/ unlisted varieties, Manuscript k.P. stamps, etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 350

2530 */**   4       PHILIPPINES MINT BLOCKS AND PLATE BLOCKS GROUP.   incl some Japanese Occupation and 
neatly arranged on stock sheets and incl Blocks  234 block NH with one stamp "PEILIPPINES" ovpt 
variety, 284 block with plate no., 298a block with double horiz perfs at top NH, 348 block with plate 
no. NH, 357 block (3 stamps NH), E10/10a block of six with plate no., J6 block, OX3 block NH, Plate 
Blocks 267 plate no. and imprint block of 14, 267a plate no. and imprint block of 14, etc., usual mixed 
condition incl some tropicalized gum, VG-VF (see online scans) 300

2531 */**          PHILIPPINES BOOKLET PANES SELECTION.  includes (pos A unless otherwise noted) 214b, 261a 
pos D (small faults), 276a (faults), 290e NH, 291b pos B NH (2), pos C NH, pos D (2, both tropical gum), 
pos E, 462b with foldover in tab causing appendage (2), usual VG-VF (see online scans) 300

2532   6        Philippines Plate Number Singles on Cover Collection,  over 50 covers from 1928-1945 each with one or 
more stamps having tied plate number singles includes first flights, first days, registered, special delivery, 
occupation including overprints, commercial airmail, Victory overprints, also a very scarce first day of 
resumption of service after WWII July 23 1945 cover, Fine assortment and a great selection from a 40+ 
year accumulation (see online scans)   200

2533 * 3  4       PHILIPPINES "O.B." OFFICIAL ISSUES BALANCE.  many 100s of sets, singles, multiples, etc. and 
incl numerous varieties (mostly the missing "." type) all in sales cards, stock cards, stock sheets, etc., 
notables include 385-96 with large red "OFFICIAL" handstamp, 411-24 with small red "OFFICIAL 
MAIL" handstamp used, quantities of the 1935-40 issues (mostly NH), O27 full sheet with 8 positions the 
"hyphen omitted" variety, etc, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF, viewing recommended 200

Philippines - US Administration - Collections & Accumulations
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2534 * 3         PHILIPPINES "OB" OFFICIALS ASSORTMENT.  63 items incl singles and blocks with various types 
of an "OB" handstamped overprint but also noting some "OFFICIAL BUSINESS" or "OFFICIAL" 
handstamps, on some better issues incl 219 mint, unused and used, 224 mint, 226 block, 237 mint, 
unused and used, 240b block NH, 245 block NH, 256 block NH, J3-4 mint, J6 mint, etc., some small faults 
but generally F-VF (see online scans) 120

2535  3         PHILIPPINES PRECANCELS ASSORTMENT. 23 2c/P1 singles incl issues of HE Heacock Co (Warren 
types 9 and 12), CL Aikan (Warren type 8), Camera Supply Co (Warren type 10), Rambler Shoe Co 
(Warren type 7), generally F-VF (see online scans) 100

Philippines - US Administration - Cover Collections
2536   6        SPANISH AMERICAN WAR PERIOD COVERS, DEALER STOCK,   68 covers/cards in binder and 

includes patriotics, postage dues, 5c Trans-Mississippi used in Philipines, majority used in Philippines 
with various Mil. Sta. cancels, also includes some good Cuba and Porto Rico, generally Fine or better, 
well worth a careful viewing; retail values to $265 with many in $50-150 range (total owner retail $5,495). 
(see online scans).  1500

2537   6        U.S. Possessions, Cover Dealer Stock,  87 covers/cards in large binder, retails to $200, many in the $30-
$60 range, better noted: Shanghai (3); Postal Agency, Siberia (1); Hawaii (27); DWI (4); etc., an eclectic 
mix, sure to please the historian or dealer, generally Very Fine and useful. (owner retail $3,504). (see 
online scans). 1100

2538   6        Philippines Cover Dealer Stock, 1900-41,  113 covers/cards, all identified and priced at retail, include: 
small towns, First Days, Special Events, many cacheted, some commercial or personal usages, good mix 
of issues, etc, many priced less than $10 but note retails to $25, close inspection suggested. (owner retail 
$541).  120

2539   6        U.S. Administration Postal History, 1902-41,   284 covers/cards in two large binders, excellent mix, 
includeng several "OB" covers, advertising, destinations, censor tape, etc, all priced and identified, retails 
to $250 but majority in $20-$100 range, generally Fine or better, owner priced at $14, 362, ideal for 
bourse or ebay dealer (see online scans).  4500

2540   6        Philiipines Postal History Dealer Stock, 1905-40, 52 legal sized covers, include clipper mail, registered, 
some towns, couple censor, etc, good mix of issues, retails to $68, many in $20-$40 range, generally Very 
Fine and interesting. (owner retail $705). (see online scans).  230

2541   6        Philippines Postal History, Dealer Stock,  123 eclectic covers/cards, circa 1906-41, includes First Day and 
Special Event covers, commercial and personal covers, various frankings, some picture post cards, town 
cancels, etc, retail priced to $30, generally F-VF; an interesting group with close inspection suggested 
(owner retail $1,308). (see online scans). 400

2542   6        Philippines WWI "Censored" Covers, Dealer Stock,   40 attractive covers, all with various censor 
handstamps, retails to $55, many $20-$30 covers, mostly Fine or better. (owner retail $945). (see online 
scans). 300

2543           Philippines "Meter Mail" 1937-39  46, mostly legal sized covers, franked with early meters, many registered 
usages (unusual), retails to $30, Very Fine covers (see online scans).  350

2544   6        Eclectic Cover Balance,   18 covers/cards, all unusual, majority commercial, better include: small 
towns, destinations, special delivery, registered, Military sta., Doremus machine cancel (1908 Manila 
Carnival), manuscript "OB" on 1929 issue, 1938 registered cover to Greece with Greece censor tape, 
etc., also includes attractive DWI card to Germany, generally Fine to Very Fine covers, a very interesting 
grouping.  (owner retail $1,600) (see online scans). 500

2545   6        1927/41 Covers Selection, three covers; 1927 Cebu-Manila flight cover (AAMC  17r) with "Via 
ARMy  SEA  PLANE" handstamp with scarce 7-line Cebu cancels, US  Army Air Service backstamp, 
(cover evenly toned); 1931 cover to England "via Siberia" with ms "Registered" notation but with 
"NOT IN REGISTERED MAIL" handstamp (possibly applied on Trans-Siberian RR as this stamp not 
known for Filipino or British mail), 1941 censored first flight to Singapore with nice strike of the scarce 
circular flight cachet; typical bit of postal wear, etc., Fine group   120

2546           U.S. Navy "Official Business" Penalty Covers used in Philippines, 34 legal sized official covers, all with 
ship cancels, circa 1923-39, all with various Philippines locations in duplex, good mix of ships, couple in 
mixed condition but overall Fine to Very Fine covers, also includes additional thirteen covers with U.S. 
Navy ship cancels, various Philippines locations in duplex. (owner retail $709). (see online scans).  200

2547   6        WWII Patriotic Covers, Dealer Stock,  all related to the Philippines, mostly all with multi-colored cachets 
relating to MacArthur, Corregidor, VJ Day, Bataan, Rizal, etc, also includes 12 later special event of FDC‘s, 
Very Fine group. (owner retail $524), (see online scans).  150

(Photo = 1 88)

ATTENTION: No bids will be accepted below the Start Price.
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Terms and conditions
B I D D I N G
BIDS BELoW THE LISTING START PRICE WILL NoT 
BE ACCEPTED
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as 

numbered in the printed Catalogue. H.R. Harmer, as agent for the consignor 
or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall determine the manner 
in which the bidding shall be conducted. Harmers reserves the right to 
withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser 
or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or 
more lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid 
believed not made in good faith.

2. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a 
dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor bidder 
and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a mail bidder, consignor or vendor), 
the auctioneer alone shall determine who is the successful bidder and 
whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the 
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. on all lots sold, a commission 
of 18% on the hammer price is payable by the buyer.

3.  (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and 
consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in 
executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or 
omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer. 
•	 (b) All lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer may 

implement such reserve price. The auctioneer may implement such 
reserve price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. 

•	 (c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been advanced 
monies against the sale of their stamps and Harmers therefore has 
a security interest over and above the normal auction commission. 

•	 (d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own 
lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax 
as applicable. 

•	 (e) Agents are responsible for all purchases made on behalf of their 
clients, unless other arrangements have been confirmed in writing 
prior to the auction. 

•	 (f ) HR Harmer further reserves the right to ban any bidder from 
participation in its’ sales for any reason deemed appropriate in its’ sole 
discretion.

•	 (g) HR Harmer retains the right to demand a cash deposit from anyone 
prior to bidder registration and/or to demand payment at the time 
the lot is Hammered down to the highest bidder, for any reason 
whatsoever.  In the event that any buyer refuses or fails to make 
payment in cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, the 
auctioneer reserves the right to reoffer the lot for sale to the highest 
bidder.

PAY M E N T  F o R  P U R C H A S E S 
4. (a) Subject to any extension of credit (which shall be made in accordance 

with Harmers’ credit policies and requested prior to the commencement of 
the auction), payment for lots shall be as follows: 
•	 (i)  Floor Bidders. All floor bidders must register prior to the beginning of 

sale. All invoices to Floor Bidders shall be  due on the day of the auction.
•	 (ii)  Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots 

purchased. Payment is due within ten (10) business days of auction. 
Mailed delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by 
Harmers of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute 
delivery. All charges for handling and delivery shall be added to your 
invoice. All shipments sent by Harmers are fully insured against loss in 
transit unless otherwise requested.  

•	 (iii)  Where an opinion of a generally recognized authority is desired, 
payment is still due within ten (10) business days of auction. We will 
hold the funds while we send the items to the recognized authorities. 

(b) Payment is accepted in the form of
•	 (i) Check in U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank. If payment is made by 

check, Harmer’s reserves the right to hold shipment/delivery for up to 
ten (10) business days while it clears.

•	 (ii) By wire transfer. Harmers will credit your account with the actual 
USDs credited to our account net of any fees.

•	 (iii) By credit card (MasterCard, Discover or Visa). Payment by credit 
card is accepted as payment but will be subject to a 3% Convenience 
fee.  This fee will be added to the total of the invoice including hammer 
price, buyer’s premium, shipping and other applicable taxes and fees.

T I T L E ;  D E FAU LT
5. (a) Subject to the fulfillment of all of the conditions set forth herein, on 

the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, title to the offered lot will pass to 
the highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer, and such bidder 
thereupon (a) assumes full risk and responsibility therefore, and (b) will pay 
the purchase price as set forth in Conditions of Sale 4. 

(b) In addition to other remedies available to us by law, we reserve the 
right to impose from the date of sale a late charge of 2% per month if 
payment is not made in accordance with the conditions set forth herein. 
Unless otherwise agreed by Harmers, all property must be removed from 
our premises by the purchaser at his expense not later than 10 business 
days following its sale. 

(c) If any applicable conditions herein are not complied with by the 
purchaser, the purchaser will be in default and in addition to any and all 
other remedies available to us and the Consignor by law, including, without 
limitation, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the total purchase 
price, including all fees, charges and expenses more fully set forth herein, 
we, at our option, may (x) cancel the sale of that, or any other lot or lots 
sold to the defaulting purchaser at the same or any other auction, retaining 
as liquidated damages all payments made by the purchaser, or (y) resell 
the purchased property, whether at public auction or by private sale, or 
(z) effect any combination thereof. In any case, the purchaser will be 
liable for any deficiency, any and all costs, handling charges, late charges, 
expenses of both sales, our commissions on both sales at our regular rates, 
legal fees and expenses, collection fees and incidental damages. We may, 
in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds of sale then due or thereafter 
becoming due to the purchaser from us or any affiliated company, or any 
payment made by the purchaser to us or any affiliated company, whether 
or not intended to reduce the purchaser’s obligations with respect to 
the unpaid lot or lots, to the deficiency and any other amounts due to 
us or any affiliated companies. In addition, a defaulting purchaser will be 
deemed to have granted and assigned to us and our affiliated companies, 
a continuing security interest of first priority in any property or money of 
or owing to such purchaser in our possession or in the possession of any 
of our affiliated companies, and we may retain and apply such property or 
money as collateral security for the obligations due to us or to any affiliated 
company of ours. We shall have all of the rights accorded a secured party 
under the California Uniform Commercial Code (UCC). 

(d) Payment will not be deemed to have been made in full until we have 
collected good funds. Any claims relating to any purchase, including any 
claims under the Conditions of Sale, must be presented directly to Harmers. 
In the event the purchaser fails to pay any or all of the total purchase price 
for any lot and Harmers nonetheless elects to pay the Consignor any 
portion of the sale proceeds, the purchaser acknowledges that Harmers 
shall have all of the rights of the Consignor to pursue the purchaser for any 
amounts paid to the Consignor, whether at law, in equity, or under these 
Conditions of Sale.

E X H I B I T I o N  A N D  I N S P E C T I o N  o F 
LoT S ;  Q UA L I T Y  A N D  AU T H E N T I C I T Y
6. (a) on Premises Inspection and Postal Viewing. Ample opportunity is given 

for on premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written 
request and at Harmers discretion, for inspection by postal viewing (all as 
detailed elsewhere in this Catalogue). 

(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual 
description as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue, including 
but not restricted to the section entitled “Key to Cataloguing”. 

(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described 
may be returned to Harmers within two weeks of its receipt by such 
purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is 
received by Harmers within four weeks of the date of the auction; however, 
Harmers may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot. 
If an opinion of a generally recognized authority is desired, the period of 
time within which a lot must be received by Harmers will be extended in 
accordance with Condition of Sale 8. In the event that a dispute cannot be 
resolved by reference to a generally recognized authority, and Harmers 
thereupon undertakes  to re-offer the lot with a description identical to 
the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be liable for the
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deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning 
Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well 
as for all costs and expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all 
incidental damages. Any lot, the description of which is disputed, must be 
returned intact in the condition received by the purchaser. The following 
lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Harmers: (i) lots from 
purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by 
postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated 
in this Catalogue; (iv) lots described as having repairs, defects or faults—for 
any reason; (v) U.S. stamps (through 1918) for reasons of paper inclusions, 
(vi)no encapsulated stamps unless originally offered in this condition. (vii) 
Multiple stamp/item lots including sets of 15 or more stamps, collections, 
large lots and group lots, whether certified or not, as sold “As Is” and are not 
returnable for any reason. 
(d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a 
generally recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received 
by Harmers within four weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a 
generally recognized authority declines to express an opinion is normally 
grounds for the return of a lot. 
(e) Expenses incurred in the submission and the return of a lot under 
Conditions of Sale 7-9 are not refunded.

 

E X T E N S I o N  o F  T I M E 
1. All lots to be sent out on extension must be paid in advance and submitted 

by H.R. Harmer.
(a) If a lot is certified by a generally recognized authority to be other than 
as described: 
(i)  the sale (and the invoice with respect thereto, if outstanding) will be  
cancelled; and, 
(ii)  to the extent set forth in Condition of Sale 9, payment of the expense 
of certification will be made to the purchaser. 
(iii)  in the event any item “not as described,” the buyer will be refunded 
the purchase price and  certification fee up to $500 unless otherwise 
agreed.
(b) Any lot with a P.F. or PSE certificate issued in the last six years is not 
eligible for extension. 

 

E X P E N S E S  o F  C E R T I F I C AT I o N 
2. Expenses of certification shall be borne by the purchaser except where a lot 

is certified other than as described and is returned to Harmers in accordance 
with Condition of Sale 8. 

 

S A L E S  TAX 
3. CALIFoRNIA RESIDENTS WILL BE CHARGED SALES TAX AS WELL AS 

BIDDERS WHo PICK UP AT THE LIVE AUCTIoN VENUE oR oUR oFFICE 
WITHoUT A VALID RESALE CERTIFICATE. 

 

SHIPPING oF PURCHASED LoTS To 
ADDRESSES oUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES
4. Lots will be shipped by Federal Express (street addresses) or by USPS Express 

Mail (Po boxes) with a minimum fee of US$50 per shipment. If you wish to 
have your purchases delivered by another method, you must make your 
request in writing before the sale. You will need to prepay your invoice in 
full and guarantee that once the package is accepted by the postal service 
or other courier that HR Harmer, GPN Inc. is not liable for any loss or damage 
to the package, and that should any loss or damage take place, HR Harmer, 
GPN Inc. is not obligated to make refund or restitution.

 

JURISDICTIoN, VENUE, CHoICE oF LAW:
5. (a) Dispute resolution shall occur in orange County, California, USA. 

The provisions of the Conditions of Sale will be construed and disputes 
determined by application of California Law.

(b)Notice, Service of Process: Buyers agree to accept all notices and service 
of process relating to dispute resolution at the address provided by Buyer 
on any registration forms required to be executed as a condition of bidding 
in our auction.

(c) Dispute Resolution: All disputes and claims arising out of or relating 
to events and actions covered herein, brought by or against us, shall be 
resolved by mediation or binding arbitration in accord with the procedures 
set forth below. This provision does not apply to claims brought by the 
Buyer directly against the Consignor, including, but not limited to any 
action brought pursuant to the rescission provisions noted above.

 

MEDIATIoN AND ARBITRATIoN PRoCEDURES
6. (a) Within 30 days of written notice that there is a dispute, the parties or 

their representatives may meet at a time and place mutually agreed upon, 
to mediate their differences. If the parties agree, a mediator acceptable to 
the parties shall be selected. The mediator shall be an attorney, trained 
in mediation techniques and familiar with commercial law and the UCC. 
The mediator’s fees shall be shared equally and paid by all parties. At the 
mediation, all parties shall have actual authority to settle the dispute. Any 
statements made during, and all aspects of, the mediation process shall be 
kept confidential and shall not be admissible in any subsequent arbitration 
or judicial proceeding. Any resolution shall be confidential.

(b) If the parties cannot agree to mediation, or if mediation does not 
resolve the dispute, or in any event no longer than 60 days after receipt 
of written notice referred to above, the parties shall submit the dispute for 
binding arbitration before a single neutral arbitrator jointly selected, or 
absent agreement, selected from the panel of Arbitrators provided by the 
American Arbitration Association (AAA). If, within 15 days, the parties cannot 
agree on an arbitrator, then AAA shall select one (1) person as arbitrator in 
accord with AAA rules. The arbitrator shall be an attorney, experienced in 
commercial law and with the UCC. The arbitrator shall be required to follow 
the law in making his award, and the award shall be in writing and shall set 
forth findings of fact and legal conclusions.

(c) The arbitration shall occur within 60 days of the selection of the 
arbitrator, in orange County, California, unless the parties agree to another 
location. Discovery and the procedure for the Arbitration shall, unless 
otherwise agreed to by the parties, follow the procedures and policies of 
AAA governing commercial arbitration, subject however to the following 
modifications:

1. All arbitration proceedings shall be confidential. None of the parties 
nor the arbitrator may disclose the existence, content or results of the 
arbitration without the written consent of all parties.

2. The parties shall attempt to agree on the issues to be arbitrated, or 
identify the disputed issues in writing no later than 45 days prior to 
arbitration. 

3. Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, discovery, if any, shall be 
limited as follows: (a) Requests for no more than 10 clearly identified 
categories of documents, to be provided to the requesting party within 
14 days of written request therefore; (b) Depositions: No more than two 
(2) per party, provided however, the deposition(s) are to be completed 
within one (1) day; (c) Compliance with the above shall be enforced by 
the arbitrator in accord with California law.

4. Each party shall have no longer than eight (8) hours to present its 
position. The entire hearing before the arbitrator shall not take longer 
than three (3) consecutive days, unless all parties agree otherwise in 
writing.

(d) The award shall be made in writing no more than 30 days following 
the end of the proceeding. Judgment upon the award rendered by the 
arbitrator may be entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof. Each 
party shall bear its own attorney’s fees and costs in connection with 
the proceedings and shall share equally the fees and expenses of the 
arbitrator.
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The Global Philatelic Network
Sell your stamps where your stamps sell best
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Name    

Customer No.   Paddle No.

Address

City

State    Zip

Phone  Day   

Phone Evening

Email

Dealer References

California Resale Number

LoT BID LoT BID LoT BID LoT BID LoT BID

A Buyer’s Premium of 18% will be added to the hammer price of each lot.

H.R. HARMER
2680 Walnut Ave., Suite AB

Tustin, CA 92780
800.782.6771  •  +1.714.389.9178

Fax: 714.389.9189
Email: info@hrharmer.com

Website:www.hrharmer.com

october 26, 2017
Public Auction 3018

Please limit my total purchases to:

           $

(not including Buyer’s Premium)
Note: Limits of less than $1000 are

respectfully declined.

You may increase my bids by the following
percentage if necessary to win a lot (circle 

one)

10%          20%          30%
 

I understand that bids so increased will be
reduced to conform to normal bidding

intervals and that a Buyer’s Premium of 18% 
will be added to the total of all purchases.

Please supply shipping address if different from above.

Please bid for me in accordance with your Terms and Conditions 
of Sale, which I have read and agree to. I have indicated below my 
maximum bid for each lot. I understand that you will execute my bids 
at one bid increment over the next highest bid and that you will not 
use my maximum bid unless necessary to secure the lot.

I agree to pay for all purchases immediately upon notification.

I understand a buyer’s premium of 18% will be added to the total of 
my purchases.

Signed______________________________________________

Please charge my purchases to my Master/Visa/Discover Card

Credit card payments will be subject to a 3% convenience fee.
# _________________________________________________
Exp.___________________________CCV#________________
Billing Zip Code:  ______________________________________

BIDS BELoW THE LISTING START 
PRICE WILL NoT BE ACCEPTED
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LoT BID LoT BID LoT BID LoT BID LoT BID

R E M o V E  o R  M A K E  P H oTo Co P Y  F o R  A D D I T I o N A L  B I D S

A Buyer’s Premium of 18% will be added to the hammer price of each lot.

Up to $100 . . . . . . . . . . . . Increase by $5
$100 to $300  . . . . . . . . . . Increase by $10
$300 to $725  . . . . . . . . . . Increase by $25
$750 to $1,450 . . . . . . . . . Increase by $50
$1,500 to $2,900. . . . . . . . Increase by $100
$3,000 to $7,250. . . . . . . . Increase by $250

$7,500 to $14,500. . . . . . . Increase by $500
$15,000 to $29,000. . . . . . Increase by $1,000
$30,000 to $72,500. . . . . . Increase by $2,500
$75,000 to $145,000  . . . . Increase by $5,000
$150,000 to $290,000  . . . Increase by $10,000
$300,000 and up . . . . . . . . Increase by $25,000

Bidding Increments

Fax: 714.389.9189


